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MULTI-FUNCTION ACTIVE FILTER MODULE
 Can be configured as a low-pass, high-pass or bandpass filter
 Ideal for use as an active crossover in loudspeaker systems
 Total harmonic distortion typically 0.003%
 Filter attenuation of 80dB per decade

LOOP ANTENNA
AND AMPLIFIER
Perfect for long-distance
AM radio reception

BEAM-BREAK
FLASH TRIGGER
Trigger a delay unit/photoflash
by interrupting an IR light

METAL LOCATOR
Ideal for finding nails, steel
frames, studs and bracing
in plaster walls
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A not-to-be-missed introduction to analogue-to-digital
and digital-to-analogue conversion
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Microchip Offers Lowest Currents for Active and Sleep Modes

Microcontrollers

Low-Power Microcontrollers for Battery-Friendly Design

Digital Signal
Controllers
Analog
Memory

Extend the battery life in your application using PIC® microcontrollers with nanoWatt
XLP Technology and get the industry’s lowest currents for Active and Sleep modes.
Microchip’s new peripheral-rich PIC12F182X, PIC16F182X and PIC16F19XX families offer active
currents of less than 50 μA and sleep currents down to 20 nA. These products enable you to create
battery-friendly designs that also incorporate capacitive touch sensing, LCD, communications and
other functions which help differentiate your products in the marketplace.
Microchip’s Enhanced Mid-range 8-bit architecture provides up to 50% increased performance
and 14 new instructions that result in up to 40% better code execution over previous-generation
8-bit PIC16 MCUs.
PIC12F182X and PIC16F182X families
include:
t Packages ranging from 8 to 64 pins
t mTouch™ capacitive touch-sensing
t Multiple communications peripherals
t Dual I2C™/SPI interfaces
t PWM outputs with independent time bases
t Data signal modulator

PIC16F19XX family includes:
t mTouch capacitive touch-sensing
t LCD drive
t Multiple communications peripherals
t More PWM channels, with independent
timers
t Up to 28 KB of Flash program memory
t Enhanced data EEPROM
t 32-level bandgap reference
t Three rail-to-rail input comparators

GET STARTED IN 3 EASY STEPS
1. View the Low Power Comparison
videos
2. Download the Low Power
Tips ‘n Tricks
3. Order samples and development
tools
www.microchip.com/XLP

PIC16F193X ‘F1’ Evaluation Platform - DM164130-1

Intelligent Electronics start with Microchip
www.microchip.com/xlp
The Microchip name and logo, the Microchip logo and PIC are registered trademarks and mTouch is a trademark of Microchip Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A. and other countries. © 2010 Energizer. Energizer and other marks are trademarks
owned by Energizer. All other trademarks mentioned herein are property of their respective companies. © 2010, Microchip Technology Incorporated, All Rights Reserved. ME257Eng/06.10
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WRROVWHVWHTXLSPHQWSRZHUVXSSOLHV
LQYHUWHUV PXFKPRUHSOHDVHYLVLWZHE
VLWHWRVHHRXUIXOOUDQJHRISURGXFWV


$GYDQFHG3HUVRQDO6FRSH[06V
)HDWXUHVLQSXWFKDQ
QHOVKLJKFRQWUDVW/&'
ZLWKZKLWHEDFNOLJKWIXOO
DXWRVHWXSIRUYROWGLY
DQGWLPHGLYUHFRUGHU
UROOPRGHXSWRKSHU
VFUHHQWULJJHUPRGH
UXQQRUPDORQFHUROODGMXVWDEOHWULJ
JHUOHYHODQGVORSHDQGPXFKPRUH
2UGHU&RGH$36  

3HUVRQDO6FRSH06V
7KH3HUVRQDO6FRSHLVQRWD
JUDSKLFDOPXOWLPHWHUEXWDFRP
SOHWHSRUWDEOHRVFLOORVFRSHDWWKH
VL]HDQGWKHFRVWRIDJRRGPXO
WLPHWHU,WVKLJKVHQVLWLYLW\GRZQ
WRP9GLYDQGH[WHQGHG
VFRSHIXQFWLRQVPDNHWKLVXQLW
LGHDOIRUKREE\VHUYLFHDXWRPR
WLYHDQGGHYHORSPHQWSXUSRVHV%HFDXVHRI
LWVH[FHSWLRQDOYDOXHIRUPRQH\WKH3HUVRQDO
6FRSHLVZHOOVXLWHGIRUHGXFDWLRQDOXVH
2UGHU&RGH+36  
6HHZHEVLWHIRUPRUHVXSHUGHDOV



6HFXUH2QOLQH2UGHULQJ)DFLOLWLHVƔ)XOO3URGXFW/LVWLQJ'HVFULSWLRQV 3KRWRVƔ.LW'RFXPHQWDWLRQ 6RIWZDUH'RZQORDGV



Everyday Practical Electronics

FEATURED KITS

JULY 2011

Everyday Practical Electronics Magazine has been publishing a series of popular kits by the acclaimed Silicon Chip Magazine
Australia. These projects are 'bullet proof' and already tested Down Under. All Jaycar kits are supplied with specified board
components, quality fibreglass tinned PCBs and have clear English instructions. Watch this space for future featured kits.

Improved Low Voltage Adaptor
Automotive Kits
Courtesy Interior Light Delay Kit
KC-5392 £7.50 plus postage & packing

Capacitor Discharge Ignition
Kit for Motor Bikes
KC-5466 £8.00 plus postage & packing
Many modern motor bikes use a Capacitor
Discharge Ignition (CDI) to improve performance
and enhance reliability. However, if the CDI ignition
NPEVMFGBJMT BSFQMBDFNFOUDBOCFWFSZFYQFOTJWF
This kit will replace many failed factory units and is
suitable for engines that provide a positive capacitor
voltage and have a separate trigger coil. This CDI
module uses cheap and readily available parts and
is worth a try before shelling out lots of hard-earned
cash for a genuine replacement module.
4VQQMJFEXJUITPMEFSNBTLFE1$#BOE
overlay, case and components.
4PNFNPVOUJOHIBSEXBSF
required.

Many modern cars feature a time delay on the
interior light. It still allows you time to buckle up and
get organised before the light dims and finally goes
out. This kit provides that feature for cars which
don't already provide it. It has a soft fade out after a
set time has elapsed, and features a
much simpler universal wiring
than our previous
models.
t,JUTVQQMJFEXJUI
PCB with overlay,
and all electronic components.
t4VJUBCMFGPSDJSDVJUTTXJUDIJOHHSPVOEPS
+12V or 24VDC
t1$#%JNFOTJPOTYNN
'FBUVSFEJO&1&'FCSVBSZ

t1$#YNN
Featured in EPE
June/July 2010

Programmable Ignition System
KC-5442 £34.50 plus postage & packing
This advanced and versatile ignition system is
suited for both two & four stroke engines.
Used to modify the factory ignition timing or
as the basis for a stand-alone ignition system
with variable ignition timing, electronic coil
control and anti-knock sensing (available separately).
t5JNJOHSFUBSEBEWBODF
over a wide range
t4VJUBCMFGPSTJOHMFDPJM
systems
t%XFMMBEKVTUNFOU
t4JOHMFPSEVBM
mapping ranges
t.BYNJO31.BEKVTUNFOU
t,JUJODMVEFT1$#XJUIPWFSMBZ QSPHSBNNFENJDSP
BMMFMFDUSPOJDDPNQPOUFOUTBOEEJFDBTUCPY
'FBUVSFEJO&1&/PWFNCFS

This versatile regulator will let you run a variety of
devices such as CD, DVD or MP3 players, digital
cameras or even powered speakers in
your car or from the power supply
inside your PC. This unit can supply
FJUIFS7 7 7 7 7PS7GSPNB
higher input voltage at up to four amps
XJUIBTVJUBCMFIFBUTJOL ,JUJODMVEFT
screen printed PCB and all specified
components.
/PUF5PFOTVSFUSPVCMFGSFFBNQ
output, a heatsink with a thermal
resistance of 1.4 degrees C per watt,
and an input voltage 3VDC above the
output voltage is required.
t1$#%JNFOTJPOTYNN
'FBUVSFEJO&1&/PWFNCFS

3V to 9V DC to DC Converter Kit
Delta Throttle Timer Kit
KC-5373 £9.25 plus postage & packing
This brilliant design will trigger a relay when the
accelerator is pressed or lifted quickly. Used for
automatic transmission switching of economy to
power modes or trigger electronic blow-off valves
on quick throttle lifts etc. It is completely
adjustable, and uses the output of a standard
throttle position sensor.
t,JUTVQQMJFEXJUI
PCB, and all
electronic
components
Featured in EPE
/PWFNCFS

KC-5391 £6.00 plus postage & packing
This great little converter allows you to use regular
/J$EPS/J.)7DFMMT PS"MLBMJOF7DFMMTGPS
7BQQMJDBUJPOT6TJOHMPXDPTU IJHIDBQBDJUZ
rechargeable cells, the kit will pay for itself in noUJNF:PVDBOVTFBOZ7DFMMTZPVEFTJSF
*NBHJOFUIFFYUSBDBQBDJUZ
you would have using
UXPN"I%
cells in
replacement
of a low
DBQBDJUZ7DFMM
t1$#%JNFOTJPOTYNN
'FBUVSFEJO&1&+VOF

Low Cost Programmable Interval Timer

Tempmaster Fridge Controller Mk II

KC-5464 £12.75 plus postage & packing

KC-5476 £12.00 plus postage & packing
Turn an old chest freezer into an energy-efficient fridge or beer keg fridge. Or convert a standard
fridge into a wine cooler. These are just two of the jobs this low-cost and easy-tobuild electronic thermostat kit can do without the need to modify internal wiring!
Used also to control 12V fridges or freezers, as well as heaters in hatcheries and
GJTIUBOLT4IPSUGPSNLJUDPOUBJOT1$# TFOTPSBOEBMMTQFDJGJFEDPNQPOFOUT
You'll need to add your own 240V GPO, switched IEC socket and case.
t1$#%JNFOTJPOTYNN
Featured in EPE February 2011

Water Tanks Kits
PIC Based Water Tank Level Meter Kit
KC-5460 £39.50 plus postage & packing
This PIC-based unit uses a pressure sensor to monitor
XBUFSMFWFMBOEXJMMEJTQMBZUBOLMFWFMWJBBO3(#-&%BU
UIFQSFTTPGBCVUUPO5IFLJUDBOCFFYQBOEFEUPJODMVEF
and optional wireless remote display panel that can
monitor up to ten separate tanks
,$ PSZPVDBOBEEB
wireless remote controlled
NBJOTQPXFSTXJUDI ,$
 UPDPOUSPMSFNPUF
XBUFSQVNQT,JUJODMVEFT
electronic components,
case, screen printed PCB
and pressure sensor.
Featured in EPE May 2010
Also available: ,$
3FNPUFEJTQMBZLJUb

KC-5463 £6.75 plus postage & packing

Remote Control Mains Switch
KC-5462 £36.25 plus postage
& packing
Commercial remote control mains switches are
available but these are generally limited to a
range of less than 20m. This UHF system will
operate up to 200m and is perfect for remote
power control systems etc. The switch can be
activated using the included hand held controller.
,JUTVQQMJFEXJUIDBTF TDSFFO
QSJOUFE1$# 3'
modules and all
electronic
components.
/PUF3FRVJSFT
6,NBJOT
socket or
adaptor.
Featured in EPE May 2010

Here's a new and completely updated version of
the very popular low cost 12VDC electronic timer.
It is link programmed for either a single ON, or
DPOUJOVPVT0/0''DZDMJOHGPSVQUPPOPGGUJNF
QFSJPET4FMFDUBCMFQFSJPETBSFGSPNUP
seconds, minutes, or
hours and it can be
restarted at any
UJNF,JUJODMVEFT
PCB and all
specified electronic
components.
t7%$SFRVJSFE
t1$#%JNFOTJPOTYNN
Featured in EPE August 2010

433MHz Remote Switch Kit
KC-5473 £16.50 plus postage & packing
4VJUBCMFGPSSFNPUFDPOUSPMPGQSBDUJDBMMZBOZUIJOHVQ
to a range of 200m. The receiver has momentary or
toggle output and the momentary period can be
adjusted. Up to five receivers can be used in the
same vicinity.
4IPSUGPSNLJU
contains two
PCBs and all
specified
components.
t&YUSBUSBOTNJUUFSLJU,$b
t1$#%JNFOTJPOT5YYNN3YYNN
'FBUVSFEJO&1&"VHVTU4FQUFNCFS

Freecall order: 0800 032 7241

Kits for Electronic Enthusiasts
KIT OF THE MONTH

Clifford The Cricket

"Minivox" Voice Operated Relay

Hearing Loop Receiver Kit
KC-5497 £12.75 plus
postage & packing

KC-5178 £6.25 plus postage & packing

KC-5172 £6.00 plus postage & packing

Clifford hides in the dark and chirps annoyingly until
a light is turned on - just like a real cricket. Clifford is
created on a small PCB, measuring just 40 x 35mm
and has cute little LED insect eyes that flash as it
sings. Just like a real cricket, it waits a few seconds
after darkness until it begins chirping, and stops
instantly when a light comes back on.

7PJDFPQFSBUFESFMBZT
are used for
'hands free' radio
communications
and some PA
applications etc.
Instead of pushing a
button, this device is activated by the sound of a
voice. This tiny kit fits in the tightest spaces and has
BMNPTUOPUVSOPOEFMBZ7%$!N"SFRVJSFE
,JUJTTVQQMJFEXJUI1$#FMFDUSFUNJD BOEBMM
specified components.

A hearing loop is an inductive
assisted listening system for
the hearing impaired. They're
typically installed in venues
such as churches and
conference rooms to enable
listeners to receive in-ear
communication via a wireless
induction loop. You can now
install this technology on your
PXO57 IPNFUIFBUSFPSIJGJ
system. This will enable
someone who's hard of
hearing to hear at their own
volume level without having to
turn the volume up to a level too high for everyone
else. The receiver will drive a pair of headphone or
earbuds from the signal picked up from the hearing
loop. The whole unit is completely self-contained
and can be carried around in a pocket or you can
add your own belt clip, so the user isn't
constrained by a set of headphone leads. The kit is
complete with case, label, PCB and components.

Improve Your
t$VSSFOUDPOTVNQUJPO
Hearing
N"
t'SFRVFODZSFTQPOTF
Without The
)[L)[
EXPENSE!
t4/SBUJPE#
t#BUUFSZWPMUBHFJOEJDBUJPO%PXOUP7
t1$#YNN
/PUF5SBOTNJUUFSOPUJODMVEFE

t1$# QJF[PCV[[FS 
LDR plus
all electronic
components
supplied
t1$#YNN

Jacob's Ladder High
Voltage Display Kit MK2
KC-5445 £15.75 plus postage & packing
8JUIUIJTLJUBOEUIFQVSDIBTFPGB7JHOJUJPODPJM
(available from auto stores and parts recyclers),
create an awesome rising ladder of noisy sparks that
FNJUTUIFEJTUJODUTNFMMPGP[POF5IJTJNQSPWFE
circuit is suited to modern high power ignition coils
and will deliver a spectacular visual display.

t7BVUPNPUJWF
ignition coil and case not included
t7DBSCBUUFSZ "I4-"PS"NQ%$QPXFS
supply required and not included
t1$#YNN

KC-5454 £16.00 plus postage & packing
Will record two, four or eight different messages
for random-access playback or a single message
for "tape mode" playback. It also provides cleaner
and glitch-free line-level audio output suitable for
feeding an amplifier or PA system. It can be
QPXFSFEGSPNBOZTPVSDFPG7%$4VQQMJFE
with silk screened and solder
masked PCB and all
electronic
components.

8BSOJOH 5IF+BDPCT-BEEFS,JUVTFT
potentially dangerous voltage.

Bridge Mode Adaptor
KC-5469 £10.25 plus
postage & packing
Enables you to run a stereo
amplifier in 'Bridged Mode' to effectively double the
power available to drive a single speaker. There are
no modifications required on the amplifier and the
TJHOBMQSPDFTTJOHJTEPOFCZUIJTDMFWFSLJU4VQQMJFE
with silk screened PCB and components. Requires
CBMBODFE  7QPXFSTVQQMZ

t1$#Y
NN

t1$#YNN

Audio Kits
Studio 350 - High Power Amplifier
KC-5372 £63.50 plus postage & packing

Balanced to Unbalanced Audio Converter
KC-5468 £12.00 plus postage & packing

The studio 350 power amplifier will deliver a whopping
83.4JOUPPINTPS83.4JOUPPINT*U
PGGFSTSFBMHSVOUVTJOHBIJHIQPXFS.+
transistor and is super quiet with a very low signal to
noise ratio and harmonic distortion. This kit is supplied in
TIPSUGPSNXJUI1$#BOEFMFDUSPOJDDPNQPOFOUT,JU
SFRVJSFTIFBUTJOLBOE  7
power supply as described in
JOTUSVDUJPOT4FFXFCTJUFGPS
more specifications.

This kit will adapt an unbalanced input to
balanced output and vice versa and allows
domestic equipment to be integrated into a
professional installation while maintaining the
inherent high immunity to noise pick-up on long
cable runs provided by balanced
MJOFT,JUTVQQMJFEXJUI
solder masked PCB
and all specified
components.

t1$#YNN

t1$#YNN

Post & Packing Charges
Order Value
Cost
£10 - £49.99 £5
£50 - £99.99 £10
£100 - £199.99 £20
£200 - £499.99 £30
£500+
£40
Max weight 12lb (5kg)
Heavier parcels POA
Minimum order £10

Note: Products are
despatched from Australia,
so local customs duty &
taxes may apply.
7bbfh_Y_d]_d
FekdZiIj[hb_d]
C_d_ckcehZ[h'&
Prices valid until
31/7/2011

HOW TO ORDER
WEB:
PHONE:
FAX:
;C7?B0
POST:

Communicate
Hands Free!

SCI-FI Kits

,JUJODMVEFT1$# 
pre-cut wire/ladder
and all electronic
components.

45 Second Voice Recorder Module

t1$#YNN

www.jaycarelectronics.co.uk
0800 032 7241*
+61 2 8832 3118*
j[Y^ijeh[6`WoYWh[b[Yjhed_Yi$Ye$ka
P.O. Box 107, Rydalmere NSW 2116 Australia
*Australian Eastern Standard Time
CedZWo#<h_ZWo&/$&&je'-$)&=CJ!'&^ekhi
;nf[Yj'&#'*ZWoi\ehW_hfWhY[bZ[b_l[ho

O r d e r o n l i n e : w w w. j a y c a r e l e c t r o n i c s . c o . u k

Theremin Synthesiser Kit MkII
KC-5475 £27.25 plus postage & packing
The ever-popular Theremin is better than ever!
'SPNQJFSDJOHTISJFLTUPNFOBDJOHHSPXMT DSFBUF
your own eerie science fiction sound effects by
simply moving your hand near the antenna. It's now
easier to build with PCB-mounted switches and
pots to reduce wiring to just the hand plate,
speaker and antenna and has the addition of a skew
control to vary the audio
tone from distorted
to clean.
t$PNQMFUFLJUDPOUBJOT1$#
with overlay, pre-machined
case and all specified
components
t1$#YNN

Don’t just sit
there BUILD
SOMETHING!
Starship Enterprise
Door Sound Emulator
KC-5423 £14.50 plus postage & packing
This easy to build kit emulates the unique sound of
BDBCJOEPPSPQFOJOHPSDMPTJOHPOUIF4UBSTIJQ
Enterprise. The sound can be
triggered by switch contacts or
even fitted to automatic doors.
t,JUTVQQMJFEXJUI1$#XJUI
overlay, speaker,
case and all specified
components
t7%$SFHVMBUFE
t1$#YNN

Flickering Flame Lighting
KC-5234 £6.25 plus postage & packing
This lighting effect uses a
TJOHMFXBUUIBMPHFO
lamp (the same as
those used for
domestic down
lights) to mimic its’
namesake. Mounted
on a compact PCB, it
PQFSBUFTGSPN7%$BOE
uses just a handful of
readily available
components. Use it
for stage performances
or for unique lighting
effects at home.
t,JUJODMVEFT8IBMPHFOMBNQ
t1$#QMVTFMFDUSPOJDDPNQPOFOUT
t*ODMVEFTDFSBNJDCBTFGPSIBMPHFOMBNQ
t1$#YNN

8.ªV1RVRXUFHIRU9(//(0$1 .LWV
V
'LJLWDO(FKR&KDPEHU.LW
$ FRPSDFWVRXQGHIIHFWV NLW ZLWK
EXLOWLQ PLF RU OLQH LQ OLQHRXW RU
VSHDNHU P: $GMXVWPHQWFRQ
WUROV
3RZHU9GFP$

1RZ$YDLODEOH&HEHN0RGXOHV
6HOI$VVHPEO\.LWV 5HDG\PDGH
0RGXOHV6HHRXUZHEVLWHIRU
GHWDLOVRQWKHZKROHUDQJH
'DWDVKHHWV6RIWZDUHDQGPRUH

ZZZHVUFRXN

0.9HOOHPDQNLW 
UG%UDNH/LJKW)ODVKHU.LW
:RUNVZLWKDQ\LQFDQGHVFHQWRU/('
UHDUFHQWUHEUDNHOLJKW)ODVKHVDW
+]IRURUWLPHVDGMXVWDEOHUH
WULJJHULQJ
3RZHU9GFPD[ORDG$

$OOPRGXOHVDVVHPEOHG WHVWHG

'LJLWDO5HFRUG3OD\HU
1RQYRODWLOHIODVKPHPRU\6LQJOH
VHFUHFRUGLQJYLDLQWHJUDOPLF:
RXWSXWWR:VSHDNHU
3RZHU9GFP$
&&HEHN0RGXOH

0.9HOOHPDQNLW 



'LJLWDO&RXQWHU
6WDQGDUGFRXQWHUWRIURP
LQSXWSXOVHV RU H[WHUQDO VLJQDO
:LWKUHVHWLQSXWPP'LVSOD\V
3RZHU9GFP$

0XOWLIXQFWLRQ8S'RZQ&RXQWHU
$QXSRUGRZQFRXQWHUYLDRQERDUG
EXWWRQRUH[WLQSXW7LPHGLVSOD\IHD
WXUH$ODUPFRXQWRXWSXWGLV
SOD\
3RZHU9GFP$

&'&HEHN0RGXOH

.9HOOHPDQNLW  

'LJLWDO&ORFN0LQL.LW
5HG6HJPHQWGLVSOD\LQDWWUDFWLYH
HQFORVXUHDXWRPDWLFWLPHEDVHVHOHF
WLRQEDWWHU\ EDFNXS RU+U
PRGHV
3RZHU9DFRUGF

1L[LH&ORFN.LW
*DVILOOHGQL[LHWXEHVZLWKWKHLUGLV
WLQFWLYHRUDQJHJORZ++00GLV
SOD\DXWRPDWLFSRZHUV\QF+]
3RZHU9DFP$

:0RQR$PSOLILHU
&RPSDFWPRQR : 506 :
SRZHUVWDJHVKRUWFLUFXLW UH
YHUVH SRODULW\ SURWHFWLRQ 
N+]3RZHU9GFP$

0.9HOOHPDQNLW 

.9HOOHPDQNLW  

(&HEHN0RGXOH

3UR[LPLW\&DUG5HDGHU.LW
$VLPSOHVHFXULW\NLWZLWKPDQ\DSSOL
FDWLRQV5),'WHFKQRORJ\DFWLYDWHVD
UHOD\HLWKHURQRIIRUWLPHG6XSSOLHG
ZLWKFDUGVFDQEHXVHGZLWKXSWR
FDUGV3RZHU9DFRUGF

900RGXOH 



:&KDQQHO$PSOLILHU
0RQRDPSOLILHUZLWKFKDQQHOV /RZ
+LJKIUHTXHF\ :506:SHUFKDQ
QHO DGMXVWDEOHKLJK OHYHO N+]
VKRUWFLUFXLW UHYHUVHSRODULW\SURWHFWLRQ
3RZHU9GF$

0LQL86%,QWHUIDFH%RDUG
1HZIURP9HOOHPDQWKLVOLWWOHLQWHU
IDFHPRGXOHZLWKLQSXWVRXWSXWV
LQFGLJLWDO DQDORJXHLQ3:0
RXWSXWV86%3RZHUHGP$6RIW
ZDUHVXSSOLHG

0.9HOOHPDQNLW 

(&HEHN0RGXOH 



5XQQLQJ0LFUREXJ.LW
3RZHUHGE\WZRVXEPLQLDWXUHPR
WRUVWKLVURERWZLOOUXQWRZDUGV
DQ\OLJKWVRXUFH1RYHOVKDSH3&%
ZLWK/('H\HV
3RZHU[$$$%DWWHULHV

7KHUPRVWDW0LQL.LW
*HQHUDOSXUSRVHORZFRVWWKHUPRVWDWW
NLWWR&(DVLO\PRGLILHGWHP
SHUDWXUHUDQJHPLQPD[K\VWHUHVLV
$5HOD\
3RZHU9GFP$

:6WHUHR$PSOLILHU
6WHUHRSRZHUVWDJHZLWK:506
:N+]VKRUWFLUFXLW UH
YHUVHSRODULW\SURWHFWLRQ
3RZHU9GFP$

0.9HOOHPDQNLW 

0.9HOOHPDQ.LW

(6&HEHN0RGXOH

:3RZHU$PSOLILHU
$KLJKTXDOLW\DXGLRSRZHUDPS
ZPXVLFSRZHU#:N+]
$YDLODEOHDVDNLWZLWKRXWKHDWVLQN
RUPRGXOHLQFOXGLQJKHDWVLQN
.9HOOHPDQNLW 
+HDWVLQNIRUNLW 
 
900RGXOH 
 




9HOOHPDQ)XQFWLRQ*HQHUDWRU
3& %DVHG 86% FRQWUROOHGIXQFWLRQ
JHQHUDWRU+]WR 0K] 3UH
GHILQHG ZDYHIRUPHGLWRU6RIWZDUH
VXSSOLHG6HHZHEVLWHIRUIXOOIHDWXUH
OLVW

9GF3RZHU6XSSO\
6LQJOHUDLOUHJXODWHGSRZHUVXSSO\
FRPSOHWHZLWKWUDQVIRUPHUP$
PD[ORZULSSOH9GFZLWKDGMXVW
PHQW

3&*89HOOHPDQ 

)(&HEHN0RGXOH 

033OD\HU.LW
3OD\V03ILOHVIURPDQ6'FDUG
VXSSRUWV,'WDJZKLFKFDQEHGLV
SOD\HGRQRSWLRQDO/&'/LQH
KHDGSKRQHRXWSXW5HPRWHFRQWURO
DGGRQ3RZHU9GFP$

6HFRQG7LPHU
8QLYHUVDOWLPHUZLWKUHOD\RXWSXW
7LPHVWDUWXSRQSRZHUXSRUSXVK
EXWWRQ/('LQGLFDWLRQ$5HOD\
3RZHU9GFP$

.9HOOHPDQNLW 

3&689HOOHPDQ 

,&HEHN0RGXOH

9HOOHPDQ3&6FRSH*HQHUDWRU
3&%DVHG86%FRQWUROOHGFKDQQHO
RVFLOORVFRSH$1')XQFWLRQJHQHUD
WRU6RIWZDUHLQFOXGHG6HHZHEVLWH
IRUIXOOIHDWXUHOLVW



&\FOLF7LPHU
8QLYHUVDOWLPHUZLWKUHOD\RXWSXW
7LPHVWDUWXSRQSRZHUXSRUSXVK
EXWWRQ2Q 2IIWLPHV6HF
RQGV/('LQGLFDWLRQ$5HOD\
3RZHU9GFP$

3&6*89HOOHPDQ 

.9HOOHPDQNLW

.

,&HEHN0RGXOH

$XGLR$QDO\VHU.LW
$VPDOOVSHFWUXPDQDO\VHUZLWK/&'
'
6XLWDEOHIRUXVHRQRU:V\V
WHPV P: WR : :  
N+]3DQHOPRXQWLQJEDFNOLWGLV
SOD\3RZHU9GFP$

5)5HPRWH&RQWURO7UDQVPLWWHU
6LQJOHFKDQQHO5)NH\IREWUDQVPLWWHU
ZLWKRYHUFRPELQDWLRQV&HUWL
ILHGUDGLRIUHTXHQF\0+]
3RZHU9GFP$ LQF )RUXVHZLWK
7/UHFHLYHUV

/LJKW'HWHFWRU
$GMXVWDEOHOLJKWVHQVRURSHUDWLQJ
DUHOD\5HPRWHVHQVRU WHUPL
QDOVIRUUHPRWHDGMXVWPHQWSRW
$5HOD\
3RZHU9GFP$

.9HOOHPDQNLW 

7/&HEHN0RGXOH  

,&HEHN0RGXOH

.9HOOHPDQNLW 
900RGXOH 

86%,QWHUIDFH%RDUG
)HDWXULQJLQGLJLWDORXWSXWVLQ
Q
DQDORJXHRXWSXWV6XSSOLHGZLWK
K
VRIWZDUH$YDLODEOHDVDNLWRUUHDG\\
DVVHPEOHGPRGXOH
.9HOOHPDQNLW 
900RGXOH 


7/&HEHN0RGXOH
 
7

'$&HEHN0RGXOH 

,&HEHN0RGXOH

.9HOOHPDQNLW 
900RGXOH


5&HEHN0RGXOH

+DUGZDUH

6ROGHULQJ

3&%(TXLSPHQW




ZZZHVUFRXN
ZZZHVUF
RXN

,&HEHN0RGXOH
7KHUPRVWDW
$WHPHUDWXUHFRQWUROOHGUHOD\$G
MXVWDEOHEHWZHHQWR&6HQ
VRURQUHPRWH3&%&RQQHFWRUIRU
H[WHUQDODGMXVWPHQWSRW $5HOD\
3RZHU9GFP$

$&0RWRU&RQWUROOHU
$9DF:PRWRUVSHHGFRQ
WUROXQLWJLYLQJWRRIIXOO
SRZHU
3RZHU9DF

&RPSRQHQWV




.H\SDG$FFHVV&RQWURO
$QHOHFWURQLFORFNZLWKXSWRWHQ
GLJLWFRGHV0RPHQWDU\RUWLPHG 
HFPLQ RXWSXW5HOD\$
3RZHU9GFP$.H\SDGLQFOXG
HG

&KDQQHO86%5HOD\%RDUG
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Computing for the ‘common man’
An electronics celebrity came to town last month (town being Brighton
for me) – a certain Steve from Apple attended a conference by the seaside.
There was a time when the name ‘Steve’, in relation to Apple, meant
two people. Of course one of them was (and still is) Steve Jobs, who has
become one of the most famous people in the world of electronics and
information technology. Apple, the company he co-founded, is the richest
technology corporation in the world; the Apple brand is the world’s most
valuable; and Jobs was voted CEO of the decade by Fortune magazine in
2009. One of the ironies of this achievement is that Steve Jobs is not an
ENGINEER(EWOULDBETHEÚRSTTOADMITTHATHEHASNmTlENGINEEREDmANYOF
their products, but what he does have is a crystal clear vision of what he
wants to produce and how to achieve it.
4HEVERYÚRST!PPLEPRODUCT*OBSLAUNCHEDWASTHEl!PPLEmCOMPUTER
IN(OWEVER ITWASDESIGNEDANDBUILTBYTHEOTHER3TEVE 3TEVE
Wozniak. Between them, the two Steves went on to lay the foundations
OFTHEMODERN!PPLECOMPANY!LTHOUGH7OZNIAKLEFT!PPLEIN 
without his input and foresight about what a PC should be, it is doubtful
that Apple could have got off the ground and computers would look
very different today. I doubt if we’d still be stuck in the ‘command line
prompt’ world of MS-DOS, but a big part of Microsoft’s initial impetus for
moving to Windows came from the success of Apple’s early graphical user
interface.
Although never one for the limelight, engineer Steve is still an important
ÚGUREINTHEHISTORYOF0#S SOITISWORTHFOLLOWINGHISVIEWSONWHAT
the future holds for computing. One thing he has always been passionate
about is spreading the use of computers for everyone. The earliest PCs
were little more than kits of parts and a PCB. If you were lucky you got an
assembled motherboard, but no case, no monitor and certainly no hard
drive (programs were stored and loaded using compact cassette tapes).
Things changed quickly and complete systems – at a price – were soon
available, but you needed a fair amount of knowledge and perseverance to
become PC literate.
Contrast that with today, where modern systems easily play music and
ÚLMS SEARCHTHE)NTERNET ANDAWHOLEHOSTOFOTHERACTIVITIES7HAT
is surprising though, is how similar many modern computers look to
models 25 or more years old – a box, attached to a display, keyboard and
mouse. Now, however, there is a completely new format in the shape of
tablet computers, the most famous being the iPad from Apple. And what
does pioneer Wozniak think of them? A quote from him caught my eye
recently; speaking to engineers at a conference in California, he said: ‘The
tablet is not necessarily for the people in this room. It’s for the normal
people in the world.’ Which is exactly the product both Steves set out to
make 35 years ago.
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NEWS

A roundup of the latest Everyday
News from the world of
electronics

T

3D video on demand by Barry Fox

he annual European press
conference held to promote the
IFA Electronics Show was again
enlivened by the now traditional
slanging
match
between
the
organisers of the September IFA
show in Berlin and the January CES
event in Las Vegas. But, also by
tradition, the two shows never refer
to each other by name.
‘If there is one single piece of information I want you to take away from
this event, it is that IFA is the number
one show for the trade and media,’ Dr
Christian Göke, CEO Messe Berlin told
JOURNALISTSÛOWNINFROMAROUND
the world to sunny Alicante, Spain.
‘Anyone who has already got that
message is free to leave the room and
go to the pool. But if you would like
to stay, I will give good reasons why
IFA is global number one, and the
only place in the world for so many
international retailers and media.’
‘We are number one in the world with
stable and positive growth. This sets us
apart from all other shows in the world.’

Several manufacturers were given
20-minute slots to promote their
electronic wares. Michael Zoller,
Samsung’s European marketing director was clearly under orders from
his Korean bosses to try and cool the
bitter dispute over active-shutter versus passive-polarising 3DTV – while
promoting Samsung’s continuing
commitment to active shutter in the
FACEOFRIVAL,'mSHIGHPROÚLECRITICISM
of active shuttering.
This came as Toshiba followed
Philips and quietly slid passive TV
sets into its new TV range, to sell
alongside the company’s existing
active shutter sets.
This summer, Samsung will launch
a free 3D video on demand service,
delivered direct by broadband to Samsung active shutter Internet TV sets.
3D clips, trailers and ten Imax Theatre
3D movies – each of 45 minutes length
and as currently available on Blu-ray
discs – will stream for free.
To boost 3D sales, Samsung will start
selling packs of two pairs of active

shutter glasses, for 79 euros (approx
£67). These glasses will use an RF
connection, working on the 2.4GHz
Bluetooth frequency and using pairing technology similar to, but not to
quite the same standard, as Bluetooth.
The glasses need only be push-button
paired once with the TV, and then
remain paired.
Using RF avoids the problem of
interference, which has plagued
infrared active shutter connection,
particularly in stores where retailers
want to demonstrate several 3DTV
sets and different brands in close
proximity. The IR signals for one set
can stop other sets’ glasses working.
:OLLERCONÚRMEDTHATALL3AMsung 3DTVs will use RF Bluetoothstyle connection, and there is no
compatibility between 2011 glasses
and 2010 infrared sets.
‘We are now 100% Bluetooth. InfraREDISÚNISHEDm HESAID
However, Samsung pledges to keep
selling IR glasses for owners of existing 3D sets.

Arduino-compatible 32-bit microcontroller development platform

ICROCHIP HAS LAUNCHED THE ÚRST
M
32-bit-microcontroller-based,
open-source development platform
that is compatible with Arduino
hardware and software. Designed and
manufactured by Digilent, a Microchip
authorised design partner, the chipKIT
platform is a 32-bit Arduino solution
to enable hobbyists and academics to
easily, and inexpensively, integrate
electronics into their projects, even
if they do not have an electronicengineering background.
The boards’ starting price is $26.95
each. The platform consists of two
PIC32-based development boards
and open-source software that is
fully compatible with the Arduino
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programming language and development environment. The chipKIT
hardware is compatible with existing
Arduino shields and applications, and
can be developed using the Arduino
IDE and existing resources, such as
code examples, libraries, references
and tutorials. The easy-to-use kit supports project development in many
disciplines, such as mechanical engineering, computer science and even art.
The PIC32-based chipKIT boards enable 80MHz performance, and provide
up to 512KB Flash, with up to 128KB
RAM. They feature connectivity peripherals, including Ethernet, CAN,
and USB (Full-Speed Host, Device
and OTG), plus peripherals such as

multiple timers, a 16-channel 1 MSPS
Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC),
two comparators, and multiple I2C,
SPI, and UART interfaces. The chipKIT
integrates Microchip’s PIC32 microcontroller which is the highest performance 32-bit microcontroller in its class.
A ChipKIT video demo is available
at: www.microchip.com/get/D268
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esearchers at the Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology (KIT)
have succeeded in encoding data at a
rate of 26 terabits per second (26,000
billion bits per second) on a single
laser beam, transmitting them over a
distance of 50km, and decoding them
successfully. This is the largest data
volume ever transported on a laser
beam. The process developed by KIT
allows the contents of 700 DVDs to
be transmitted in just one second.
With this experiment, the KIT scientists in the team of Professor Jürg
Leuthold beat their own record in
high-speed data transmission of 2010,
when they exceeded the 10 TB/s barrier.
‘Our result shows that physical limits
have not yet been exceeded, even at

I

very high data rates’, Leuthold says.
‘A few years ago, data rates of 26 terabits per second were deemed Utopian,
even for systems with many lasers…
and there would not have been many
applications. With 26 terabits per second, it would have been possible to
transmit up to 400 million telephone
calls at the same time. Nobody needed
this at that time. Today, the situation
is different. Video transmissions predominate on the Internet and require
extremely high bit rates.
Companies and scientists from all
over Europe were involved in the
experimental implementation of ultrarapid data transmission at KIT. Among
them were members of the University
of Southampton.

Revolutionary 3D Transistor

OUFM IBT BOOPVODFE B TJHOJÜDBOU
breakthrough in the evolution of
the transistor, the building block
PG NPEFSO FMFDUSPOJDT 'PS UIF ÜSTU
time since the invention of silicon
transistors over 50 years ago,
transistors using a three-dimensional
structure will be put into high-volume
manufacturing. Intel will introduce
a revolutionary 3D transistor design
DBMMFE m5SJ(BUFn  ÜSTU EJTDMPTFE
by Intel in 2002, into high-volume
manufacturing at the 22nm level.
The three-dimensional Tri-Gate transistors represent a fundamental departure from the two-dimensional planar
transistor structure that has powered
not only all computers, mobile phones
and consumer electronics to date, but
also the electronic controls within cars,
spacecraft, household appliances,
medical devices and thousands of other
everyday devices for decades.
Tri-Gate transistors enable chips to
operate at lower voltage with lower
leakage, providing an unprecedented
combination of improved performance
BOE FOFSHZ FGÜDJFODZ DPNQBSFE UP

Intel’s 22nm 3D Tri-Gate Transistor

previous state-of-the-art transistors.
The capabilities give chip designers
UIFÝFYJCJMJUZUPDIPPTFUSBOTJTUPSTUBSgeted for low power or high performance, depending on the application.
These new transistors provide up
to 37% performance increase at low
voltage versus Intel’s 32nm planar
transistors. This gain means that they
are ideal for use in small handheld
devices, which operate using less
energy to ‘switch’ – less than half
the power when at the same performance level as 2D planar transistors on
32nm chips.

Competition time!

couple of competitions that will
A
be of interest to EPE readers who
have a creative streak...
Picture Bletchley Park
Bletchley Park, Milton Keynes, once a
top-secret institution where all photography was banned, is now welcoming
photographers with open arms to take
part in its inaugural ‘Picture Bletchley
Park’ photographic competition.
The prestigious board of judges includes Kate Day, communities editor
for telegraph.co.uk, who is also well
known for her blogs about photography and Damien Demolder, editor of
the magazine, Amateur Photographer.
The competition is open to everyone,
regardless of experience. Participants
may submit photographs of any aspect
of Bletchley Park, from the buildings
and the army of staff and volunteers
who work there, to its priceless historic collections and lovely gardens.
The winners will feature in BletchLEY0ARKmSOFÚCIALCALENDAR WITH
the photograph by the overall winner
featuring on the front cover. The 13
winning entries, along with 25 runners
up, will also be displayed at Bletchley
Park during the ‘Picture This’ event
on 2 October, where the winners will
each be presented with a framed copy
of their entry.
To enter, or for more information and
rules, go to: www.bparkcomp.org.uk.
Pylon design competition
Love them or hate them, the great
British pylon is an unmistakable part
of the landscape. The current ‘iconic’
design is essentially 80 years old and
has been a constant since the birth of
the national grid.

New evaluation kit for Sensirion’s differential pressure sensors

E

K-P3 is an evaluation kit from Swiss
CMOS-based sensor manufacturer
Sensirion. It is a straightforward and
cost-effective option for testing their
digital differential pressure sensors.
The set consists of a USB stick that
is connected to the SDP610 sensor by
an adapter cable. Software available
online enables a PC to display the
data or save it to a spreadsheet. The
sensors have a digital (I2C) output
signal and provide excellent accuracy
and sensitivity. For more information,
see: www.sensirion.com/ekp3
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Make your mark by redesigning the pylon!

If you fancy a change from designing
AMPLIÚERSOR0)#PROJECTSTHENWHYNOT
enter the ‘Pylon design competition’
run by RIBA? (www.ribapylondesign.
com) It’s an opportunity to get involved
with enormous currents and voltages
by designing a new generation of pyLONS0OTENTIALPYLONAÚCIONADOSCAN
gain inspiration from Flash Bristow’s
pylon-themed website at: www.gorge.
org/pylons, and if you are really keen
then why not join the Pylon Appreciation Society at: www.pylons.org.
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Constructional Project

Multi-Function Active
Filter Module

Versatile design –
can be configured
as a low-pass, highpass or bandpass
filter just by moving
a few jumper links

By JO HN C L A RKE

This versatile Active Filter is ideal for use as an active crossover
in loudspeaker systems, but has lots of other uses as well. It can be
CONlGUREDª ASª Aª LOW PASSª lLTERª FORª DRIVINGª SUB WOOFERª AMPLIlERS ª
ASªAªHIGH PASSªlLTERªORªASªAªBANDPASSªlLTER ªSIMPLYªBYªMOVINGªAªFEWª
ON BOARDªJUMPERªLINKS

A

CTIVE ÚLTERS ARE USED IN MANY
ANALOGUE CIRCUITS TO TAILOR THE
FREQUENCYRESPONSE&OREXAMPLE AN
ACTIVEÚLTERCOULDBEUSEDTOPREVENT
SIGNALS BELOW (Z FROM PASSING
THROUGH TO THE NEXT STAGE EG  TO AN
AMPLIÚER  )N THIS CASE  THE ÚLTER ALLOWSTHEHIGHERAUDIOFREQUENCIESTO
PASSTHROUGH BUTBLOCKSTHESUB AUDIO
SIGNALSINCLUDING$# 
4HISTYPEOFÚLTERISCALLEDAlHIGH
PASSm(0 ÚLTER)FAN(0ÚLTERISINCORPORATEDINTOANAUDIOAMPLIÚER ITWILL
PREVENTTHEWOOFERINALOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEMFROMBEINGDRIVENATVERYLOW
FREQUENCIES)NFACT ITCOULDBEUSED
ASATURNTABLERUMBLEÚLTERTOFOLLOWA
MAGNETICCARTRIDGEPREAMPLIÚER
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0REVENTINGALOUDSPEAKERFROMBEING DRIVEN AT VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE SUCH FREQUENCIES WOULD CAUSE AUDIBLE DISTORTION
IN THE SOUND DUE TO EXCESSIVE CONE
MOVEMENT )N ADDITION  EXCESSIVE
CONEMOVEMENTATORBELOWTHELOUDSPEAKERmSRESONANCEFREQUENCYCOULD
DAMAGETHELOUDSPEAKER
3IMILARLY ANACTIVEÚLTERCOULDALSO
BEUSEDTOLIMITSIGNALSABOVEK(Z
4HISWILLPREVENTSUPERSONICSIGNALS
FROM DRIVING THE LOUDSPEAKER AND
PROTECT THE TWEETERS  FROM DAMAGE
4HISTYPEOFÚLTERISCALLEDALOW PASS
,0 ÚLTERITALLOWSFREQUENCIESBELOW
A CERTAIN FREQUENCY TO PASS THROUGH 
BUTBLOCKSHIGHERFREQUENCIES

Bandpass filter
#ASCADING A HIGH PASS ÚLTER AND A
LOW PASS ÚLTER PRODUCES A BANDPASS
ÚLTER3O IFA(ZHIGH PASSÚLTERAND
AK(ZLOW PASSÚLTERARECASCADED 
WE END UP WITH A BANDPASS RANGING
FROM(ZTOK(Z4HISMEANSTHAT
THE SIGNAL IS ATTENUATED BOTH BELOW
(Z AND ABOVE K(Z  WHILE THOSE
FREQUENCIESBETWEEN(ZANDK(Z
AREBASICALLYLEFTUNATTENUATED
(OWEVER  SOME ATTENUATION OR RE
DUCTION IN LEVEL  DOES OCCUR AS THE
SIGNALFREQUENCYAPPROACHES(ZAND
K(Z IE NEARTHESO CALLEDCORNEROR
lROLL OFFmFREQUENCIES
!DDITIONALÚLTERSCANALSOBEUSED
TO SPLIT THE (Z TO K(Z AUDIO
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PASSIVE FILTERS

ACTIVE FILTERS

TWEETER

HP

PREAMPLIFIER

SIGNAL

MIDRANGE

BP

TWEETER

HP

(HIGH PASS)

AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

SIGNAL

MIDRANGE

BP

(BAND PASS)

AMPLIFIER
WOOFER

LP

LP

(LOW PASS)
(USUALLY IN LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURE)

&IGªAªSINGLEªPOWERªAMPLIlERªISªUSUALLYªUSEDªTOªDRIVEªAª
PASSIVEªCROSSOVERªNETWORKªINªAªLOUDSPEAKERªBOX

frequency range into separate frequency ranges or bands. This might
be done to produce a 2-way or 3-way
active crossover for two or three drivers in a loudspeaker system.
In greater detail, many loudspeaker
systems include woofer, midrange and
tweeter drivers in the same box – see
Fig.1. This is called a 3-way system,
while a 2-way system includes just a
woofer and a tweeter.
The separate drivers are used because no single driver can faithfully
reproduce the whole audible range
from 20Hz to 20kHz. So the audio band
of frequencies is divided up and each
driver is fed with its own ‘ideal’ range
of frequencies. In a 3-way system, for
example, the woofer could be provided
with signals ranging from 20Hz to say
150Hz, while the midrange would
handle signals ranging from 150Hz to
2kHz. The tweeter would then cover
the remainder of the audio range, ie,
from 2kHz to 20kHz.
Passive crossovers
In most loudspeaker systems, the incoming audio signal is divided into
separate frequency bands using pasSIVEÚLTERS4HESElCROSSOVERÚLTERSmARE
located inside the loudspeaker box itself, and are made up using inductors,
capacitors and resistors.
A well-designed crossover network
gives outputs to match the particular
drivers used. This ensures that each
driver (ie, woofer, midrange and
tweeter) is fed only with a frequency
band it can effectively reproduce. In
addition, the design must cater for
drivers that have different sensitivities
and set the signal levels to achieve an
OVERALLÛATFREQUENCYRESPONSE
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WOOFER

&IGªTHEªARRANGEMENTªFORªANªACTIVEªCROSSOVERªlLTERªSYSTEMª
4HEª lLTERSª GOª BEFOREª THEª POWERª AMPLIlERSª ANDª Aª SEPARATEª
AMPLIlERªISªREQUIREDªFORªEACHªLOUDSPEAKERªDRIVER

For example, the woofer is often
less sensitive than the midrange driver
and tweeter, and so the signals to the
latter drivers must be reduced so that
the output levels from the three drivers are well matched. This does waste
AMPLIÚERPOWER HOWEVER
Another problem to contend with is
non-linearity in the driver impedances.
Extra components are often used in the
crossover network to correct this, so
THATTHEÚLTERAPPEARSTODRIVEAPURELY
resistive load. As a result, the crossover
networks in high-performance speaker
systems are often complex and can be
DIFÚCULTTODESIGNANDOPTIMISE
They also interpose a complex RLC
NETWORK BETWEEN THE AMPLIÚER AND
the speakers, which can mean a loss
of damping factor. This particularly
affects the lower frequencies, where a
high damping factor is most needed to
achieve tight, clean bass and midrange
reproduction.
As shown in Fig.1, a single power
AMPLIÚER USUALLY DRIVES THE PASSIVE

crossover network in a loudspeaker
system. However, some loudspeaker
systems provide additional connections so that each driver can either
be driven independently by its own
AMPLIÚERVIAITSPASSIVEÚLTER ORBY
A SINGLE AMPLIÚER  BUT WITH SEPARATE
WIRINGTOEACHPASSIVEÚLTERSECTION
Active crossovers
Active crossovers are an alternative to
PASSIVEÚLTERING(OWEVER FORTHISTO
WORK ASEPARATEAMPLIÚERISREQUIRED
for each driver – see Fig.2. For a stereo
system, that means six (mono) power
AMPLIÚERSORTHREESTEREOAMPLIÚERS 
to drive 3-way loudspeakers or four
AMPLIÚERSFOR WAYLOUDSPEAKERS
!SSHOWNIN&IG THECROSSOVERÚLTERINGISNOWPLACEDAHEADOFEACHAMPLIÚER
to set the frequency band applied to its
driver. There are two advantages to this
scheme: (1) better control of the driver
and (2) the inductive load presented
BY THE DRIVER DOES NOT AFFECT THE ÚLTER
response (as it does in a passive system).

Specifications
Voltage gain: adjustable from 0-2; typically set at 1
Frequency response: filter dependent
Filter attenuation slope: 24dB/octave or 80dB/decade
Total harmonic distortion (THD): typically 0.003% at 1V RMS
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): >100dB with respect to 1V input and
22Hz to 22kHz unweighted
Input impedance: 47kȍ
Supply Voltage: ±15V to ± 60V DC dual rail supply, or +12V to 30V DC
single rail supply, or 11V to 43V AC
Current Consumption: 40mA maximum
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FILTERS

SELECTION
MATRIX

INPUT
BUFFER
INPUT

HPin

HP
IC2b

LPout
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x1

HP
IC2a
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OUT

OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER

HPout

x2

IC1a

LPin
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VR1
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Fig.3: block diagram of the Multi-Function Active Filter. The low-pass and highPASSªlLTERªSTAGESªEACHªCONSISTªOFªTWOªCASCADEDªOPªAMPSª4HEªUNITªISªCONlGUREDª
by installing jumper links on the pins of the ‘selection matrix’.

So, our Multi-Function Active Filter
module is designed to be used ahead
OFEACHAMPLIÚER"ASICALLY YOUNEED
TOBUILDANDCONÚGUREONEMODULEFOR
EACHDRIVERANDAMPLIÚER INTHESYSTEM&ORAWOOFER THEMODULEWOULD
BECONÚGUREDASALOW PASS,0 ÚLTER 
WHILEABANDPASS"0 ÚLTERWOULDBE
USEDAHEADOFTHEMIDRANGEAMPLIÚER
4HE TWEETER DRIVER AMPLIÚER WOULD
HAVEAHIGH PASS(0 ÚLTERAHEADOFIT
Supply options
In operation, the Multi-Function AcTIVE&ILTERWOULDTYPICALLYBEPOWERED
FROMTHESUPPLYRAILSOFTHEAMPLIÚER
/PTIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO POWER THE
MODULEFROMSUPPLYRAILSRANGINGFROM
6DOWNTO6 ORFROMAN6
TO6!#SOURCE
4HEÚLTERCANALSOBEPOWEREDFROMA
SINGLESUPPLYRAIL SUCHAS 6  6
OR 64HE6OPTIONENABLESITTO
BEUSEDINCARS
On-board jumper links are used to
CONÚGURE THE MODULE FOR ,0  "0 OR
AMPLITUDE

CUTOFF

ROLLOFF
SLOPE

TRANSITION
BAND

A HIGH PASS (HP)

Block diagram
The block diagram of the Multi-Function
!CTIVE&ILTERMINUSTHEPOWERSUPPLY 
ISSHOWNIN&IG)TUSESANINPUTBUFFER
STAGE)#A FOUROPAMPSTOFORMTHE
ÚLTERSTAGES)#A )#BAND)#A )#B 
ANDANOUTPUTAMPLIÚERSTAGE)#B
)#AISCONÚGUREDWITHAGAINOFONE
and can be connected to drive either
THE(0OR,0ÚLTERSTAGES DEPENDING
on the jumper options on the ‘SelecTION-ATRIXmBLOCK)FWEWANTAN(0
ÚLTER THENTERMINALl).mISCONNECTED
TOl(0INmONTHEMATRIXBLOCK!LTERNATIVELY FORAN,0ÚLTER l).mISCONNECTED
TOTERMINALl,0INm
!SSHOWN THEHIGH PASSÚLTERUSES
TWO POLE(0ÚLTERSBASEDON)#AAND

PASS
BAND

FREQUENCY

Roll-off slope
.OTE THAT THE SIGNAL IS NOT FULLY ATtenuated at the cutoff points, but
INSTEADGRADUALLYDECREASESATARATE
DETERMINED BY THE ROLL OFF SLOPE )N
THISCASE EACH POLEÚLTERSTAGEHAS
AROLLOFFOFD"PERDECADEORD"
PER OCTAVE (OWEVER  BECAUSE THE
ÚLTER STAGES ARE CASCADED  THIS ROLL
OFFINCREASESTOD"PERDECADE OR
D"PEROCTAVE ANDTHESIGNALLEVEL
IS ACTUALLY D" DOWN AT THE CUTOFF
CROSSOVER POINTS
&OR A HIGH PASS ÚLTER  THE OUTPUT
FROM)#BISFEDTHROUGHTOLEVELCONTROL62BYCONNECTINGPOINTl(0OUTm
TOl/54mINTHESELECTIONMATRIX!LTERNATIVELY  FOR A LOW PASS ÚLTER  THE
OUTPUTOF)#BATl,0OUTmISCONNECTED
TOTHEl/54mTERMINAL
HIGH PASS
CUTOFF

CUTOFF

PASS
BAND

STOP
BAND

(0OPERATION4HEROLL OFFFREQUENCIES
ARE SET BY SELECTING THE APPROPRIATE
resistor and capacitor values in the
ÚLTERFEEDBACKNETWORKS4HESEÚLTER
COMPONENTCALCULATIONSAREMADEEASY
BYUSINGFREELYAVAILABLESOFTWAREFROM
THE)NTERNET

)#B4HESEARECONNECTEDINSERIESOR
lCASCADEDm  3IMILARLY  THE LOW PASS
ÚLTERSTAGECONSISTSOF POLE,0ÚLTERS 
BASEDON)#AAND)#B
4HERESPONSEFORAN(0ÚLTERANDTHE
WAY THE ÚLTER RESPONSE IS DESCRIBED 
ISSHOWNIN&IGA!SINDICATED THE
REGIONWHEREFREQUENCIESPASSTHROUGH
UNATTENUATED IS CALLED THE PASSBAND
"ELOW THE CUTOFF FREQUENCY  THE RESPONSEBEGINSTOROLLOFFORISREDUCED 
INLEVEL4HISROLL OFFREGIONISCALLED
THESTOPBAND
!N,0ÚLTERISSIMILAR EXCEPTTHATIT
ALLOWSLOW FREQUENCYSIGNALSTOPASS
through, and blocks signals above
THECUTOFFPOINT&IGB &INALLY THE
BANDPASSÚLTERROLLSOFFBOTHTHELOW
ANDHIGH FREQUENCYSIGNALS ANDTHE
PASS BAND IS BETWEEN THE HIGH PASS
AND LOW PASS CUTOFF FREQUENCIES
&IGC 

ROLLOFF
SLOPE

ROLLOFF
SLOPE

LOW PASS
CUTOFF
PASS
BAND

ROLLOFF
SLOPE

STOP
BAND

TRANSITION
BAND

B LOW PASS (LP)

C BAND PASS (BP)

&IGªTHEªHIGH PASSªlLTERª! ªLOW PASSªlLTERª" ªANDªBANDPASSªlLTERª# ªRESPONSEªCHARACTERISTICSª"ECAUSEªTHEªOPªAMPª
lLTERªSTAGESªAREªCASCADED ªTHEªROLLOFFªSLOPEªINªEACHªCASEªISªD"ªPERªOCTAVEªANDªTHEªSIGNALªISªACTUALLYªD"ªDOWNªATªTHEª
CUTOFFªCROSSOVER ªPOINTS
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Parts List

Amplifiers For Active
Crossover Systems

T

HE AUDIO AMPLIFIER
requirements for active
crossover loudspeaker
systems depend on the
power handling rating
for each loudspeaker. Typically, a
woofer (or subwoofer) amplifier should have
twice the power of
the midrange and treble
amplifiers. For example, a 100W
power amplifier could be used for the
woofer, and 50W amplifiers used for the midrange and treble drivers.
One problem is that the output from a preamplifier will only have a single
RCA phono output for each left and right channel. However, you will need to
connect the preamp signal to two or three active filters, depending on how
many drivers are in the loudspeaker.
This problem is easily overcome by using an RCA phono Plug to 2 × RCA
phono Socket, such as the Jaycar Cat. PA-3560. Two such adaptors will be
required for each channel if you want to drive three active filter modules (ie,
if you have a 3-way loudspeaker system).
Alternatively, you could use RCA phono plug-to-plug leads, with piggyback
RCA phono sockets (eg, Jaycar WA-7090/1/2/3) or you could make up your
own 2-way or 3-way phono socket panels.
Bandpass filter connections
Bandpass filtering is achieved by
cascading the high-pass and low-pass
ÚLTERSTAGESIE BYCONNECTINGTHEOUTPUTOFTHEHIGH PASSSTAGESTOTHEINPUT
OFTHELOW PASSSTAGES ORVICEVERSA
(OWEVER ITISNORMALTOFEEDTHESIGNAL
TOAN(0ÚLTERÚRST ANDTHENUSETHIS
TODRIVETHE,0ÚLTER RATHERTHANPLACINGTHE,0ÚLTERÚRST4HISWILLRESULT
INLESSNOISEDUETOTHEÚNALLOW PASS
ÚLTERING
(OWEVER YOUCANCONNECTTHE,0ÚLTERSÚRSTIFTHATmSWHATYOUWANTTODO
.ORMALLY  TO CONÚGURE A BANDPASS
ÚLTER THESIGNALISÚRSTFEDTO(0ÚLTER
STAGE)#ABYLINKINGl).mTOl(0INm4HE
OUTPUTFROM)#BISTHENFEDTOTHEINPUT
of low-pass stage IC3a by connecting
l(0OUTmTOl,0INmINTHE3ELECTION-ATRIX 4HE RESULTING BANDPASS ÚLTERED
SIGNALATTHEOUTPUTOF)#BISTHENFED
TO62BYCONNECTINGl,0OUTmTOl/54m
Level control
4HESIGNALON62mSWIPERISFEDTO)#B
4HISISCONÚGUREDASANON INVERTING
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AMPLIÚERWITHAGAINOFTWO!SARESULT 
62CANBEADJUSTEDTOVARYTHESIGNAL
ATITSOUTPUTBETWEENZEROANDX4HIS
LEVEL ADJUSTMENT ALLOWS THE SOUND
LEVELSFROMTHEWOOFER MIDRANGEAND
TWEETER DRIVERS TO BE ADJUSTED WHEN
MULTIPLEÚLTERMODULESAREUSED
"YTHEWAY THERECOMMENDEDDESIGNFOREACH POLESTAGEISFORA"UTTERWORTH RESPONSE 7HEN CONNECTED
INSERIES THERESULTOFCASCADINGTWO
"UTTERWORTHÚLTERSISA,INKWITZ 2ILEY
, 2 RESPONSE
4HISISIDEALBECAUSEATTHECROSSOVER REGION  WHERE ONE ÚLTER TAKES
OVER FROM ANOTHER  THE OVERALL , 2
FREQUENCYRESPONSEISÛAT.OTETHAT
THE(0AND,0ÚLTERSMUSTBESETTO
THESAMECROSSOVERFREQUENCYFORTHIS
TOHAPPEN
!SINDICATEDPREVIOUSLY THE-ULTI
&UNCTION!CTIVE&ILTERBOARDCANONLY
PRODUCE A SINGLE ,0  (0 OR "0 ÚLTER
OUTPUT This means that it can only
provide a signal to one loudspeaker
driver – it is not designed to provide
two (or more) outputs.

1 PC board, code 812, available
from the EPE PCB Service,
size 123mm × 63mm
1 UB3-size plastic case, 130mm
× 68mm × 44mm (optional)
1 3-way PC-mount screw terminal
block, 5.08mm pin spacing
4 8-pin DIP IC sockets
1 3-way DIL pin header, with
2.54mm pin spacings
2 3-way SIL pin headers, with
2.54mm pin spacings
5 jumper plugs, to suit pin
headers
1 100mm length of 0.8mm tinned
copper wire or four 0ȍ links
4 PC stakes
Semiconductors
3 LM833 dual op amps (IC1 to IC3)
1 TL071, LF351 single op amp
(IC4)
2 1N4744 15V 1W Zener diodes
(ZD1,ZD2)
2 1N4004 1A 400V diodes
(D1,D2)
Capacitors
2 470μF 16V PC electrolytic
1 100μF 16V PC electrolytic
2 4.7μF non-polarised (NP)
electrolytic
2 100nF MKT polyester
1 10nF MKT polyester
1 220pF ceramic
C1,C2,C3 to suit application (use
MKT polyester) (see text and
tables)
Resistors (0.25W, 1%)
1 47kȍ
2 150ȍ
4 10kȍ
3 10ȍ
Ra, Rb, R1, R2 and R3 to suit power
supply and filter type (use 1% 0.25W
for R1, R2 and R3) (see text / tables)
This in turn means that if you want
TOªSEPARATEª,0 ª"0ªANDª(0ªlLTERªOUTPUTS ª
THENªTHREEªlLTERªMODULESªMUSTªBEªBUILTª
(or six for a stereo system). Basically,
AªDIFFERENTªlLTERªISªREQUIREDªFORªEACHª
AMPLIlER ª ANDª EACHª CANª BEª INSTALLEDª
INSIDEªITSªASSOCIATEDªAMPLIlERSªCASE
4HEINPUTSOFTHEVARIOUSACTIVEÚLTER
MODULESARETHENALLDRIVENINPARALLEL
BYTHEPREAMPLIÚER
Circuit details
/+ LETmSNOWTAKEALOOKATTHEFULL
CIRCUITDETAILSqSEE&IG)TCOMPRISES
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&IGª THISª SCREENª GRABª SHOWSª THEª FREQUENCYª RESPONSEª FORª THEª LOW PASSª lLTERª
CONlGURATIONª WITHª Aª NOMINALª CORNERª FREQUENCYª OFª K(Zª 4HEª ATTENUATIONª SLOPEª
is 24dB per octave.

&IGªTHEªFREQUENCYªRESPONSEªFORªAªHIGH PASSªlLTERªCONlGURATIONªWITHªAªNOMINALª
CORNERªFREQUENCYªOFªK(Zª/NCEªAGAIN ªTHEªATTENUATIONªSLOPEªISªD"ªPERªOCTAVE

three dual op amps (IC1 to IC3) plus
a single op amp (IC4) in the power
supply section.
4HEÚRSTTHINGTONOTEHEREISTHATTHE
designations for the op amps used in
THEINPUTBUFFER ÚLTERANDOUTPUTSTAGES
match those shown on the block diagram
of Fig.3. So, if you’ve followed the description for Fig.3, understanding how
the full circuit works should be a snack.
As shown, the incoming audio signal
is applied to unity-gain buffer stage IC1a
via a 4.7μF non-polarised capacitor and
a 10ȍ stopper resistor. The capacitor is
there to block any DC voltage, while
the stopper resistor blocks any stray RF
signals that may have been picked up
by the leads.
IC1a is biased to Earth 2 via the
associated 47kȍ resistor. This earth

14

is at 0V for plus and minus supply
rails and at half-supply (0.5Vcc) for a
single supply.
)#AmSOUTPUTISFEDTOEITHER(0ÚLTER
)#A OR TO ,0 ÚLTER )#A  DEPENDING
on the input jumper location in the
Selection Matrix. This works exactly
as indicated previously in the description for the block diagram (Fig.3).
Both the high-pass and low-pass
ÚLTER STAGES )#A  )#B  )#A AND
IC3b) use a multiple feedback (MFB)
2-pole arrangement. This was used in
preference to the unity-gain Sallen+EY STYLE OF ÚLTER BECAUSE THE -&"
response is less affected by component
value variations due to manufacturing
tolerances.
Note that 10ȍ stopper resistors are
INCLUDEDINSERIESWITHTHE(0ÚLTER

inputs. This is done in each case to
prevent instability (oscillation) in the
preceding stage. IC2a’s output is fed
TOTHESECOND(0ÚLTERSTAGE)#BIE 
the stages are cascaded), while IC3a
DRIVESTHESECOND,0ÚLTERSTAGE)#B
&ORAN(0ÚLTER )#BmSOUTPUTISFED
to level potentiometer VR1 by linking ‘HPout’ to ‘OUT’ in the Selection
-ATRIX!LTERNATIVELY FORAN,0ÚLTER 
the output from IC3b is connected
to level potentiometer VR1 using a
jumper to link ‘LPout’ to ‘OUT’. Again,
this functions exactly as described for
block diagram Fig.3.
Finally, for a bandpass arrangement,
(0ÚLTER)#BmSOUTPUTISFEDTO,0ÚLTER
IC3a via a jumper link between ‘HPout’
and ‘LPin’. IC3b’s output is then fed to
VR1 via a jumper link between ‘LPout’
and ‘Out’.
Minimising noise
As stated earlier, the signal from IC1a
ISNORMALLYFEDTOTHE(0ÚLTERSTAGES
ÚRST l).m LINKED TO l(0INm  SO THAT
THE,0ÚLTERSTAGESCANTHENMINIMISE
noise. Alternatively, the LP stages can
BEPLACEDÚRSTBYLINKINGl).mTOl,0INm 
‘LPout’ to ‘HPin’ and ‘HPout’ to ‘OUT’.
The resulting audio signal on VR1’s
wiper is fed directly to the non-inverting input (pin 5) of IC1b. As previously
STATED THISAMPLIÚERHASAGAINOF 
but this gain reduces to 1 for frequencies above 72kHz due to the 220pF
capacitor across the feedback resistor.
IC1b’s output appears at pin 7, and is
coupled to the output terminals via a
150ȍ isolating resistor and a 4.7μF NP
(non-polarised) capacitor and 150ȍ
isolating resistor.
Power Supply
In operation, the Multi-Function Active Filter would typically be powered
FROMTHESUPPLYRAILSOFTHEAMPLIÚER
As stated previously, options are available to power the module from dual
DC supply rails or from an AC source.
The unit can also be powered from a
single supply rail, such as +25V, +15V
or +12V. The 12V option enables it to
be used in a car.
In summary, the three options for
powering the module are as follows:
1) A dual-rail (plus and minus) supply
of between ±15V and ±60V (this
connects to the ‘+’ and ‘–’ supply
inputs of the terminal block)
2) A single DC supply rail, ranging
from 12V to 60V (this connects
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&IGªTHEªCOMPLETEªCIRCUITªFORªTHEª-ULTI &UNCTIONª!CTIVEª&ILTERª)#AªSERVESªASªANªINPUTªBUFFERªSTAGE ªWHILEªOPªAMPª)#BªISªTHEªOUTPUTªAMPLIlERª
#ASCADEDªOPªAMPªSTAGESª)#AªANDª)#BªTOGETHERªFORMªTHEªHIGH PASSªlLTER ªWHILEª)#AªANDª)#BªMAKEªUPªTHEªLOWªPASSªlLTERª)#ªISªUSEDªTOªPROVIDEªAª
half-supply reference if the unit is powered from a single-rail power supply.
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MULTI-FUNCTION ACTIVE FILTER
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± SUPPLIES: LK1=1, LK2 =1

SINGLE SUPPLY: LK1=2, LK2 = 2

D1
C1a

Rb
D2

4004

C2c C1c

1

100nF

150W

IN
10k

R1b

C1d C2d

Fig.8: follow this parts layout diagram to build the PC board. The various tables
SHOWªTHEªVALUESªFORªRESISTORSª2AªANDª2BªANDªFORªTHEªlLTERªCOMPONENTSª2 2ª
ANDª# # ªWHILEªTHEªLINKINGªOPTIONSªFORªTHEªSELECTIONªMATRIXªAREªSHOWNªONªTHEª
RIGHTª,INKSª,+ªANDª,+ªGOªINªPOSITIONªªFORªAªDUAL RAILªSUPPLYªORªFORªANª!#ª
SUPPLY ªBUTªMUSTªBEªMOVEDªTOªPOSITIONªªFORªAªSINGLE RAILªSUPPLYª

between the ‘+’ and ‘0V’ supply
inputs)
3) An AC supply, ranging from 12-43V
AC (here, the ‘+’ and ‘–’ inputs are
tied together and the AC supply
is connected between these commoned inputs and the 0V input).
In the case of a dual supply, diodes D1 and D2 (1N4004) protect
the circuit against reverse polarity
connection. Zener diodes ZD1 and
ZD2 then regulate the supply to
provide ±15V rails, which are then
used to power op amps IC1 to IC3.
Two 470μF capacitors decouple the
±15V supply rails.
Resistors Ra and Rb are used to limit
the current into ZD1 and ZD2. The
values of these two resistors depend
on the input voltage (see Table 3 for
the required values).
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HPin
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LPout
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LOW PASS
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In addition, for a dual supply, Earth
1 and Earth 2 are connected together
by installing jumper link LK2 in position 1 (LK1 must also be in position
1 or left out). With no signal, this sets
op amps IC1, IC2 and IC3 so that their
outputs sit at 0V.
For a single supply, IC1 to IC3 need
to be biased at half-supply so that the
signal can swing symmetrically without clipping. This half-supply rail is
provided by op amp IC4. As shown,
a half-supply voltage is derived using
two 10kȍ resistors in series across the
positive supply rail. This is decoupled by a 100μF capacitor and then
buffered by IC4 to drive Earth 2 when
LK2 is in the ‘2’ position.
In addition, for a single supply,
the negative supply pins for IC1 to
IC3 are connected to the 0V supply

HPin
IN
LPin

LPout
OUT
HPout

HIGH PASS
FILTER

HPin
IN
LPin

LPout
OUT
HPout

BANDPASS
FILTER

rail by placing link LK1 in position 2.
Note that when LK2 is in position
2, the half-supply output from IC4
is bypassed to earth (0V) via a 10nF
capacitor. This prevents oscillation in
THEÚLTEROPAMPS4HEȍ resistor
at pin 6 of IC4 isolates the op amp’s
output from the capacitance in the
shielded output leads.
Finally, for an AC supply, diodes D1
AND$FUNCTIONASHALF WAVERECTIÚERS
to derive positive and negative supply
rails. The circuit then functions exactly
the same as for a dual-rail DC supply.
Construction
All parts for the Multi-Function Active
Filter are mounted on a single-sided PC
board, coded 812, measuring 123mm ×
63mm. This board is available from the

Table 1: Resistor Colour Codes
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
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No.
1
1
1
1
4
2
2
2
2
3

Value
47kȍ
15kȍ
13kȍ
12kȍ
10kȍ
6.2kȍ
5.6kȍ
4.7kȍ
150ȍ
10ȍ

4-Band Code (1%)
yellow violet orange brown
brown green orange brown
brown orange orange brown
brown red orange brown
brown black orange brown
blue red red brown
green blue red brown
yellow violet red brown
brown green brown brown
brown black black brown

5-Band Code (1%)
yellow violet black red brown
brown green black red brown
brown orange black red brown
brown red black red brown
brown black black red brown
blue red black brown brown
green blue black brown brown
yellow violet black brown brown
brown green black black brown
brown black black gold brown
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Table 2: Filter type configuration
Low-Pass Filter
Link IN to LPin;
Link LPout to OUT

High-Pass Filter
Link IN to HPin;
Link HPout to OUT

Bandpass Filter
Link IN to HPin; Link HPout to LPin;
Link LPout to OUT

Table 3: Power supply configuration

5378 2011-06-13 22:06:19

Input Voltage
±60VDC, 43VAC
±55VDC, 40VAC
±50VDC, 35VAC
±45VDC, 30VAC
±40VDC, 28VAC
±35VDC, 25VAC
±30VDC, 20VAC
±25VDC, 18VAC
±20VDC, 15VAC
±15VDC, 11VAC
+30V
+25V
+20V
+15V
+12V

Ra
1.2kȍ 5W
1kȍ 5W
820ȍ 5W
680ȍ 5W
560ȍ 5W
470ȍ 5W
390ȍ 5W
270ȍ 5W
120ȍ 1W
10ȍ 0.5W
390ȍ 5W
270ȍ 5W
120ȍ 1W
10ȍ 1/2W
10ȍ 1/2W

Rb
1.2kȍ 5W
1kȍ 5W
820ȍ 5W
680ȍ 5W
560ȍ 5W
470ȍ 5W
390ȍ 5W
270ȍ 5W
120ȍ 1W
10ȍ 0.5W
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

EPE PCB Service. The board can either
be housed inside a UB3-size plastic
case, measuring 130mm × 68mm ×
44mm, or installed within an ampliÚERCASE.OTETHATCORNERCUTOUTSWILL
be required if mounting the board in
THESPECIÚEDCASE TOCLEARTHEINTEGRAL
mounting posts.
Fig.8 shows the parts layout on the
PC board. However, before starting
the assembly, you have to decide on
the power supply to be used, the type
OF ÚLTER ARRANGEMENT AND THE CUTOFF
frequency.
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Links
LK1 position 1, LK2 position 1
LK1 position 1, LK2 position 1
LK1 position 1, LK2 position 1
LK1 position 1, LK2 position 1
LK1 position 1, LK2 position 1
LK1 position 1, LK2 position 1
LK1 position 1, LK2 position 1
LK1 position 1, LK2 position 1
LK1 position 1, LK2 position 1
LK1 position 1, LK2 position 1
LK1 position 2, LK2 position 2
LK1 position 2, LK2 position 2
LK1 position 2, LK2 position 2
LK1 position 2, LK2 position 2
LK1 position 2, LK2 position 2

Table 3 shows the resistors (Ra and
Rb) required for various power supply
voltages, plus the LK1 and LK2 linking
OPTIONS4HEÚLTERCOMPONENTVALUES
are selected from Table 4 and Table 5
(see also the panel titled ‘Calculating
The Filter Component Values’).
.OTETHATFORTHESINGLESUPPLYOPtion, Rb, D2, ZD2 and C5 can be omitted. However, it does not matter if they
are installed. Alternatively, for a dual
rail supply option, IC4, R4, R5 and C6
ARENOTREQUIRED.OTEALSOTHATEITHER
5W or 0.5W resistors can be used for
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Using The FilterPro Software From TI

Fig.9: this is how FilterPro should look when set up to calculate values for a
LOW PASSª POLEª"UTTERWORTHªlLTER
The first step here is to download the
2.848MB zipped file (available from http:
//focus.ti.com/docs/toolsw/folders/print/
filterpro.html) and run the FilterProSetup.
exe file. That done, navigate to C:\ProgramFiles\Ti Analog Design Centre\
Filterpro and create a shortcut on your
desktop for FilterPro.exe

When you launch FilterPro, the program
will show a screen with a graph, the filter
circuit and various settings (see Fig.9). The
graph shows the frequency response of the
filter using an amplitude versus frequency
plot. The actual rolloff can be seen, as well
as any excursions in the response across
the passband or at the cutoff frequency.

Calculating The Filter Component Values

C

HOOSING THE CROSSOVER FREQUENCIES for loudspeaker drivers
requires careful consideration. You will need the data sheet for each
driver in order to make a decision as to where the crossover frequency should
lie. Ideally, the crossover frequency should be well away from the driver’s
resonance frequency and the adjacent drivers should be a good match to
ensure a smooth frequency response across the audio band.
Many books have been written on the subject and a good reference is
‘The Loudspeaker Speaker Design Cookbook’ by Vance Dickason. This
is available from Jaycar, Cat. BA-1400.
Once you have decided on the crossover frequencies, the filter component
values can be calculated. Table 4 and Table 5 show the recommended values
for a range of common frequencies.
For other frequencies, you can download software off the net to make the
calculations easier. Our recommendation is to use ‘Filter Pro’ from Texas
Instruments. You can download it from http://focus.ti.com/docs/toolsw/
folders/print/ﬁlterpro.html
If this site becomes unavailable, do a search for ‘TI filter software’ or for
‘FilterPro’. Information on how to use FilterPro and other useful information
on filters is available at http://focus.ti.com/lit/an/sbfa001a/sbfa001a.pdf
An alternative on-line program is also available from Okawa Electric – see
the section entitled ‘Using the FilterPro Software From TI’.
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Two other responses are also shown on
the graph: the phase response and the group
delay. The phase response plots the phase
variations in the filter output as a function
of frequency. By contrast, the group delay
shows the slope (or rate of change) in the
phase response, and is ideal for displaying
the filter response to a pulse signal.
Several different filter types can also
be selected – ie, Bessel, Butterworth and
Chebychev. Each has a different ‘Q’ value
and so the filter response differs from one
to the other.
Each filter type has its own advantages
and disadvantages. For example, a Bessel
filter has a Q of 0.577 (1/¥3) and has a
smooth but drooping amplitude response
across the passband. It has very little pulse
response overshoot and its roll off is not as
steep as for a Butterworth filter.
Butterworth filters have a ‘Q’ of 0.7071
(1/¥2) and have the flattest possible
(maximally flat) amplitude response in the
passband and a moderate pulse response
rise (or overshoot) at the cutoff frequency.
A Chebychev filter has a higher Q again.
This filter has ripple in the passband,
a steeper cutoff rate and higher pulse
response overshoot compared to the two
lower Q filters. The Q value depends on the
amount of ripple that can be tolerated and is
0.956 for a 1dB passband ripple and 0.863
for a 0.5dB passband ripple.
A filter with a ‘Q’ of 0.5 is critically
damped and shows no pulse response
overshoot. The Bessel, Butterworth, and
Chebychev filters are all under-damped and
so each show some degree of overshoot in
its response. An over-damped filter would
have a ‘Q’ of less than 0.5.

Butterworth filters
For audio work, the best compromise filter
type is the Butterworth, especially when
two filters are cascaded, as in our MultiFunction Active Filter. So, in FilterPro, select

Ra and Rb, as the PC board accepts
both types.
&OR AN ,0 ÚLTER ONLY  THERE IS NO
NEED TO INSTALL THE (0 COMPONENTS
4HESE INCLUDE )#  2A  2A  #A 
#A  #A  2B  2B  #B  #B AND
#B 4HE TWO ȍ STOPPER RESISTORS
CANALSOBELEFTOUTBUTNOTTHEONE
ONPINOF)#A 
3IMILARLY FORAN(0ÚLTERONLY YOU
CANLEAVEOUT,0COMPONENTS)# 2C 
2C  2C  #C  #C  2D  2D  2D 
#DAND#D
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FilterPro provides values for the resistors
and capacitors using R1, R2 and R3 and C1,
C2 and C3 component designations. These
are easily equated with the component designations on the circuit diagram (Fig.7) and
parts layout diagram (Fig.8). Note: the a, b, c
and d designations on Fig.7 are there simply
to distinguish one filter circuit from another.

Bandpass filter
A bandpass filter is made by designing two
separate cascaded HP and LP circuits. For
example, if you want a bandpass filter with
roll offs at 500Hz and 2kHz, you simply use
FilterPro to design independent 500Hz highpass and 2kHz low-pass stages.
Do not select a bandpass design in
FilterPro – the calculations are not applicable to the Multi-Function Active Filter
module described here.

Alternative software

‘Butterworth’ as the filter type and select
‘2’ for the number of poles. The circuit type
should be set to ‘MFB single ended’ and the set
display value should be ‘component values’.
For components, select ‘E24’ series for
the resistors and either ‘E6’ or ‘E12’ for the
capacitors (these ‘E’ series values select
the number of values available in a decade
range). The relevant resistor and capacitor
values will then be calculated, based on
readily available components.
Note: some component suppliers may
not have the full E12 capacitor series. In

that case, a recalculation may have to be
made using the E6 series instead if using
the E12 series gives components values
that are unavailable.
The next step is to enter the cutoff
frequency, select either LP or HP and then
click on an unused section of the screen to
start calculating the values.
Note that the circuit for the multiple
feedback 2-pole filter shows the values for
a single 2-pole filter section. These same
values are also used in the second 2-pole filter stage of the Multi-Function Active Filter.

If you want to use an alternative program
to FilterPro, or if you want to check the
predicted response of your filter using the
values given by FilterPro, a good online
program is one from Okawa Electric. For
the low-pass filter, go to http://sim.okawadenshi.jp/en/OPtazyuLowkeisan.htm For
the high-pass filter navigate to http://sim.
okawa-denshi.jp/en/OPtazyuHikeisan.htm
These sites not only allow you to calculate filter components, but also allow you to
input component values. The program will
then show the actual cutoff frequency, filter
Q and other features. These calculations can
sometimes give a better result (ie, closer
to the required Q and cutoff frequency)
than FilterPro.
Note, however, that the R1, R2, R3, C1,
C2 and C3 labelling is a little different to
that of the FilterPro and our circuit, so make
sure you transpose the labelling correctly.
Also, do not forget to tick the Q value field at
0.707 rather than using the ticked damping
ratio field of 1 for the calculation.

Board assembly
Start the assembly by carefully inspecting the board for any defects
in the copper tracks, then install
the four wire links. Alternatively,
0ȍ resistors can be used instead of
the wire links. These look similar to
a 0.25W resistor, but have just one
single black band around the centre
of the body.
Next, install four PC stakes at the input and output positions, then install
the resistors and trimpot VR1. Table

1 shows the resistor colour codes, but
a digital multimeter (DMM) should
also be used to check values, just to
make sure.
Follow these with the diodes,
Zener diodes and the ICs. These
parts must all be installed with the
correct orientation. Note that IC4 is
a different type to IC1, IC2 and IC3,
so don’t get it mixed up. We used IC
sockets for the ICs and these sockets
also have an orientation notch at one
end – see Fig.8.

The electrolytic capacitors are next
on the list and these must also be
oriented correctly. The only exceptions here are the two 4.7μF NP (nonpolarised) types which can go in either
way around.
Once these parts are in, install the
two 3-way SIL (single in-line) headers
for links LK1 and LK2. The two jumpERSCANTHENBEÚTTEDTOTHESEHEADERS
They both go in position 1 for a dual-rail
supply (or if you are using an AC supply) – see Table 3.

&IGªTHEªLOW PASSªlLTERªDESIGNªSOFTWAREªFROMª/KAWAª%LECTRICªSHOWSªTHEªCIRCUITª
VALUESªANDªlLTERªRESPONSESªINªAªSIMILARªWAYªTOª&ILTER0ROª!ªHIGH PASSªlLTERªDESIGNª
TOOLªISªALSOªAVAILABLEªFROMª/KAWAª%LECTRICªnªSEEªTEXT
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Table 4: High-pass filter component values (Butterworth response)
Frequency

C1 (IEC Code) (EIA Code)

C2 (IEC Code) (EIA Code)

C3 (IEC Code) (EIA Code)

R1

R2

50Hz
100Hz
120Hz
150Hz
200Hz
300Hz
500Hz
1kHz
1.5kHz
2kHz
3kHz
5kHz
10kHz
20kHz

330nF (334)
150nF (154)
150nF (154)
100nF (104)
68nF (683)
47nF (473)
33nF (333)
15nF (153)
10nF (103)
6.8nF (6n8) (682)
6.8nF (6n8) (682)
3.3nF (3n3) (332)
1.5nF (1n5) (152)
680pF (681)

330nF (334)
150nF (154)
150nF (154)
100nF (104)
68nF (683)
47nF (473)
33nF (333)
15nF (153)
10nF (103)
6.8nF (6n8) (682)
6.8nF (6n8) (682)
3.3nF (3n3) (332)
1.5nF (1n5) (152)
680pF (681)

330nF (334)
150nF (154)
100nF (104)
100nF (104)
100nF (104)
68nF (683)
33nF (333)
15nF (153)
10nF (103)
10nF (103)
6.8nF (6n8) (682)
3.3nF (3n3) (332)
1.5nF (1n5) (152)
1nF (102)

20kȍ
22kȍ
24kȍ
22kȍ
20kȍ
20kȍ
20kȍ
22kȍ
22kȍ
20kȍ
20kȍ
20kȍ
22kȍ
20kȍ

4.3kȍ
5.1kȍ
4.7kȍ
5.1kȍ
4.7kȍ
4.7kȍ
4.3kȍ
5.1kȍ
5.1kȍ
4.7kȍ
4.7kȍ
4.3kȍ
5.1kȍ
4.7kȍ

Table 5: Low-pass filter component values (Butterworth response)
Frequency

R1

R2

R3

50Hz
100Hz
120Hz
150Hz
200Hz
300Hz
500Hz
1kHz
1.5kHz
2kHz
3kHz
5kHz
10kHz
20kHz

5.6kȍ
5.6kȍ
4.7kȍ
5.6kȍ
6.2kȍ
6.2kȍ
5.6kȍ
5.6kȍ
5.6kȍ
6.2kȍ
6.2kȍ
5.6kȍ
5.6kȍ
6.2kȍ

5.6kȍ
5.6kȍ
4.7kȍ
5.6kȍ
6.2kȍ
6.2kȍ
5.6kȍ
5.6kȍ
5.6kȍ
6.2kȍ
6.2kȍ
5.6kȍ
5.6kȍ
6.2kȍ

12kȍ
15kȍ
12kȍ
13kȍ
15kȍ
13kȍ
12kȍ
15kȍ
13kȍ
15kȍ
13kȍ
12kȍ
15kȍ
15kȍ

C1 (IEC Code) (EIA Code) C2 (IEC Code) (EIA Code)
150n (154)
68nF (683)
68nF (683)
47nF (473)
33nF (33)
22nF (223)
15n (153)
6.8nF (6n8) (682)
4.7nF (4n7) (472)
3.3nF (3n3) (332)
2.2nF (2n2) (222)
1.5n (1n5) (152)
680pF (681)
330pF (331)

1μF (105)
470nF (474)
470nF (474)
330nF (334)
220nF (224)
150nF (154)
100nF (104)
47nF (473)
33nF (333)
22nF (223)
15nF (153)
10nF (103)
4.7nF (4n7) (472)
2.2nF (2n2) (222)

"EªSUREªTOªCHOOSEªTHEªCORRECTªlLTERªCOMPONENTªVALUESªWHENªBUILDINGªTHEª0#ªBOARDª
nªSEEª4ABLESªªANDªª)NªTHISªCASE ªTHEªBOARDªHASªBEENªCONlGUREDªASªAªHIGH PASSª
lLTER ªANDªISªSETªUPªTOªACCEPTªDUALªSUPPLYªRAILS
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Alternatively, install them both in
position 2 if you intend using a single
rail supply.
The selection matrix requires a 3-way
DIL (dual in-line) pin header and this
should now be installed – it goes in just
to the left of trimpot VR1. Once it’s in, install the jumpers on this header to select
YOURÚLTERTYPEIE ,0 (0ORBANDPASS 
The assembly can now be completed
by installing the 3-way terminal block.
Power supply checks
Before applying power, check that the
supply link options are correct (see
Table 3) and that the correct values
have been installed for resistors Ra and
Rb. Check also that you’ve installed the
CORRECTLINKOPTIONSFORTHEÚLTERTYPE
Next, connect one probe of your
DMM to the 0V supply input, apply
power and use the other probe to measure the supply voltages on the ICs. For
a dual (±) or AC supply arrangement,
check that there is +15V on pin 8 of
IC1 to IC4. Similarly, there should be
–15V on pin 4 of IC1 to IC3, while pin
4 of IC4 (if installed) should be at 0V.
For the single supply arrangement,
check for +15V on pin 8 of ICs1-3
and on pin 7 of IC4 (if installed).
Note that the measured voltage
will be lower if the supply voltage
ISLESSTHAN60INOF)#SHOULD
be at half-supply (eg, 7.5V for a 15V
supply).
EPE
Reproduced by arrangement
WITH3),)#/.#()0
magazine 2011.
www.siliconchip.com.au
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Development Kit
Using New Microchip
PIC18F ‘K80’ MCUs
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VERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS is offering readers the chance to win a Microchip complete development kit for engineers wishing to add CAN (Control Area Network) communication
to their designs.

The kit features the recently announced PIC18F ‘K80’ 8-bit CAN microcontrollers (MCUs). They feature
1.8V to 5.5V operation and eXtreme Low Power (XLP) technology, for the industry’s lowest sleep current consumption of less than 20nA. The kits include a PIC18 Explorer Board (DM183032), plus plug in
modules of the 44-pin PIC18F46K80 MCU (MA180031), and the 64-pin PIC18F66K80 (MA180032). For
CAN implementation and evaluation, Microchip’s CAN/LIN PICtail™ (Plus) Daughter Board (AC1641302), will also be included.
The new ‘K80’ MCUs also feature an on-chip 12-bit analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) and a peripheral which enables mTouch™ capacitive touch-sensing user interfaces. The new MCUs are ideal
for automotive applications, such as body control modules, lighting, door/seat/steering/window and
HVAC controls; automation applications such as elevators and escalators, lighting, sensors and air
conditioning controls; as well as industrial applications, including security systems, alarm controls
and remote monitors.
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)DEALFORÚNDING
steel frames
ANDSTUDS STEEL
BRACINGANDNAILS
INPLASTERWALLS 
THIS-ETAL,OCATOR
CANALSOSHOWTHE
LENGTHOFTHETANG
INKNIFEHANDLES 
SCREWDRIVERSAND
OTHERTOOLS0LUS IT
CANDISCRIMINATE
BETWEENFERROUS
ANDNON FERROUS
metals.
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By JOHN CLARKE

I

F YOU want to hang pictures,
shelving or mirrors on a plaster
wall in a steel-framed building
IT IS USEFUL TO ÚND WHERE THE METAL
studs are.
You may wish to secure your screws
to the stud or alternatively, you may
wish to avoid the stud and attach directly to the plaster wall using suitable
fasteners. There are also other hidden
items within the wall that should be
located before drilling, such as metal
bracing straps, screws and nails.
Metal locator
With the Metal LocatorYOUCANÚND
the metal stud positions as well as

22

any steel bracing, screw heads and
nails. That is, provided the metal is
no deeper than 25mm inside the wall.
For small nails in wooden studs, it can
detect them provided that the heads
are within 10mm of the wall surface.
Naturally, this device does not locate
the timber studs themselves, nor can
ITÚNDSTEELFRAMESINWALLSTHATHAVE
a cladding thicker than 25mm (a very
unusual wall, especially inside). Nor
can it detect power cables inside walls.
The Metal Locator can distinguish
between ferrous and non-ferrous metals. Ferrous metals include mild steel,

Specifications
Detection range: up to 25mm from the
underside of the case
Current drain: <20mA with LED fully lit

stainless steel (both magnetic and nonmagnetic), wrought iron, high tensile
steel, galvanised iron, tin-plated steel
(steel cans or tinplate), passivated
steels and cast iron. Non-ferrous metals include copper, brass, zinc, aluminium, gold, silver, lead and tin.
In the presence of ferrous metals, the
LED on the Metal Locator dims. Conversely, the LED brightens in the presence of non-ferrous metal. For ferrous
metals, the sensitivity knob is adjusted
so that the LED is reasonably bright in
the absence of the metal. The LED then
dims in the presence of ferrous metal.
To detect non-ferrous metals, the
sensitivity is adjusted so that the LED
is dim in the absence of the metal. The
LED will then brighten in the presence
of the non-ferrous metal. Greater sensitivity can be had with the LED just
glowing in the absence of metal for
detection of either metal type.
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other is a general-purpose LM358 dual
op amp (IC2a and IC2b).
IC1 operates as an unconventional
astable oscillator. To explain how it
works, we will compare it to a conventional 555 astable oscillator, as shown
in Fig.3. This has resistor R1 between
its output at pin 3 and both the trigger
and threshold inputs at pins 2 and 6.
Capacitor Cx is connected between pin
2, pin 6 and ground.
)NITIALLY WHENPOWERISÚRSTAPPLIED 
the capacitor is discharged and the
trigger input at pin 2 is at 0V. At this
stage, the timer is triggered and the
output at pin 3 goes high to equal the
positive supply rail voltage.
The capacitor now charges via R1.
When the capacitor charges to the pin
6 threshold voltage (2/3 supply), the
pin 3 output goes low (to 0V) and the
capacitor now discharges via R1. When
the capacitor voltage discharges to the
trigger level voltage at pin 2 at 1/3 the
supply, the pin 3 output goes high again
to recharge the Cx capacitor. The process continues, and so pin 3 produces a
square wave output with the frequency
determined by R1 and Cx.
In the circuit of Fig.2, we substitute
inductor L1 for R1 and R1 (470ȍ) for
capacitor Cx. It now operates as follows.

BUFFER
(IC2b)

OFFSET
ADJUST
VR1

AMPLIFIER
(IC2a)
FREQUENCY
TO VOLTAGE
CONVERTER

OSCILLATOR
(IC1)

LED & DRIVER
(LED1, Q1)

(C1,C2,D1,D2,VR2)

DETECTOR
COIL
(L1)

Fig.1: the block diagram has the same functionality as the circuit below.

AMPLIÚEDBEFOREDRIVINGTHE,%$4HE
LED brightness varies with a change in
frequency from the oscillator.
An offset adjustment using VR1
allows the LED brightness to be set at
a very low level to brighten with nonferrous metals. The LED can be set at
a higher level to detect ferrous metals
where the LED begins to dim.
The buffer stage (IC2b) between
THE OFFSET CONTROL AND THE AMPLIÚER
is there to ensure there is no gain
change with adjustment of potentiometer VR1.

The Metal Locator is housed in a
compact plastic case that includes a 9V
battery compartment. On the lid are the
on/off switch, sensitivity control and
the indicating LED.
How it works
The block diagram of the Metal Locator is shown in Fig.1. It is based on
an astable oscillator controlled by the
detector coil, L1. The oscillation frequency changes with the presence of
metal. For ferrous metals, the frequency
decreases, while for non-ferrous metals
the frequency increases.
The oscillator’s output is fed to a
frequency-to-voltage converter. Small
frequency changes are then detected
as voltage changes that can easily be

Circuit details
The full circuit diagram in Fig.2 is
based on just two ICs. One is a CMOS
version of the 555 timer (IC1) and the
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TPG
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8
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INDUCTOR L1: 400 TURNS OF 0.25mm ENAMELLED
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A

BC 337
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K
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Fig.2: the Metal Locator circuit is based on two low-cost ICs and a handful of other cheap components.
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+5V

8

4
OUT

3

7555 TRIG 2
THRESH
1

R1

6

SQUARE WAVE
OUTPUT

Cx

Fig.3: here’s a ‘traditional’ 555
oscillator circuit with the frequency
determined by R1 and CX. But as
you can see in Fig.2, it’s possible to
substitute an inductor and resistor
to make it oscillate.

At the instant of power being applied,
inductor L1 is effectively a high impedance and resistor R1 pulls the pin 2 input
below the 1/3 supply threshold to trigger
the pin 3 output to go high.
#URRENTTHENBEGINSTOÛOWTHROUGH
L1 and R1. As the current rises, the voltage across R1 increases until it reaches
the 2/3 supply voltage threshold. This
changes the state of the oscillator so that
pin 3 goes low. The current through L1
does not change direction, but ramps
down until the voltage across R1 drops
below the 1/3 supply threshold to retrigger the timer and pin 3 goes high again.
Oscillator frequency
The frequency is dependent upon the
inductance of L1 and the resistance of

And here’s the
proof! The top
trace is the
waveform at pin
3, while the green
trace shows the
waveform at pin 6.
The waveform at
pin 6 is the voltage
across R1, and
this shows that the
current through
R1 does not
reverse; it merely
varies between
about 3.5mA and
7mA. Note the
spikes generated
each time the 555
changes state.

2WHICHISÚXEDATȍ). Inductor
L1 is an air-cored coil of wire. If metal
comes close to this coil its inductance
will change and this will alter the
frequency of oscillation. For ferrous
metals, the inductance will increase
and the frequency of oscillation will
fall. For non-ferrous metal, the inductance will decrease and the oscillation
frequency will increase. The frequency
ISAROUNDK(ZANDCHANGESBYUPTO
K(ZWITHMETALNEARTHECOIL
The output from IC1 is fed to a diode
pump comprising capacitors C1 and
C2, preset VR2 and diodes D1 and D2.
It functions as a frequency-to-voltage
CONVERTER BY DINT OF THE SIZE OF # 
WHICHISFAIRLYSMALLATONLYN&4HIS
means that the DC voltage developed

Why Not Use A Stud Finder?
Most readers know that stud finders
are cheaply available from hardware
outlets and even from bargain
stores. They often have three
functions: stud, nail and power.
While they are cheap and
readily available, they can give
misleading results when
looking for screws or metal
studs in walls.
Nor can they discriminate between
ferrous and nonferrous metals
and their sensitivity cannot be
adjusted.
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across C2 will vary as the frequency
varies; it will be higher as the frequency
increases and this allows the circuit
to discriminate between ferrous and
non-ferrous metals as the apparent
inductance of L1 is changed.
The DC voltage across C2 is ampliÚEDBYOPAMP)#A4HISHASAGAIN
OFABOUTTOBEPRECISE SET
BY THE Kȍ AND Kȍ FEEDBACK REsistors. IC2a is buffered by transistor
Q1 to provide a higher current drive
for LED1.
Offset control
Op amp IC2a has an offset control (VR1)
to enable adjustment of the LED brightness. In effect, the operating point of
IC2a can be shifted up or down by varying the voltage applied to its inverting
input. The varying voltage comes from
IC2b, a unity-gain buffer that is fed by
THEWIPERMOVINGCONTACT OFTHEKȍ
potentiometer VR1. Combined with
THEKȍ divider resistors, the range
AMOUNTSTOABOUTM6
The buffer stage of IC2b ensures the
GAINOF)#AISKEPTATANDISNOT
affected by the resistance at the wiper
of VR1. Any voltage change in VR1 is
AMPLIÚEDIN)#ABY SOTHEM6
variation allows the IC2a output to be
shifted over its full output range, from
VERYCLOSETO6UPTOABOUT6
This adjustment allows the LED to be
set at the required brightness for metal
detection. In effect, VR1 operates as a
sensitivity control for the circuit.
Trimpot VR2 provides a further range
of adjustment. For optimum operation
of VR1, VR2 is adjusted so the voltage at TP1 is at about half supply, or
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CON1
VR2 10k
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9V BATTERY
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TIE
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4148
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REG1
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IC1
7555

TP1
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Fig.4 (top):
the component
layout for the Metal
Locator, with the
same-size photo prior
to mounting in the
case at left. Note the
electrolytic capacitors
need to be mounted
folded over so they
AREªmATªONªTHEª0#ª
board.

+2.5V. This matches the nominal 2.5V
available from the wiper of VR1 at its
centre position.
The circuit is powered from 5V,
derived from a 9V battery and a 5V
regulator (REG1). Diode D3 prevents
damage to the 100μF capacitor and the
5V regulator if the battery is connected
the wrong way around. The 5V supply
is decoupled with a 10μF capacitor
at REG1’s output and another 10μF

capacitor at the supply rails for IC2. IC1
has a 100nF supply bypass capacitor.
Construction
Construction involves mounting all
parts, except coil L1, on a single PC
board. This is coded 810, measures
78mm × 64mm and is housed in a remote control case measuring 135mm ×
70mm × 24mm. This board is available
from the EPE PCB Service.

Checking Handles: Knives or Screwdrivers
The handles on some kitchen knives are unsafe because they have a very
short tang. The Metal Locator can show just how long the metal tang goes
into the handle of a kitchen knife or screwdriver. Many professional knives
have the tang extending the whole length of the handle, and this tang can be
seen running between the two handle sections that are riveted to the outside
of the tang.
But some low cost knives only have a tang that enters part way into a
plastic moulded handle. They can even have imitation rivets along the handle
to give the impression that the tang runs along the whole handle length. A
short tang means that if a large amount of stress is applied to the handle
when using the knife it is liable to break. This can be dangerous, especially
when doing heavy work such as cutting up pumpkins. Make sure you use a
knife that is safe for the job.
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The component overlay diagram is
shown in Fig.4. Begin construction
by checking the PC board for shorted
tracks or breaks in the copper. Check
the hole sizes as well. The corner
mounting holes should be 3.5mm (9/64
inch) diameter, as can the two holes to
anchor the battery snap leads with the
cable tie. Power switch S1 also mounts
on the board – before assembly, check
that its holes are large enough and if
not, enlarge slightly.
Now you can begin the assembly.
)NSTALLTHESEVENRESISTORSÚRST7ESHOW
their colour codes in a table, but it is a
good idea to also check the values using
a digital multimeter before installing
each onto the PC board. Make sure you
don’t mix up the side-by-side 470ȍ and
470kȍ resistors. Doing so may not let
any smoke out, but it certainly won’t
work when completed.
.EXT INSTALLTHEÚVE0#SOLDERSTAKES
for VR1, the two stakes to terminate
inductor L1 and the two stakes for test
points TP1 and TP GND. Install diodes
D1 to D3 and take care to orient these
correctly. IC1 and IC2 can now be
installed, making sure that the 7555
timer is placed in the IC1 position and
LM358 in IC2. Each IC must be oriented
with the notch as shown on the overlay
DIAGRAM9OUMIGHTÚNDSOME)#SDONmT
have a notch, but will have a small
dimple marking pin 1.
Transistor Q1 and voltage regulator
REG1 can now be installed, but make
sure each is placed correctly, as they
look very similar to each other.
Next, LED1 can be installed, again
taking care to get the orientation correct. The top of the LED should be
15mm above the PC board. The capacitors can also be installed. The three
electrolytic types need to be oriented
with the polarity shown, but they also
need to lie down to provide clearance
in the box – see photo above.
Trimpot VR2 can be installed either
way around. Switch S1 is mounted
as high as possible on the PC board,
but with about 1mm of pin length
under the PC board to allow soldering.
Screw terminal block CON1 can now
be installed.
Cut the shaft of the 1kȍ potentiometer (VR1) to a length of 12mm. VR1
sits vertically with its back on the PC
board surface and is secured in place
by soldering the potentiometer case to
the associated PC stakes. To be certain
solder will adhere to the surface, the
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Constructional Project
Parts List – Metal Locator

Target

1 PC board, code 810, available
from the EPE PCB Service,
size 78mm × 64mm
1 remote control case 135mm
× 70mm × 24mm (Jaycar HB
5610 or equivalent)
1 front panel label 50mm ×
115mm
1 9V battery, with clip and leads
1 DPDT PC mount slider switch (S1)
1 coil bobbin 20.5mm OD ×
13mm ID × 10.5mm high
1 13m length of 0.25mm
enamelled copper wire
1 knob to suit potentiometer
1 2-way screw terminal with
5.08mm pin spacing
4 T0-220 insulating bushes (used
as spacers)
4 M3 × 4mm screws
1 20mm diameter × 12mm heatshrink tubing
1 100mm cable tie
9 PC stakes
Semiconductors
1 7555, LMC555CN CMOS timer
(IC1)
1 LM358 dual op amp (IC2)
1 78L05 three terminal 5V
low-power regulator (REG1)
1 BC337 NPN transistor (Q1)
1 1N4004 1A diode (D3)
2 1N4148 signal diodes (D1,D2)
1 3mm high brightness red LED
(LED1)
Capacitors
1 100μF 16V PC electrolytic
2 10μF 16V PC electrolytic
2 100nF MKT polyester
1 10nF MKT polyester
Resistors (1% 0.25W)
1 470kȍ
2 180kȍ
1 1kȍ
2 470ȍ
1 10ȍ
1 1kȍ linear 16mm potentiometer
(VR1)
1 10kȍ 25-turn top-adjust trimpot
(3296W type) (VR2)

Ferrous metals: LED dims
Non-ferrous metals: LED brightens

Adjust for partial LED brightness
away from any metal
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Here’s the completed PC board
screwed into the plastic ‘remote
control’ case. The coil is not attached
to the PC board – it is glued in place
to the case in the cutout provided in
the PC board.

passivated coating on the pot case
must be removed by scraping with a
KNIFEORÚLEWHERETHE0#STAKESARE
positioned. The potentiometer terminals are soldered to the remaining
three PC stakes.
The 9V battery leads pass through
one of the battery compartment holes
in the plastic case before inserting them
into the screw terminals. A cable tie
secures the wires in position.
The PC board is raised by about
1mm by placing a TO-220 bush into
each mounting hole from the underside of the PC board. This raises
THE0#BOARDSUFÚCIENTLYSOTHATTHE

Table 1: Resistor Colour Codes
No. Value
1 470kȍ
2 180kȍ
1
1kȍ
2
470ȍ
1
10ȍ
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4-Band Code (1%)
yellow violet yellow brown
brown grey yellow brown
brown black red brown
yellow violet brown brown
brown black black brown

5-Band Code (1%)
yellow violet black orange brown
brown grey black orange brown
brown black black brown brown
yellow violet black black brown
brown black black gold brown

This full-size front panel artwork
lTSªINTOªTHEªRECESSªONªTHEªTOPªOFªTHEª
remote control case.

switch slider is above the top of the
case lid.
Secure the PC board to the case with
four M3 screws that go into the integral
support bushes of the case.
Winding the inductor
Inductor L1 is wound with 400 turns
of 0.25mm enamelled copper wire on
a plastic bobbin. The windings are
jumble wound. This means windings
do not have to be placed neatly sideby-side, layer-by-layer.
The winding is held in place with a
12mm length of 20mm heatshrink tubing over the outside of the bobbin. There
is no need to shrink the tubing down.
The bobbin is secured to the base of
the case in the cut-out area reserved
for it at the front of the PC board. We
used silicone sealant to glue the bobbin in place.
Scrape off the enamel coating on each
WIREENDWITHSOMEÚNEGRADEABRASIVE
paper and then solder them to the two
PC stake terminals – it doesn’t matter
which way around.
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A close-up of the coil (L1). It’s about 400
turns of wire on a plastic bobbin.

Test and set-up
Apply power and check that there is 5V
between TP GND and pin 4 and pin 8 of
IC1, and 5V between TP GND and pin
8 of IC2. Depending on the regulator,
the voltage could be anywhere between
4.85 and 5.15V.
Connect your multimeter between
TP GND and TP1 and adjust trimpot
VR2 for a reading of about 2.5V. Now
set VR1 to its centre position and adjust
VR2 until the LED just lights.
Using it
When the Metal Locator is first
switched on and the LED is adjusted
so that it glows dimly, there is a start
up drift over about 10 seconds. During
this period, the adjustment will have
to be altered to track the change in
LED brightness. It is best to wait for
the warm up period before using the
Metal Locator.
The sensitive area is directly under
the target printed on the top side of the
case (which, of course, lines up with
the middle of coil L1). So, for detecting
metal in a plaster wall, the case is slid
over the wall to detect a change in the
LED brightness.
The adjust knob will need to be set
to show some LED brightness in the
absence of metal objects. The sensitivity to metal is dependent on this
adjustment.
If the LED brightness is set too high
then there will not be a noticeable
change in brightness with the unit in
proximity to a metallic object.
The LED will dim for ferrous and
brighten for non-ferrous metals. EPE
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PicoScope® 3000 Series

THE HIGHEST-PERFORMANCE USB-POWERED OSCILLOSCOPES AVAILABLE

Power and portability. Why compromise?

200 MHz bandwidth
HUGE 128 MS buffer size
500 MS/s real-time sampling
10 GS/s repetitive sampling
Advanced digital triggers
200 MHz spectrum analyzer
Built-in function generator/AWG
USB-connected and powered

128 MSample buffer
memory

Serial decoding

200 MHz spectrum
analyzer

Arbitrary waveform
generator

High-end features as standard. Why compromise?
Reproduced by arrangement
with SILICON CHIP
magazine 2011.
www.siliconchip.com.au
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Serial decoding

Mask limit testing

Segmented memory

www.p i cot ec h .co m/scope31
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The electronics of
earthquakes

Mark Nelson

The law of unexpected consequences certainly applies to earthquakes. Mark reports on
some of the odd discoveries following the disastrous seismic activity in New Zealand.

H

ERE in Britain, we can feel
grateful that we do not suffer the
kind of dreadful earthquakes and
tsunamis that New Zealand and Japan
have been suffering. Actually, we do,
but they occur extremely infrequently
and on a smaller scale. Nevertheless, in
January 1607, the land around the Bristol
Channel was inundated by what Prof.
Simon Haslett of Bath Spa University
states was a tsunami.
Accounts tell of ‘huge and mighty
hills of water’ advancing ‘faster than a
greyhound can run’ that swept away
villages and drowned more than 2000
people. The book Earthquake in England
by John Thomas records numerous
historical earthquakes in Britain too,
including one in 1938 that even rocked
Broadcasting House in London and the
television tower at Alexandra Palace.
Humour in Christchurch
Last September’s earthquake in New
Zealand was the most damaging in 80
years and many home and business
owners have had to come to terms
with the fact that there will be no
compensation for ‘loss of value’, and
it may not be possible to insure new
buildings. Rent and mortgages still have
to be paid on useless buildings.
Our
practical
electronicist
in
Christchurch has retained his sense
of humour and reports that a woman,
who thought she was doing the right
thing, rang her electric power supplier
to disconnect the supply because she
thought it might be hazardous. She was
told that they would have to read the
meter and that there would be a $40
charge.
No problem with that she told them,
although she was a bit put out by having
TO PAY FOR A METER READING l9OUmLL ÚND
the meter under a ton of rubble.’
Spooky stuff
Our New Zealand friend continues that
several people reported seeing blue
or blue-green lights in the sky shortly
before the quake struck. A National
Geographic television programme aired
earlier this year stated that lights in the
sky were reported before the big Kobe
earthquake of 1995 – the biggest to hit
Japan for 47 years – and have also been
reported in Peru prior to large quakes.
Here we move into one of the
strangest and more controversial
electronic phenomena. The popular
name for these apparitions is ‘earth
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(or earthquake) lights’, which are
seemingly electromagnetic. Observed
only by night and close to the ground,
they take on glowing, polymorphous
forms, the result of seismic pressures
associated with the constantly rising
and falling tectonic stress in the earth’s
crust, creating plasma electricity above
the ground.
It has to be admitted that earth
lights are a fringe science, rather like
UFOs, and attract a lot of interest
FROM NON SCIENTIÚC PEOPLE WHO REVEL
in the mysterious and unexplained.
The International Earthlight Alliance
(IEA) is an organisation of technical
professionals (scientists and engineers)
WHO ARE DEDICATED TO THE SCIENTIÚC
investigation of earth lights. Their
website explains that glowing balls of
light have been reported far back into
history.
Until recently, stories and observations of lights from all over the world
were considered superstitious lore,
scientists writing them off. In the last
25 years, however, the development of
HIGH SPEED ÚLM AND LOW LIGHT DIGITAL
photography have enabled observers
to document the existence of these
glowing lights as a valid physical
phenomenon.
How they work
What is it that causes the air to glow
at certain locations? Does it require a
large amount of energy either below or
above the ground? Could this energy
be harnessed as an alternative energy
source? Could a better understanding
of the mechanism of the lights give an
insight into earthquake forecasting?
It’s hard to tell, but some sightings
obviously have explainable causes, such
AS VEHICLE OR AIRCRAFT LIGHTS  ÚRES AND
marsh gas. One of the most plausible
explanations suggests the lights come
from strain building up in the earth’s
crust through various processes, such as
tectonic activity, tidal action and human
activity, dams and reservoirs.
Dr. Michael Persinger and Dr.
John Derr have both hypothesised
THAT STRAIN ÚELDS WITHIN THE EARTHmS
crust may produce electromagnetic
discharges that can manifest by
becoming visible as a moving body
of light. The geophysicist Marsha
!DAMS HAS OBSERVED ÛUCTUATIONS
in extremely low frequency (ELF)
electromagnetic emissions prior to
earthquakes.

Reports of light observations have
been made over a large radius from the
epicentre of large earthquakes before they
occur, although not in all seismically
active areas. Moreover, these lights are
also seen in areas of low seismic activity,
meaning that the strain theory is not a
universal explanation.
Another theory
Volcanic activity is at the root
of
another
explanation.
Many
observations of earth lights have been
made around volcanoes, for instance
in Mexico. It is suggested that ultra
low frequency (ULF) electromagnetic
waves may trigger a process that
causes light.
3IGNIÚCANT ANOMALOUS CHANGES IN
the ULF range (around 0.01Hz) have
been recorded in both geoelectric
AND GEOMAGNETIC ÚELDS BEFORE
major volcano-seismic activity. One
hypothesis is that these anomalous
electromagnetic
discharges
may
trigger a process that causes a visible
moving body of light, similar to the
tectonic strain theory.
Earth lights in the UK
Do earth lights occur in the UK?
Paul Devereux, who coined the term
in 1982, is convinced they do. In an
article he cites numerous historical
reports, although the majority appear
to relate to marsh gas or ball lightning.
On the other hand, Harlech (which
is adjacent to one of Britain’s most
active seismic zones) was, in 1984, the
EPICENTRE OF A SIGNIÚCANT EARTHQUAKE
that measured 5.5 on the Richter scale.
A resident told Devereux that he saw,
the evening before the quake, a brilliant
WHITELIGHTTHESIZEOFASMALLCARÛOAT
in from the sea and dissolve in sand
dunes. Other reports from Harlech are
recounted in the online article.
Unfortunately there appear to be
few opportunities for electronics enthusiasts to record, let alone observe,
earth lights, but the underlying theory
is a fascinating subject to follow.
Further reading
p7IKIPEDIA ARTICLE HTTPENWIKI
PEDIAORGWIKI%ARTHQUAKE?LIGHT
p)NTERNATIONAL %ARTHLIGHT !LLIANCE
www.earthlights.org
p0AUL $EVEREUXmS ARTICLE WWW
FORTEANTIMESCOMFEATURESARTI
CLESUNIDENTIÚED?ATMOSPHERIC?
phenomena.html
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LOOP ANTENNA
AND
AMPLIFIER
for long-distance AM radio reception
Design by Branko Justic*
Words by Ross Tester
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NCE upon a time, listening
to long-distance radio signals
(whether on the broadcast or
shortwave bands, or even the amateur
bands) was a popular hobby.
Hours upon hours were spent, listening for that elusive station... the
ability to bring very weak stations ‘out
of the mud’ was the ultimate thrill.
In the 21st century (and at the risk of
earning the ire of diehard shortwave
listeners) those days have all but gone.
Today, there is little interest in the
big, high-performance communications receivers of last century. A lot
of gear came out of WWII, perhaps
MODIÚED BUTTHEREWASALSOANENORmous amount of commercial receiver
EQUIPMENT ON THE MARKET  REÛECTING
the popularity of ‘listening’.
Who can forget (if you were around
50 years ago) the Marconis, Hallicrafters or Gelosos, the Nationals,
Eddystones, Collinses or the build-ityourself Heathkits?
Those who still indulge in the art
of ‘listening’ are these days just as
likely to use WinRadio in/on their PCs
– which in many ways outperforms
even the best of the communications
receivers of yore.
In fact, the vast majority of receivers
today have little more than the AM
and FM broadcast bands.
The aerial
There are three things which make a
RECEIVERlGOODm4WOAREÚXEDATTHE
whim of the designer or manufacturer).
First, the receiver’s sensitivity,
which is its ability to resolve very
weak stations. Second, the receiver’s
selectivity, which is its ability to
separate stations whose transmit frequencies are very close. Note that NO
receiver, on its own, can separate stations which are on the same frequency.
However, the third factor, which
can often help a receiver distinguish
between stations on adjacent frequencies (and even sometimes the same
frequency) is the aerial or antenna.
Even though the terms are virtually
interchangeable these days, no selfrespecting old-timer would ever call
his aerial an antenna. Antennas were
THOSESMALLÛIMSYTHINGSDESIGNEDTO
pick up TV!
Black art
Unless you have made an in-depth
study of aerial/antenna theory, most
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Here’s the top PC board mounted inside a low-cost weatherproof case. The two
cables entering at left are for the loop antenna above (you can just see the loops
behind the case lid). All four wires in this cable are soldered to the underside of
the board together. The cable entering in the middle is the downlink – this cable
has all four wires individually soldered to the underside of the PC board .

people (many electronics hobbyists
included) view it as a ‘black art’.
Sure, everyone knows aerials/antennas are the ‘inductor’ part of a
tuned circuit which, depending on
the antenna length, resonates at a
particular frequency, according to the
formula: 1/2ʌ¥ LC)
where L is the inductance in henries
and C is the capacitance in farads.
Wanted frequencies (ie, the station
you want to listen to) can pass virtually
unhindered, but (at least theoretically)
all other frequencies are rejected.

If you make the frequency of the
tuned circuit variable, then you have
AMEANSOFTUNINGOVERASPECIÚCBAND
of frequencies.
Well, at least that’s the way it’s supposed to work. Old timers will tell
you they used to use another aerial
formula: ‘as long and as high as possible’. You’d see many a length of wire
stretched on poles ‘down the backyard’
– or further. But not everyone these
days has the room (or the neighbours)
to allow this to happen. You need
something smaller.
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LOOP
ANTENNA

DOWNLINK

AMPLIFIER
(IC1a)
VARIABLE “CAPACITOR”
(VARICAP DIODES D1,D2)

530

1600

LOOP AROUND AM RADIO

0-10V OR 0-8V
VARIABLE SUPPLY
(VR1)

PLUGPACK SUPPLY
AND REGULATOR
(REG1)

&IGª BLOCKª DIAGRAMª OFª THEª !CTIVEª !-ª ,OOPª !NTENNAª 4HEª lRSTª TWOª BLOCKSª AREª
connected in parallel to form a tuned circuit.

Back to the future
4HIS PROJECT IS SPECIÚCALLY INTENDED
FORTHOSEWHOWANTTOLISTENTODISTANT 
WEAKORINTERFERENCE PRONE!-RADIO
STATIONS PARTICULARLYTHOSEINTHEUPPER
PORTIONOFTHEBAND4HISTENDSTOBE
WHERETHEWEAKERSTATIONSARELOCATEDq
MOSTCOUNTRYCOMMERCIAL!-STATIONS
ARE ABOUT K7 SOME ARE EVEN LESS
#OMPARETHATWITHCITYCOMMERCIALSTA
TIONSORNATIONALBROADCASTING WHICH
CANBEUPTOABOUTK7
7EMENTIONEDBEFORETHATTHEAERIAL
ANTENNALETmSSTANDARDISEONTHEWORD

lANTENNAm CANMAKEAGREATDEALOFDIF
FERENCETOTHEPERFORMANCEOFARECEIVER
-ODERN RECEIVERS ARE OFTEN QUITE
REASONABLEINTHESELECTIVITYANDSEN
SITIVITYDEPARTMENT SOALLTHATmSLEFTFOR
USTOPLAYWITHISTHEANTENNA%VENIF
THERECEIVERHASPROVISIONFORANEXTER
NALANTENNAANDEARTH YOUMIGHTBE
QUITEDISAPPOINTEDWITHTHEPERFORM
ANCE4HATmSBECAUSEARANDOM LENGTH
ANTENNAISUNLIKELYTOBEIMPEDANCE
MATCHEDTOTHERECEIVERANDUNLIKELY
TO BE RESONATING ANYWHERE NEAR THE
REQUIREDFREQUENCIES

D

Loop antenna
!FARBETTERAPPROACHISTOUSETHEONE
WEmVEGONEFORHEREqALOOPANTENNA
WITHANIN BUILTAMPLIÚER-OREOVER 
A LOOP ANTENNA EXHIBITS REASONABLY
GOODDIRECTIVITYqIFYOUmRETRYINGTO
PICKUPADISTANTSTATIONANDANOTHER
STATIONISSWAMPINGIT YOUCANROTATE
THE LOOP TO lNULL OUTm THE UNWANTED
ONE
#OUPLING THE LOOP ANTENNA TO THE
RECEIVER IS MADE SIMPLE BECAUSE NO
PHYSICAL CONNECTION IS REQUIRED !
SECOND SINGLE TURNLOOPCOUPLESTHE
SIGNALINTOTHERADIOmSIN BUILTFERRITE
ROD ANTENNA 4HE DISTANCE BETWEEN
THELOOPANTENNAANDTHERECEIVERCAN
USUALLYBEASMUCHASYOUREQUIREqUP
TOSEVERALTENSOFMETRES INFACT
Note: this project will NOT work on
any AM radio which does not have an
in-built ferrite rod antenna – this is the
only way the received signal is coupled
to the radio.
How it works
4AKEALOOKNOWATTHEBLOCKDIAGRAM
&IG )TSHOWSTHEOPERATIONOFTHE
LOOPANTENNA
#OUNTLESS ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
PASSINGTHROUGHTHEWIRELOOPSqGEN
ERATEDBYANYTHINGFROMLIGHTNINGTO
ELECTRICMOTORSTORADIOANDTELEVISION
REG1
78L08, 78L10
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re-radiates it into an AM radio receiver, via its internal ferrite aerial.
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Fig.3: component overlays for the top and bottom PC boards,
with their same-size photos alongside. Note that the prototype
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stations – induce tiny electric currents
at numerous frequencies.
The tuned circuit, consisting of Xframe-mounted coil loops, in parallel
with a variable capacitance (we’ll
explain how this is achieved in a moMENT EFFECTIVELYÚLTERSOUTALMOSTALL
of these currents, except for the ones
which correspond to the resonant
frequency. The resulting narrow band
OFSIGNALSISTHENFEDINTOANAMPLIÚER 
based on op amp IC1a.
4HEAMPLIÚEDSIGNALSARETHENFED
to another coil, this one designed to
wrap around the AM receiver. This
loop re-radiates the signal so that the
ferrite rod aerial coil inside the radio
can receive it again and process the
signal, just as it would any other radio
signal it receives.
What we are doing, therefore, is essentially ‘preconditioning’ the signal,
so that the radio itself doesn’t have to
try hard to extract the wanted signal.
Remember those three things we
mentioned earlier which determine
a receiver’s performance? Well, this
circuit not only boosts the signal level,
making the receiver more sensitive to
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weak signals, but also adds another
STAGEOFÚLTERING MAKINGTHERECEIVER
more selective. As a result, the performance must be better – and in fact
can be markedly better!
To keep interference to a minimum,
the X-frame loop antenna itself should
be mounted outside the home, well
away from motors, switches or other
sources of intereference.
Variable tuned circuit
As you probably know, you can make
a tuned circuit’s basic frequency
variable by varying either the inductance or capacitance (remember that
formula earlier?).

In general, it’s a lot easier to adjust
the capacitance, although many multiband radio receivers do change coils
(inductance) when switching bands.
We could use a small variable tuning capacitor, but these are not only
hard to get, they’re also getting rather
expensive. The miniature ones commonly sold these days are incredibly
ÚDDLYTOUSEANDNOTATALLCONDUCIVE
to tracking down weak radio signals!
But there is another way to obtain
a variable ‘capacitor’. Many semiconductors exhibit a change in capacitance when the voltage across them is
changed. Varicap diodes are one such
device, and in this circuit, we have

Modifications and an alternative antenna configuration
The original circuit (developed by Oatley Electronics) used a single SR1060
Schottky diode as the variable capacitance diode, and this covered just the
900kHz to 1600kHz end of the broadcast band. This device is shown in the
photos, but was subsequently replaced by two KDV149 varicap diodes, enabling
the entire broadcast band to be covered.
Note, if you don’t want to build a large wooden antenna mast, you can achieve
similar results by winding 10 turns of wire (spaced about 10mm apart) on a
plastic hobby storage box (or crate) measuring about 350 × 350 × 260mm deep
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Fig.4: here’s how to cut out your timber to make the frame
and ‘mast’ for the Active Loop Antenna. The two pieces
of timber form a cross, with the loops of wire forming a
square (turned 45°) through holes drilled close to its three
outer ends and an equivalent distance down the ‘post’.
A knot in each end of the loop will keep it nice and taut
– just be careful you don’t pull the cross out of square as
you pull the loops through. The top PC board mounts on
the post at a convenient position under the coil loops,
with the downlink wires secured to the post using cable
ties. Don’t use a length of wire, as this could constitute a
shorted turn around the wires and effectively kill some
or all of the signal.

used two such diodes in parallel to
achieve the required tuning range (ie,
right across the AM broadcast band).
Circuit details
The complete circuit diagram for the
Active AM Loop Antenna is shown
in Fig.2.
The supply voltage for this project
can be quite wide – from about 11V to
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30V DC. A nominal 12V plugpack, for
example, will usually give about 16V
TO6UNLOADEDANDWOULDBEÚNE
This voltage is regulated to either
8V or 10V DC by REG1, depending
on the regulator used (either a 78L08
or a 78L10). The resulting power rail
SUPPLIESTHEAMPLIÚER)#DIRECTLYAND
is also fed to a 47kȍ potentiometer
(VR1). VR1’s wiper (moving contact) is

in turn connected to the cathodes (K)
of the paralleled varicap diodes (D1
and D2) via a 220kȍ resistor.
At the top of its travel, the wiper
will have the full 8V or 10V connected to the varicap diodes, while at
the bottom, it will, of course, be near
enough to 0V.
The antenna coil is coupled into the
varicap diodes via a 15nF capacitor.
This prevents the DC voltage, which
is applied to the varicap diodes, from
being shorted to ground via the quite
low resistance of the antenna coil.
Similarly, the output from the tuned
circuit is coupled to the input of op
AMP)#AVIAANOTHERN&CAPACITOR 
so it cannot introduce DC into the
AMPLIÚERCIRCUIT
Finally, we should point out that
only one of the two op amps in the
BA4560 package is used. The other
has one of its inputs connected to the
positive supply and its other input
to its output to ensure that it doesn’t
become unstable.
Construction
There are three parts to the construction of this project – two PC boards,
plus the ‘X’-shaped timber antenna
support that houses the turns of telephone cable forming the antenna.
On one board, we have the ampliÚER SECTION AND THE TERMINATIONS FOR
the loop antenna. The second board
carries the power supply plus the connections for the loop to place around
the AM radio receiver. Between the
two boards is the downlink wiring.
Start construction by making your
timber ‘X’ frame, using Fig.4 as a guide.
You can use just about any scrap timBERTHATYOUCANÚNDBUTWEWOULDNmT
use Pyneboard or other composites if
the antenna is to be erected out in the
weather). Any timber used should
have generous coatings of paint applied to weatherproof it.
Don’t forget to drill all the holes for
the 4-core telephone cable (antenna
loop) before you glue and screw the
sections together – it’s a lot easier to
DRILLÛATTIMBERØ
7IND THE ÚVE TURNS FOR THE COIL
through the holes, starting with an
outside hole closest to where the top PC
board will be mounted – leave yourself
about 200mm or so of cable to work
with past the position where the PC
board goes. Tie a single-loop knot in the
CABLEASITPASSESTHROUGHTHEÚRSTHOLE
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Parts List – Active Loop
Continue to pass the cable through the other three
outside holes, then the next
across, and so on until the
coil is complete. As you go,
keep the turns of the coil
nice and taut but not so taut
as to pull the timber out of
the ‘X’ shape.
When completed, tie
a single-loop knot in
the last hole so that it
keeps the wire loops
taut. Again, leave yourself 200mm or so of cable
underneath where the PC
board will mount, and
then cut the remainder
off. Hang onto that –
you’ll need it shortly for
the downlink!

Antenna

*1 PC board, code 813 (An
t Loop) 31mm × 94m
m
*1 PC board, code 814 (Ra

d Loop) 58mm × 48m
m
1 Weatherproof plastic
box (eg Oatley HB4)
1 30 × 54 × 83mm pla
stic box
1 8-pin IC socket
* Available from the EPE PC
B Service
Semiconductors
1 BA4560 dual op am
p (IC1)
1 78L08 or 78L10 voltag
*2 KDV149 varicap diodese regulator (REG1)
(D1, D2)
Capacitors
3 100ȝF 16V electroly
tic
5 15nF disc ceramic
Resistors (0.25W 5%
)
1 470kȍ
(code yellow purple yel
low gold)
2 220kȍ
(code red red yellow go
ld)
2 47kȍ
(code yellow purple ora
nge gold)
2 56ȍ
(code green blue black
gold)
1 47kȍ linear potentiom
eter (and knob to suit).
Miscellaneous (not inc
luded in Oatley Electr
onics kit)
Timber, screws and mo
unting hardware as req
uired
40m of 4-wire telephon
e cable or equivalent

PC board
construction
The printed circuit
boards component layouts and interwiring
are shown in Fig.3. These two boards
(together with two Varicaps) are
available as a pair from the EPE PCB
Service, codes 813 (Ant Loop) and 814
(Radio Coupling).
It doesn’t matter which board you
start with – both are quite simple
and should only take an hour or so to
complete. On the loop antenna board,
the only polarised components are the
AMPLIÚER)# THEELECTROLYTICCAPACITOR
alongside it and the varicap diodes.
Start by installing the smallest
components – the resistors and nonpolarised capacitors, then install the
semiconductors and the electrolytic
capacitor. Don’t worry about the loop
or downlink wiring at the moment.
On the power supply board, three of
THE ÚVE COMPONENTS ARE POLARISED  SO
make sure you get them in the right way.
The potentiometer will only go in one
way (otherwise the shaft points inwards).
Loop and downlink wiring
In the prototype, 4-wire telephone cable was used because this happened to
be on hand – even though the loop antenna does not use the four individual
wires (however, the downlink does).
Therefore you could just as easily
use single-conductor wire for the loop
if you wished. Note that telephone
cable is quite a lot tougher than single
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wire and so offers some protection
from, for example, birds sitting on it
or even pecking at it!
If you use telephone cable for the
loop antenna wiring, simply connect
all four wires in parallel as you solder
them to the PC board. The same applies
for the output loop – the one which
goes around your radio. The wires
can be twisted together to make this
easier. Note that all connecting wires
solder to the pads on the underside of
the PC board.
You might be wondering why each
single wire of the telephone cable
was not connected in series with its
mate and terminated as such on the
PC board. Wouldn’t this create a sigNIÚCANTLYGREATERINDUCTANCEIE FOUR
times greater)?
Oatley Electronics originally had
exactly the same idea. Unfortunately,
when they tried it out, they found that
the capacitance of the closely-spaced
wires within the cable started to create
its own problems.
They found that by paralleling all
four wires in the cable, this problem
was eliminated. More importantly,
they found that the overall performance of the antenna was better!
In the downlink, all four wires in
the telephone cable are used independently and are connected to the

points A, B, C and D on the
PC boards.
With coloured wiring in
the cable (black, red, blue and
white), it’s not easy to get it
wrong!
This downlink wiring can be
quite long – the prototype had
20m between the two PC boards,
and there didn’t appear to be
any loss of signal compared to a
5m separation. If you need more
distance, give it a go – you have
nothing (except signal) to lose.
In use
If possible, make a complete turn
around the radio receiver with
the output loop (remember, the
radio must have a ferrite rod for
this antenna to work). How do
you know if it has a ferrite rod
antenna? If you can turn it on
and it works without anything
connected, it’s a pretty fair bet that
it has one. Virtually all small AM
radios have a ferrite rod antenna
inside.
Tune the radio to the weak station
you want to listen to. Now adjust the
potentiometer slowly – at one point,
YOUSHOULDÚNDASIGNIÚCANTINCREASE
in the level of that station (or a decrease
in any other stations that are interfering
with it).
Also, recall what we said before
about the antenna being able to turn
so that it faces the wanted station – by
facing, we mean broadside on, or if
you take a line across the X frame the
wanted station should be perpendicular to that line.
The antenna will work equally well
from both sides. However, if you turn
the antenna through 90°, you should
ÚNDTHATITSPERFORMANCESDECREASESSIGNIÚCANTLY#ONVERSELY ANYOTHERSTATIONS
that are now broadside-on will be much
better.
EPE

WHERE FROM, HOW MUCH?
This project was designed by Oatley
Electronics who retain the copyright.
A kit for this project (K256), which includes
both PC boards, on-board components and
cases (as listed above) is available from
Oatley Electronics, for about £15. The kit
does not include the 4-wire telephone cable
nor any timber or mounting hardware.
Contact Oatley Electronics via their
website: www.oatleyelectronics.com
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A Beam-Break
Flash Trigger
By JIM ROWE

(ERESª ANª EASY TO BUILDª ACCESSORYª FORª THEª 4IMEª $ELAYª 0HOTOmASHª
Trigger described in our February 2011 issue. It triggers the delay
UNITªANDªYOURªPHOTOmASHªINªRESPONSEªTOªANªOBJECTªINTERRUPTINGªANª
invisible beam of infrared (IR) light. Alternatively, it can be used
ONªITSªOWNªTOªDIRECTLYªTRIGGERªAªPHOTOmASH

A

FEW months ago (in February
2011), we described a Time Delay
1IPUPÝBTI Trigger. This unit was triggered by a sudden sound picked up by
an electret microphone insert. It then
immediately opened the camera’s shutTERANDTHENÚREDTHEPHOTOÛASHSHORTLY
after, depending on the delay period
programmed into the unit.
Using sound pick-up in this manner
is a popular and effective method of
TRIGGERINGAÛASHFORlSTOPMOTIONmAND
other kinds of special effects photography. However, in addition to the electret
mic input, we also gave the delay unit
a second ‘contact closure’ input, so
that it could be triggered using other
techniques. Which was just as well,
because as soon as the delay unit was
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published, we started getting requests
for a light beam trigger.
Flash trigger
This simple Beam-Break Flash Trigger
is the result of those requests. It’s mainly
intended as an alternative triggering
FRONT ENDFORTHE4IME$ELAY0HOTOÛASH
Trigger and is connected to the latter’s
‘contacts’ input. However, it can also be
USEDTOTRIGGERAPHOTOÛASHUNITDIRECTLY
if you don’t need the programmable
time delay capabilities.
Note, however, that using the unit to
DIRECTLYTRIGGERTHEÛASHHASONEIMPORtant limitation. Unlike the Time Delay
0HOTOÛASH4RIGGER ITDOESNmTALSOTRIGGER
the shutter. This means that you have
to open the shutter manually before the

infrared beam is interrupted (eg, at night
or in a darkened studio).
This new project is in two parts: (1)
an IR Source unit, which produces the
IR beam and (2) a Detector unit, which
monitors the IR beam and closes its outPUTTRIGGERCONTACTSBRIEÛYIFTHEBEAMIS
interrupted. These two units are linked
with an interconnecting cable, which
supplies the Source unit with power.
If you’re already wondering how
you accurately line up the Source and
Detector units when the IR light beam is
invisible to the human eye, wonder no
more. That problem has been solved by
providing the detector unit with a visible green LED, which lights when the
IR beam is being received. This makes
the lining-up process easy.
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Fig.1: the infrared beam is generated by LED1 to LED3 and picked up by photodetector diode PD1. Op amp IC1b functions
ASªAªCURRENT TO VOLTAGEªCONVERTER ªWHILEª)#AªISªWIREDªASªAªNON INVERTINGªAMPLIlERª4HEªLATTERªDRIVESªTRANSISTORª1ªANDª
-/3&%4ª1ªTOªBRIEmYªSWITCHªTHEªTRIGGERªOUTPUTªWHENªTHEª)2ªBEAMªISªINTERRUPTED

Both parts of the project run from a 9V
BATTERYÚTTEDINSIDETHE$ETECTORUNITmS
BOX 4HE TOTAL CURRENT DRAIN IS ABOUT
M!  WHICH MEANS THAT THE BATTERY
SHOULDBEEITHERASETOFSIX!!6 
ALKALINE CELLS OR A SINGLE HIGH ENERGY
6LITHIUMBATTERY!STANDARD6ZINC
CARBONORALKALINEBATTERYISNOTUPTO
THEJOB ASITSLIFEWOULDBETOOSHORT
Circuit details
4HECOMPLETECIRCUITDIAGRAMFORTHE
Beam-Break Flash TriggerISSHOWNIN
&IG4HEREmSREALLYNOTAGREATDEALIN
EITHERPARTOFTHECIRCUIT)NFACT THE)2
3OURCEUNITISNOTHINGMORETHANTHREE
)2,%$SCONNECTEDINSERIES PLUSAN
820ȍSERIESRESISTOR4HISRESISTORLIMITS
THE CURRENT FROM THE 6 SUPPLY AND
THUSTHECURRENTTHROUGHTHE)2,%$S 
to about 7.5mA.
0OWERISDERIVEDFROMTHEBATTERYIN
THE$ETECTORUNITVIAACABLEÚTTEDWITH
AMMJACKPLUG#/. 4HISMATES
WITH#/.ONTHEDETECTORUNIT
)N THE $ETECTOR UNIT  THE )2 BEAM
FROMTHE3OURCEUNITNORMALLYFALLSON
0$ AN)2PHOTODETECTORDIODE4HIS
PHOTODETECTOR IS CONNECTED BETWEEN
GROUNDANDTHEINVERTINGINPUTPIN 
OFOPAMP)#BAN,- 
/P AMP )#B IS CONNECTED AS A
CURRENT TO VOLTAGE CONVERTER )TS PIN 
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OUTPUTSITSSOMEWHEREBETWEEN 6
AND 6WHENTHE)2BEAMISPRESENT 
BUTRESTSCLOSETO 6WHENNO)2LIGHT
IS FALLING ON 0$ 4HIS lDARKm OUTPUT
VOLTAGEOF 6ISBASICALLYSETBYTHE
VOLTAGEDIVIDERFORMEDBYTHEKȍAND
2.7kȍRESISTORS WITHTHEμ&CAPACI
TORPROVIDINGÚLTERING4HISISUSEDTO
DIRECTLYBIASPINOF)#BANDTOBIAS
PINOF)#AVIAAKȍRESISTOR
4HEOUTPUTATPINOF)#BISFED
TO THE NON INVERTING INPUT PIN  
OF )#A  WHICH IS CONÚGURED AS A
NON INVERTING AMPLIÚER WITH A VOLT
AGEGAINOF"ECAUSEOFTHISVERY
HIGH GAIN  )#A ACTS VERY MUCH LIKE
ACOMPARATOR)TSPINOUTPUTSITSAT
OVER 6WHENTHE)2BEAMISPRESENT 
BUT FALLS TO 6 WHEN THERE IS NO )2
LIGHTFALLINGON0$IE THE)2BEAM
ISINTERRUPTED 
)#AmSOUTPUTINTURNDRIVESTHEBASE
OFTRANSISTOR1VIAAKȍRESISTOR!SA
RESULT 1ISTURNEDONOROFFDEPENDING
ONWHETHERTHE)2BEAMISPRESENTOR
NOT7HENTHE)2BEAMISPRESENT 1IS
ONANDWHENTHEBEAMISINTERRUPTED 
1TURNSOFF
,%$ANDITSSERIESKȍRESISTORFORM
THECOLLECTORLOADOF14HISMEANSTHAT
,%$LIGHTSWHEN1ISONANDTURNS
OFFWHEN1ISOFF4HISALLOWS,%$TO
BEUSEDASAGUIDEWHENLINING UPTHE

3OURCEmS)2BEAMWITH0$ ASDESCRIBED
PREVIOUSLY
Switching the trigger output
"ECAUSE1ISSWITCHEDONWHENTHE)2
BEAMFALLSON0$ ITSCOLLECTORVOLTAGE
ISNORMALLYHELDDOWNTOABOUT6
(OWEVER IFTHEBEAMISINTERRUPTED 1
TURNSOFFANDITSCOLLECTORVOLTAGERISES
TONEARLY 6
4HISSUDDENVOLTAGECHANGEISUSED
TOSWITCHON1 A.-/3&%4 
WHICHISUSEDASANOUTPUTSWITCHACROSS
TRIGGERINGOUTPUT#/.!SSHOWN A
N&COUPLINGCAPACITORAND1mSKȍ
GATERESISTORFORMASIMPLEDIFFERENTIAT
ING CIRCUIT 4HIS RESULTS IN 1 BEING
SWITCHED ON ONLY BRIEÛY WHEN 1mS
COLLECTORVOLTAGERISESWHENTHEBEAMIS
INTERRUPTED4HEȍRESISTORINSERIES
WITHTHECOUPLINGCAPACITORISTHERETO
SUPPRESSANYPOSSIBLEOSCILLATIONDUR
INGSWITCH ONORSWITCH OFF
4HATmS ABOUT IT  APART FROM POWER
SWITCH 3 AND THE μ& AND N&
CAPACITORS WHICHDECOUPLETHESUPPLY
RAILVOLTAGETOKEEPITCONSTANT4HECUR
RENTDRAINOFTHEDETECTORCIRCUITVARIES
BETWEENABOUTM!WHENTHE)2BEAM
ISPRESENTANDM!WHENITISINTER
RUPTED SOTHETOTALBATTERYDRAINFORBOTH
SECTIONS VARIES BETWEEN M! BEAM
PRESENT ANDM!BEAMINTERRUPTED 
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Parts List
IR Source Unit

*1 PC board, code 808, size
57mm × 26mm
1 UB5-size box, 82mm × 53mm
× 31mm
4 6mm long untapped spacers
4 M3 × 12mm screws, countersink head
4 M3 hex nuts
1 nylon cable tie, 75mm long
1 2m length of figure-8 cable
1 3.5mm mono jack plug, cable
type (CON1)
3 5mm IR LEDs (LED1 to LED3)
1 820ȍresistor

Detector Unit

*1 PC board, code 809, size
122mm × 58mm
1 UB3-size box, 129mm × 68mm
× 44mm
1 SPDT mini toggle switch (S1)
1 PC-mount 3.5mm stereo jack
socket (CON2)
1 PC-mount 2.5mm concentric
power plug (CON3)
4 M3 × 15mm tapped spacers
8 M3 × 6mm machine screws,
pan head
2 1mm PC board terminal pins
1 9V battery clip lead
1 8-pin DIL IC socket
1 30mm length of 12mm to
15mm diameter black PVC
conduit or brass tubing
1 piece of IR-transparent red
film, approx. 16mm square
1 9V battery snap connector OR
1 x 4-way AA cell holder plus
1 x 2-way AA cell holder
Semiconductors
1 LM358 dual op amp (IC1)
1 BC338 NPN transistor (Q1)
1 2N7000 N-channel MOSFET (Q2)
1 IR photodetector (PD1)
(Jaycar ZD-1948 or similar)
1 5mm green LED (LED4)
Capacitors
1 470μF 16V radial elect.
1 220μF 16V radial elect.
1 100nF metallised polyester
1 10nF metallised polyester
Resistors (0.25W 1%)
1 470kȍ
1 2.7kȍ
1 220kȍ
2 1kȍ
2 22kȍ
1 100ȍ
2 10kȍ

* Available as a pair from the
EPE PCB Service
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The IR Source board carries the three infrared LEDs (LEDs1-3) plus an 820ȍ
current-limiting resistor. It’s mounted inside a UB5 case on 6mm untapped
spacers and derives its power from the Detector unit.

Construction
You can see from the photos that the
two units which make up the BeamBreak Flash Trigger are each housed
in a small plastic box. The IR Source
circuit is built on a small PC board
coded 808 (57mm × 26mm), while the
Detector parts are installed on a larger
PC board coded 809 (122mm × 58mm).
These boards are available as a pair
from the EPE PCB Service.
Start the assembly by building the IR
Source board – see Fig.2. This should
take you just a few minutes, since there
are only four components to install –
the three infrared LEDs and the 820ȍ
current-limiting resistor.
Be sure to orient the three IR LEDs
correctly, as shown in Fig.2. In addiTION ªTHESEªTHREEª,%$SªMUSTªBEªlTTEDª
with their leads bent down by 90°,
so they face out of the end of the box
when the board is mounted inside.
In particular, note that the centre
,%$ ,%$  IS ÚTTED WITH ITS BODY
relatively low down near the board,

WHILE THE TWO OUTER ,%$S ARE ÚTTED
higher and with their leads bent inwards towards LED2. This is done
so that they form a triangular group,
to provide a relatively compact beam
source (see photo above).
Once these parts are in, install the
power cable by soldering its leads to
the +9V and 0V pads. The cable is then
anchored using a small nylon cable tie
that passes through the two 3mm holes
on either side.
Having completed the board, it
can be mounted inside its plastic
box on four 6mm untapped spacers,
and secured using four M3 × 12mm
countersunk head screws and nuts. As
shown in the photos, the IR LEDs face
outwards through a 10mm hole in one
end of the box, while the power cable
EXITSVIAASMALLNOTCHÚLEDINTHETOP
at the opposite end. Fig.3 shows where
to drill the holes in both boxes.
Finally, complete the IR Source unit
by attaching the front panel label to
the lid. A full-size artwork is shown

Table 1: Resistor Colour Codes
No.
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1

Value
470kȍ
220kȍ
22kȍ
10kȍ
2.7kȍ
1kȍ
820ȍ
100ȍ

4-Band Code (1%)
yellow violet yellow brown
red red yellow brown
red red orange brown
brown black orange brown
red violet red brown
brown black red brown
grey red brown brown
brown black brown brown

5-Band Code (1%)
yellow violet black orange brown
red red black orange brown
red red black red brown
brown black black red brown
red violet black brown brown
brown black black brown brown
grey red black black brown
brown black black black brown
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CABLE TO
CON1
(MATES
WITH
CON2
BELOW)

CABLE
TIE

+9V
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820

V0V
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K LED3

LED2 LED1A

!NªINFRAREDªTRANSPARENTªlLTERªISªlTTEDªTOªTHEªINSIDEªOFªTHEªCASEªATªTHEªRECEIVINGª
0$ ªENDªOFªTHEª5"ªBOX ªWHILEªAªMMª§ªMM DIAMETERª@LIGHT HOODªEG ª
BRASSªORªPLASTICªTUBING ªISªATTACHEDªTOªTHEªOUTSIDEªOFªTHEªCASE
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OBJECT

K A

PD1
ZD-1948

220k
100nF
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LM358

220 F
2.7k

22k
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&OLLOWªTHISªPHOTOªANDªTHEªPARTSªLAYOUTª
DIAGRAMª&IGªTOªBUILDªTHEª$ETECTORª0#ªBOARD
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BC338

LED4

470 F

A
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1k

K

Detector board assembly
There are more components on the
Detector board, but its construction is
still straightforward – see Fig.2. Install
THERESISTORSÚRST TAKINGCARETOUSETHE
correct value at each location. Table
1 shows the resistor colour codes,
but it’s also a good idea to check each
one using a digital multimeter before
soldering it in place.
Follow these parts with the metALLISED POLYESTER CAPACITORS  THEN ÚT
the two electrolytic capacitors. The
latter are polarised, so be sure to orient them as shown. Next, the two PC
board terminal pins, used to make the
BATTERYCONNECTIONS CANBEÚTTEDNote
THATªBOTHªPINSªAREªlTTEDªONªTHEªCOPPERª
SIDEªOFªTHEªBOARD ªTOªMAKEªITªEASIERªTOª
SOLDERªTHEªBATTERYªCLIPªLEADSªTOªTHEM

Switch S1 and connectors CON2
and CON3 are next on the list, followed
by an 8-pin socket for IC1. Be sure to
orient the socket with its notched end
towards the adjacent 100nF capacitor,
to guide you when plugging in IC1
itself later on.
Transistor Q1, photodetector PD1,
MOSFET Q2 and LED4 can now all
go in, again taking care to orient them
correctly. Note that PD1 is mounted
vertically with its curved side facing
outwards, and with the centre of its
body about 5mm above the PC board.
LED4 should also be mounted vertically, with the bottom of its body about
12mm above the board (this ensures
that it will protrude slightly from its
matching hole in the box lid after
assembly).
The Detector board can now be
completed by plugging IC1 into its
socket (take care with the orientation).

RE G GIRT KAER B MAE B

in Fig.3. A photocopy can be taken
and cut out and glued on the case lid.

10nF

100
10k
Q2
2N7000
S1

9V
BATTERY

POWER

CON3

+

–

CON2
R

S

TRIGGER OUT
TO FLASH, ETC

T

(TO EMITTERS)

&IGªINSTALLªTHEªPARTSªONªTHEªTWOª0#ªBOARDSªASª
SHOWNªONªTHISªLAYOUTªDIAGRAMª,%$ªGREEN ª
ONªTHEª$ETECTORªBOARDªISªMOUNTEDªVERTICALLY ª
BUTªBEªSUREªTOªBENDªTHEªLEADSªOFª)2ª,%$ªTOª
,%$ªTHROUGHª ªBEFOREªINSTALLINGªTHEMªONª
THEª)2ª3OURCEªBOARDªnªSEEªTEXTªANDªPHOTO
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Fig.3: these drilling diagrams for the UB3 and UB5 boxes can be copied and used directly as templates, or you can mark
the holes out manually using the measurements indicated. Also shown are the two front panel artworks. They can be
photocopied, cut out and glued on the boxes.
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The detector board is then ready to be
mounted behind the lid of the UB3-size
plastic box.
4HEÚRSTSTEPISTODRILLANDREAMOUT
the various holes in the lid and ends of
THEBOX ASSHOWNIN&IG4HATDONE ÚT
a photocopy of the front panel label and
cut out the holes using a sharp hobby
knife, then secure the board to the lid
using four M3 × 15mm tapped spacers
and eight M3 × 6mm machine screws.
Note that you’ll need to remove the
upper nut from the ferrule of switch
S1 before doing this, so the ferrule can
pass up through its matching hole in
the lid. Once the board is in place,
the nut can be replaced and threaded
down against the top of the lid. The
lower nut and lockwasher can then be
threaded up against the underside of
the lid, using a small spanner.
4HENEXTSTEPISTOÚTASMALLSQUARE
OFREDl)2TRANSPARENTmÚLMINSIDETHE
box behind the single 5mm hole at the
IR photodetector diode PD1 end. It
can be held in place using a couple of
narrow strips of transparent tape, one
on either side.
A short ‘light hood’ is now attached to
the photodetector (PD1) end of the box.
This must cover the 5mm hole and be as
close as possible to concentric with it.
The hood itself can be fashioned from
a 30mm length of 12mm diameter brass
tubing (see photos) or from a similar
LENGTH OF OPAQUE PREFERABLY BLACK 
PVC conduit. Whichever you use, it’s
simply glued to the end of the box using
ÚVE MINUTEEPOXYCEMENT
.OW FOR THE ÚNAL ASSEMBLY &IRST 
solder the battery-snap leads to the
terminal pins on the underside of the
board, then place the battery in the
bottom of the box and fasten it in place
using either a small aluminium ‘U’
bracket or a strip of gaffer tape. Finally,
lower the lid and PC board assembly
INTOTHEBOXBEFOREÚTTINGTHESCREWSTO
hold everything together.
Trying it out
.OADJUSTMENTSAREREQUIRED SOYOU
can try it out simply by plugging the
power cable from the IR Source into
CON2 on the Detector unit and turning
on power switch S1.
If the Detector’s light hood is now
aligned with the output from the IR
Source (or any other source of IR radiation), LED4 should immediately begin
glowing. If it does, block the end of the
hood with your thumb or a small piece
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Above: the Detector
board is secured to
the lid of the UB3
case using four M3 x
15mm tapped spacers
and eight M3 × 6mm
machine screws
Left: a ’light hood’
ISªlTTEDªTOªTHEªENDªOFª
the Detector unit to
prevent interference
from stray IR light
sources.

OFOPAQUEMATERIALANDCHECKTHATTHE
LED immediately switches off.
The same thing should happen if
you turn the IR Source away from the
Detector, or if you simply block the
beam with your hand or some other
SMALL OPAQUE OBJECT )F THIS HAPPENS 
then your Beam-Break Flash Trigger
is probably working correctly and is
ready for use.
If you’re going to be using it in
conjunction with the Time Delay PhoTOÛASH4RIGGERUNIT ALLTHATREMAINSIS
to make up a suitable cable to connect

the two together. This simply involves
connecting the Detector’s trigger output to the ‘external trigger contacts’
input (CON4) of the delay unit.
The Beam-Break Flash Trigger
should give reliable triggering with
the IR Source unit placed up to a metre
or so from the Detector box in normal
room lighting. This ‘beam length’
range can be extended considerably
in dark (eg, night-time) conditions, but
in bright sunlight it will be shortened
due to the relatively high level of IR in
the ambient light.
EPE

Direct flash triggering: making the cable

A

s mentioned in the article, the Beam-Break Flash Trigger can also be
used to trigger an electronic flash directly, rather than via the Time Delay
Photoflash Trigger. To do this, trigger output CON3 is simply connected to the
photoflash via a suitable cable.
However, when you’re making up this cable, make sure that the positive
side lead from the flash input is connected to the centre contact of the plug
that goes to CON3. If the polarity is reversed, MOSFET Q3 in the Beam-Break
Flash Trigger could be damaged.
The procedure is to first use your DMM to check the polarity of the voltage
at the end of the cable that’s plugged into the flash unit (ie, with the flash unit
powered up and ready for triggering). Once that’s done, you’ll then know
which way round to connect the cable to the plug that goes to CON3 on the
Detector unit.
While you’re checking the polarity of the cable leads, make a note of the actual
voltage itself. If it is below 60V, that won’t be a problem. Conversely, if it’s higher than
60V, you’ll need to replace the 2N7000 MOSFET with one having a higher voltage
rating – such as an IRF540N.
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CONVERTING UNIDEN SCANNERS FOR AIS
T

HESE well-priced, wide-coverage and very popular
handheld scanners offer a valuable ‘close call’ feature
and have become well respected for general VHF/UHF
work.
The discriminator tap access is straightforward and
ÚTTINGANEXTERNALSOCKETSHOULDMAKEFORANEATANDPROfessional enhancement to the set. However, your scanner
warranty may become invalid!
All variants of the UNIDEN UBC72/73 and 92/93 use
the 24-pin TOKO TK10931 discriminator IC, with baseband audio output at pin 12 (LND7). This accesses the
UNÚLTERED AUDIO ! RESISTOR SOLDERED TO A CONVENIENT
pad on the PC board provides the tap without otherwise
affecting scanner operation. In most cases, a 10kȍresisTORSUFÚCES BUTWITHSOMESOUNDCARDSWEmVEHADTOGO
as high as 220kȍto avoid overload. You could also use
a 220kȍtrimpot in series with a 10kȍresistor to make
adjustment easier.

The basic setup for
receiving the ~160MHz
AIS signals and
decoding them via
your PC’s sound card.

162MHz
VHF
ANTENNA
SHIPPLOTTER
AUDIO CABLE
RAW AIS DATA

VHF RECEIVER
WITH DISCRIMINATOR
OUTPUT

Tapping into
the receiver’s
UNlLTEREDª
audio is quite
simple. At right
is the circuit
diagram suiting
the Uniden
scanner.

SCANNER/
RECEIVER
DISCRIMINATOR
(EG TK10931)

BASE BAND
AUDIO OUTPUT
(PIN 12 ON
TK10931)

LINE OR
MICROPHONE
INPUT

* MAY BE REQUIRED TO
REDUCE HIGH FREQUENCY
COMPONENTS
10kW
10nF*

NEW 2.5mm
SOCKET FITTED TO
SCANNER/
RECEIVER

Undoing six Philips-head screws readily dismantles the
Uniden scanner and the revealed circuit boards simply
clip apart. Neatly solder the 10k: resistor and outlet wire
ATª,.$ ªPERHAPSªSLIDINGªlNEªHEATªSHRINKªTUBINGªOVERªTHEª
wire joint to prevent circuit board shorts.
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The resistor’s other end is wired
to a 2.5mm mono chassis socket
mounted on the back of the
SCANNER 4HERE IS SUFÚCIENT
space between the stacked
PCBs and case for this.
A short wire for the
ground lead can be run to
the antenna’s ground terminal – a 10nF capacitor
between the resistor’s far
end and ground may help
remove residual higher
frequency portions.
!  WIRE EXTERNAL LEAD
then connects to a stereo
3.5mm plug to suit the PC
soundcard’s line-in or mic input
socket. The scanner squelch must be wide open (‘hissing’)
but the scanner’s internal speaker volume can be turned
right down.
The antenna
Unlike 2.4GHz WiFi, VHF marine signals are not so
influenced by nearby obstructions, but the best AIS
reception will still be gained with clear line-of-sight
(LOS) coverage.
The supplied ‘rubber ducky’ whip antenna on most
scanners should allow open-terrain AIS reception to perhaps 6nm (nautical miles) (~10km), but either elevation
or a better antenna (or both) will greatly assist – it really
DEPENDSONYOURPROXIMITYTONEARBYSHIPPING
The BNC socket on most scanners readily allows modest
COAXRUNSTOROOFTOP9AGIBEAMS BUTASIMPLERANDMORE
portable antenna may be better – especially if AIS signals
come from a wide arc.

4Oª PREVENTª CONFUSIONª WITHª THEª SCANNERSª lTTEDª MMª
headphone socket, the output socket to the computer sound
CARDªSHOULDªBEªANªOPEN TYPEªMMªMONOªSOCKETªEG ª*AYCARª
03  ªASªMODERNªENCLOSEDªTYPESªAREªSLIGHTLYªTOOªLONGªFORª
the most suitable rear case hole position.
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. . . and a cheap ‘Slim Jim’ antenna to make
By Stan Swan
A DIY ‘Slim JIM’
One of the most appealing antennas for such work is the so called
‘Slim Jim’ (an acronym for ‘J-type
Integrated Match’) – invented in
1978 by the late Fred Judd, G2BCX.
Any parallel conductors could
be used (some diehards swear by
HO-scale model train track!), but
such an antenna can be quickly
and cheaply made from a length
of 300ȍ impedance TV ribbon.
4HISISBECOMINGRATHERDIFÚCULT
to get, having largely given way
to 75ȍ coaxial cable (which is, of
course, entirely unsuitable).
Although cheap, this ribbon rapidly deteriorates in the
wind and sun if left unprotected, so housing inside a vertically supported plastic conduit (eg, mains conduit) is almost
essential for outside use. Plastic conduit will not degrade
performance at all.
Considerable variation on the basic design can be tolerated, as aspects such as the gap space, conductor spacing,
velocity factor (VF) of the wire and even nearby metallic
OBJECTSINÛUENCEPERFORMANCE
At 162MHz, an open-space wavelength = speed/frequency
= 3 x 108/1.62 x 108 = 1850mm. However, slower signals
within the TV ribbon decrease this by ~0.9 (known as the velocity factor) giving a working AIS wavelength of 1665mm.
The Slim Jim is ¾-wavelength long (although only the
upper half-wave portion receives), so a 1250mm antenna
LENGTH SHOULD SUFÚCE l#UT AND TRYm EXPERIMENTATION IS
encouraged – cut slightly longer initially and trim to suit
for best performance.
Almost any TV-grade (ie 75:) coax suits Slim Jim connection to the VHF receiver’s BNC antenna socket, and use
OFLIGHT GRADEÛEXIBLECOAXMAKESAROLL UPVERSIONFEASIBLE
Unless you’re making a very long run from antenna to
receiver, losses should not be too much of a problem. Of
course, if your run is long (ie, greater than, say 10m), go for
one of the better (low-loss) cables.
To construct a Slim Jim, simply follow the diagram at top
right. You’ll need a length of ribbon cable about 1280mm long,
to allow the two ends to be stripped and shorted, as shown.
The wires at each end of the cable are bared, twisted together and soldered (don’t ignore the last part, especially if
you are going to erect the antenna outside). In fact, a short
length (30mm or so?) of heatshrink tubing over each end
will further protect the copper wire from corrosion.
The exact position for the coax feed connection is not all
that important for a receiving antenna – between 30 and
100mm up from the bottom is the range. The centre wire
of the coax is soldered to the 3/4 wavelength side (don’t
cut the wire, just remove the insulation) while the braid
connects to the matching stub opposite the centre wire
connection point.
The capacitance gap, on the ‘earthy’ side only, can be
anywhere from about 20mm to 40mm. Don’t simply cut
the cable; the short length of wire needs to be removed.
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TWIST AND SOLDER

RADIATOR
833mm

½l

1250mm

¾l

A ‘Slim Jim’ antenna for
162MHz made from a length
of 300ȍ TV ribbon cable.
This would best be placed
inside a length of
COAX FEED
plastic conduit and ~30-100mm
UP
mounted outside,
FROM BOTTOM
as high as possible
and away from
metal (such as a
mast or roof).

CAPACITANCE
GAP
~20-40mm

MATCHING
STUB

SOLDER
417mm

¼l

TWIST
AND SOLDER

Apart from putting it inside a suitable length of conduit
(say 1.3m) with a plug on the top end (the bottom end
COULDBEÚLLEDWITHSILICONESEALANTTOSTOPINSECTSAND
spiders calling the Slim Jim home), your antenna is now
complete and ready for use.
Slim Jim low angle performance is legendary, as the
design best handles signals received near parallel to the
ground – forget it for near-overhead aircraft and satellites!
5NLESSYOUmRETRACKINGÛYINGBOATSORLIVEONAHILLTOP 
vessels are naturally going to be near-horizontal anyway.
Slim Jim AIS reception out to 20nm (~30km) could be
expected when the antenna is well elevated, perhaps by
being hoisted up a tree (inside a conduit) with a nylon line.
Reproduced by arrangement with SILICON CHIP
magazine 2011.
www.siliconchip.com.au

Stan, monitoring at Eastbourne (green symbol) tracks two
vessels using VHF radio AIS into and out of Wellington
harbour. This gives a good idea of the type of performance
TOªEXPECTªUSINGªTHEªMODIlEDªSCANNERªANDª3LIMª*IMªANTENNAª
described here and AISMon software running on your PC.
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novel applications and
circuit designs, not
simply mechanical,
electrical or software
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Ingenuity Unlimited,
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Ltd., 113 Lynwood Driv
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Readers’ Circuits

Our regular round-up of readers’ own circuits

WIN A PICO PC-BASED OSCILLOSCOPE WORTH £799

 200MHz Analogue Bandwidth Dual Channel Storage Oscilloscope
 Spectrum Analyser  Frequency Meter  Multimeter  USB Interface.
If you have a novel circuit idea which would be of use to other readers then a Pico Technology PC-based oscilloscope could
be yours. After every 20 published IU circuits, Pico Technology will be awarding a PicoScope 3206 digital storage oscilloscope
for the best IU submission. In addition a PicoScope 2105 Handheld ‘Scope worth £199 will be presented to the runner up.

PCB Track Probing unit – On track

I

RECENTLY purchased from EPE
the Version 3 PICmicro MCU
development board. Unfortunately,
this unit comes without any instructions, circuit diagram or even
block diagram. As I wish to use this
versatile looking piece of equipment to
develop PIC circuits of my own design,
I needed to ascertain where connectors
and plugs and sockets were connected
in the circuit.
I have used the idea I am about to
describe many times before in lashup form, but felt that I ought to make
this one as a completed unit, calibrated
and mounted in a convenient box and
having suitable probes. I then realised
that it could be of interest to other
readers of EPE, hence this letter/IU.
On track
The requirement was to be able to
trace printed circuit tracks between
components, IC pins, and sockets, even
while components populate the PCB,
but without power being connected.
This probing should not cause any
junctions that are connected between
the probes to turn ‘on’ and should
show
unambiguous
connections,
while possibly being able to measure
track resistance at the same time.
4HE ÚNISHED CIRCUIT WILL ALLOW THE
measurement of resistance, up to two
HUNDREDOHMSINMYCASE4HISÚGURE
could be changed if required, but for
my intended use this is adequate. If a
track reading is below the calibrated
set point on the dial, an audible sound
is heard.
Circuit details
I decided to use a low voltage of
about 0.3V to power the probes, and
a variable trip point on a comparator
to sense the connections and its
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the other lower arm. These resistors
form the Wheatstone bridge circuit,
with the probe as the unknown value.
When the ‘test’ PCB is probed, if
track exists between the probe points,
then the voltage across the probe falls,
depending upon the resistance of the
track. This drop in voltage is sensed by
a comparator (IC1a) with an adjustable
reference voltage, also derived from
the potted down voltage from the D1.
The output from the comparator
turns on an oscillator (IC1b) driving
a piezo sounder. I use an audible
warning instead of an LED, as this
means that I do not have to switch my
eyes back and forth while probing. By
adjusting the trip point, an indication
may be had of the resistance of the
track, in the classic Wheatstone bridge
manner. In a normal Wheatstone
bridge a null indicator is used, but
this unit uses a ‘go-nogo’ indication,
or high/low change at the resistance

resistance between pins and tracks.
The low voltage is derived by using a
resistor chain from both the positive
supply and also the negative supply
(a single 9V battery) with a 1N4002
‘dropper’ diode, as may be observed
from the circuit diagram Fig.1.
As the circuit around the ‘dropper’
diode is a DC Wheatstone bridge, the
trip point could be used to infer low
values of resistance of track. The
bridge detector is the high gain (open
loop) differential circuit, the output
of which triggers an audible warning
output stage.
The circuit is powered with a single
9V battery. The low probe voltage is
derived from the voltage drop across
$  A . SILICON RECTIÚER )T IS
tapped down using a couple of 1.5k:
resistors in the upper arms, and 1k: in
the lower arms, with a 250: variable
resistor (pot.) shunting one of the arms
as shown. The probes connect across

APPROX 8mA

S1
ON/OFF

R1
750Ω

R9
120k

R6
1k
R2
1k5

R4
1k5
D1
1N4002

R7
1k

a

8

2

–
IC1a

3

+

TL072

k

R3
1k

R5
1k

PROBES
R10
910Ω

VR1
250Ω

4

6
D2
1N4148
1 k
a

R8
22k

5

C1
330n

–
IC1b
TL072

7

B1
9V

+

PIEZO
SOUNDER

SETTING
POT

COPPER LAMINATE
GROUND PLANE

Fig.1. Circuit diagram for the PCB track probe
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value across the probes. An audible
output indicates track resistance below
the Setting Pot calibrated value, while
no audible output indicates high
resistance between the probes.
I made my probes using two largish
sewing needles soldered to the probe
wires, and mounted with hot melt glue
inside two old Biro cases, cheap as
chips!
Calibration and construction
Calibration may be done using a
number of known low value resistors

connection, and gluing on pieces
of stripboard, cut to suitable size
and shape to mount IC’s and other
components.
It is similar to ‘ugly’ construction,
BUT)ÚNDITEASYANDCONVENIENT EVEN
when cannibalising old prototypes
on stripboard that I have made over
the years, to supply the small pieces
of board required, so the cost is quite
low.

in series, adjusting the trip at each
point to trigger the acoustic sounder,
and marking the panel accordingly.
Of course, this Wheatstone bridge
method is used in old fashioned
instruments to determine resistor
values very accurately, but my
requirement here is only to a few
percent in resistance value at best.
My unit works very well.
I made my unit using a form of
construction that I favour for prototype
and one off construction. This uses
copper laminate as a base and ‘ground’

Ivan J Eamus,
Rutland
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TEACH-IN 2011
A BROAD-BASED INTRODUCTION
TO ELECTRONICS
Part 9: Digital-to-Analogue and
Analogue-to-Digital Conversion
By Mike and Richard Tooley

Our Teach-In series is designed to provide you with a broad-based introduction to electronics. We have
attempted to provide coverage of three of the most important electronics units that are currently studied in
many schools and colleges in the UK. These include Edexcel BTEC Level 2 awards, as well as electronics
units of the new Diploma in Engineering (also at Level 2). The series will also provide the more experienced
READERªWITHªANªOPPORTUNITYªTOª@BRUSHªUPªONªSPECIlCªTOPICSªWITHªWHICHªHEªORªSHEªMAYªBEªLESSªFAMILIARª
%ACHªPARTªOFªOURª4EACH )NªSERIESªISªORGANISEDªUNDERªlVEªMAINªHEADINGSª,EARN ª#HECK ª"UILD ª)NVESTIGATEªANDª
!MAZEª,EARNªWILLªTEACHªYOUªTHEªTHEORY ª#HECKªWILLªHELPªYOUªTOªCHECKªYOURªUNDERSTANDING ªANDª"UILDªWILLªGIVEª
you an opportunity to build and test simple electronic circuits. Investigate will provide you with a challenge
WHICHªWILLªALLOWªYOUªTOªFURTHERªEXTENDªYOURªLEARNING ªANDªlNALLY ª!MAZEªWILLªSHOWªYOUªTHEª@WOWªFACTORªª

I

N THIS instalment of Teach-In
2011, we introduce some combined applications of analogue
and digital circuits in the form of
digital-to-analogue and analogueto-digital converters (DAC, ADC). In
Learn we explore the circuits and
techniques used in DAC and ADC.
Investigate extends this further with
a look at a popular DAC, which is
available from several semiconductor manufacturers.
Build looks at some further applications of digital circuits using
both combinational and sequential
logic techniques. Finally, in Amaze
we look at the way that very large
numbers are handled in digital
systems.
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Learn
Quantisation
Because signals in the real world exist
in both digital (on/off) and analogue
(continuously variable) forms, digital
and computer systems need to be able
to accept and generate both types of
signal as inputs and outputs respectively. Because of this, there is a need
for devices that can convert signals
in analogue form to their equivalent
in digital form, and vice versa.
This chapter introduces digitalto-analogue and analogue-to-digital
conversion. We shall begin by looking at the essential characteristics of
analogue and digital signals and the
principle of quantisation.

In order to represent an analogue
signal using digital codes, it is necessary to approximate (or quantise) the
signal into a set of discrete voltage
levels, as shown in Fig.9.1 The sixteen quantisation levels for a simple
analogue-to-digital converter using
a four-bit binary code are shown in
Fig.9.2. Note that, in order to accommodate analogue signals that have
both positive and negative polarity
we have used the two’s complement
representation to indicate negative
voltage levels.
Thus, any voltage represented by a
digital code in which the MSB (most
SIGNIÚCANTBIT ISLOGICWILLBENEGAtive. Fig.9.3 shows how a typical
analogue signal would be quantised
Everyday Practical Electronics, July 2011
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into voltage levels by sampling at
regular intervals (t1, t2, t3, etc).

Digital-to-analogue conversion

Fig.9.1. The process of quantising
an analogue signal into its digital
equivalent

The basic digital-to-analogue
converter (DAC) has a number of
digital inputs (often 8, 10, 12, or
16) and a single analogue output,
as shown in Fig.9.4. The simplest
form of DAC shown in Fig.9.5(a)
uses a set of binary-weighted resisTORS TO DEÚNE THE VOLTAGE GAIN OF
ANOPERATIONALSUMMINGAMPLIÚER
and a four-bit binary latch to store
the binary input while it is being
converted.
.OTE THAT  SINCE THE AMPLIÚER IS
connected in inverting mode, the
analogue output voltage will be
negative rather than positive. HowEVER  A FURTHER INVERTING AMPLIÚER
stage can be added at the output to
change the polarity if required.
The voltage gain of the inputs to
the operational amplifier (determined by the ratio of feedback to
input resistance and taking into acCOUNT THE INVERTING CONÚGURATION 
is shown in Table 9.1. If we assume
that the logic levels produced by the
four-bit data latch are ‘ideal’ (such
that logic 1 corresponds to +5V and
logic 0 corresponds to 0V), we can

Fig.9.2. Quantisation levels for a simple ADC that uses a
four-bit binary code
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Fig.9.4. Basic DAC representation

determine the output voltage corresponding to the eight possible input
states by summing the voltages that
will result from each of the four
inputs taken independently.
For example, when the output of the
latch takes the binary value 1010 the
output voltage can be calculated from:

Vout = (–1 × 5) + (–0.5 × 0) +
(–0.25 × 5) + (–0.125 × 0) = –6.25V
Similarly, when the output of the
latch takes the binary value 1111
(the maximum possible) the output
voltage can be determined from:

Vout = (–1 × 5) + (–0.5 × 5) +
(–0.25 × 5) + (–0.125 × 5) = –9.375V
Table 9.1. Table of voltage gains for
the simple DAC shown in Fig.9.5(a)
Bit
3 (MSB)

Voltage gain
–R/R = –1

2

–R/2R = –0.5

1

–R/4R = –0.25

0 (LSB)

–R/8R = –0.125

Fig.9.3. An analogue signal quantised into voltage levels
by sampling at regular intervals (t1, t2, t3, etc.)
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The complete set of voltages corresponding to all eight possible binary
codes is given in Table 9.2.

Binary-weighted DAC
An improved binary-weighted DAC
is shown in Fig.9.5(b). This circuit
operates on a similar principle to
that shown in Fig.9.5(a), but uses
four analogue switches instead of
a four-bit data latch. The analogue

switches are controlled by logic
inputs so that a switch’s output is
connected to the reference voltage
(Vref) when its respective logic input
is at logic 1, and to 0V when the corresponding logic input is at logic 0.
When compared with the previous
arrangement, this circuit offers the
advantage that the reference voltage
is considerably more accurate and
stable than using the logic level to

DEÚNETHEANALOGUEOUTPUTVOLTAGE
A further advantage arises from the
fact that the reference voltage can
be made negative, in which case the
analogue output voltage will become
positive. Typical reference voltages
are –5V, –10V, +5V and +10V.
Unfortunately, by virtue of the
range of resistance values required,
the binary-weighted DAC becomes
increasingly impractical for higher
resolution applications. Taking a
10-bit circuit as an example, and
assuming that the basic value of R
is 1k:, the binary weighted values
would become:
Bit 0
Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4
Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7
Bit 8
Bit 9

1k:
2k:
4k:
8k:
16k:
32k:
64k:
128k:
256k:

Table 9.2. Output voltages produced by the
simple DAC shown in Fig.9.5(a)
Bit 3 Bit 2

Fig.9.5. Simple DAC arrangements
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Bit 1

Bit 0

Output voltage

0

0

0

0

0V

0

0

0

1

–0.625V

0

0

1

0

–1.250V

0

0

1

1

–1.875V

0

1

0

0

–2.500V

0

1

0

1

–3.125V

0

1

1

0

–3.750V

0

1

1

1

–4.375V

1

0

0

0

–5.000V

1

0

0

1

–5.625V

1

0

1

0

–6.250V

1

0

1

1

–6.875V

1

1

0

0

–7.500V

1

1

0

1

–8.125V

1

1

1

0

–8.750V

1

1

1

1

–9.375V
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Fig.9.6. Filtering the output of a DAC

 )N ORDER TO ENSURE A SUFÚCIENTLY
HIGHDEGREEOFACCURACY ALLOFTHESE
RESISTORSWOULDNEEDTOBECLOSE TOLER
ANCETYPESTYPICALLY ORBETTER 
!MOREPRACTICALARRANGEMENTUSESAN
OPERATIONAL AMPLIÚER IN WHICH THE
INPUTVOLTAGETOTHEOPERATIONALAM
PLIÚERISDETERMINEDBYMEANSOFAN
R-2RLADDER ASSHOWNIN&IGC 
.OTETHATONLYTWORESISTANCEVALUES
AREREQUIREDANDTHATTHEYCANBEANY
CONVENIENT VALUE PROVIDED THAT ONE
VALUEISDOUBLETHEOTHERITISRELA
TIVELY EASY TO MANUFACTURE MATCHED
HIGH STABILITYRESISTANCESOFCLOSETOL
ERANCEONANINTEGRATEDCIRCUITCHIP 

OUTPUTVOLTAGES BUTINPRACTICEWE
WOULDPROBABLYREQUIREMANYMORE
ANDCORRESPONDINGLYSMALLER INCRE
MENTSINOUTPUTVOLTAGE
4HIS CAN BE ACHIEVED BY ADDING
FURTHER BINARY INPUTS &OR EXAMPLE 
A$!#WITHEIGHTINPUTSIE AN BIT
$!# WOULDBECAPABLEOFPRODUCING
IE ORTWORAISEDTOTHEPOWER
EIGHT DIFFERENTOUTPUTVOLTAGE!
BIT DEVICE  ON THE OTHER HAND  WILL
PRODUCEIE ORTWORAISEDTO
THEPOWERTEN DIFFERENTVOLTAGELEVELS
4HERESOLUTIONOFA$!#ISGENERALLY
STATEDINTERMSOFTHENUMBEROFBINARY
DIGITSIE BITS USEDINTHECONVERSION

Accuracy and resolution

Please note!

4HEACCURACYOFA$!#DEPENDSNOT
ONLYONTHEVALUESOFTHERESISTANCE
USED BUTALSOONTHEREFERENCEVOLT
AGEUSEDTODEÚNETHEVOLTAGELEVELS
3PECIAL BAND GAP REFERENCES SIMI
LAR TO PRECISION :ENER DIODES  ARE
NORMALLYUSEDTOPROVIDEREFERENCE
VOLTAGESTHATARECLOSELYMAINTAINED
OVER A WIDE RANGE OF TEMPERATURE
ANDSUPPLYVOLTAGES4YPICALACCURA
CIESOFBETWEENANDCANBE
ACHIEVED USING MOST MODERN LOW
COST$!#DEVICES
4HE RESOLUTION OF A $!# IS AN
INDICATION OF THE NUMBER OF INCRE
MENTSINOUTPUTVOLTAGETHATITCAN
PRODUCE AND IT IS DIRECTLY RELATED
TOTHENUMBEROFBINARYDIGITSUSED
INTHECONVERSION4HETWOSIMPLE
FOUR BIT $!#S THAT WE MET EARLIER
CAN EACH PROVIDE SIXTEEN DIFFERENT
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The resolutionOFA$!#DEPENDSON
THENUMBEROFBITSUSEDINTHECON
VERSIONPROCESSrTHEMOREBITSTHE
GREATERTHERESOLUTION4YPICAL$!#S
HAVERESOLUTIONSOF ORBITS

Please note!

The accuracyOFA$!#DEPENDSON
THEACCURACYOFTHERESISTANCEVALUES
USED ASWELLASTHEACCURACYOFTHE
REFERENCE VOLTAGE 4YPICAL $!#S
HAVEACCURACIESOFOR

Filters
!S WE HAVE SEEN  THE OUTPUT OF A
$!#CONSISTSOFASERIESOFQUANTISED
VOLTAGELEVELS4HEPRESENCEOFTHESE
LEVELS ON THE OUTPUT SIGNAL CAN BE
UNDESIRABLE FOR SOME APPLICATIONS 
ANDHENCETHEYAREREMOVEDINORDER
TOlSMOOTHmTHEOUTPUTVOLTAGE

Fig.9.7. Basic ADC representation

4HIS CAN BE EASILY ACCOMPLISHED
BYPASSINGTHEOUTPUTSIGNALTHROUGH
ALOW PASSÚLTER ASSHOWNIN&IG
4HE ÚLTER IS DESIGNED SO THAT THE
RESIDUAL SAMPLING FREQUENCY COM
PONENTS IE  THOSE THAT CAUSE THE
lSTEPSm IN THE ANALOGUE SIGNAL  ARE
WELL BEYOND THE CUT OFF FREQUENCY
OF THE ÚLTER AND ARE SUBJECT TO AN
APPRECIABLEAMOUNTOFATTENUATION

Analogue-to-digital conversion
4HE BASIC ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CON
VERTER!$# HASASINGLEANALOGUE
INPUTANDANUMBEROFDIGITALOUT
PUTSOFTEN   ORLINES AS
SHOWNIN&IG
6ARIOUS FORMS OF ANALOGUE TO
DIGITAL CONVERTER ARE AVAILABLE FOR
USEINDIFFERENTAPPLICATIONS INCLUD
INGMULTI CHANNEL!$#SWITHUPTO
 ANALOGUE INPUTS 4HE SIMPLEST
FORMOF!$#ISTHEÛASHCONVERTER
SHOWNIN&IGA )NTHISTYPEOF
!$#THEINCOMINGANALOGUEVOLTAGE
IS COMPARED WITH A SERIES OF ÚXED
REFERENCE VOLTAGES USING A NUMBER
OF OPERATIONAL AMPLIÚERS )# TO
)#IN&IG 7HENTHEANALOGUE
INPUTVOLTAGEEXCEEDSTHEREFERENCE
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voltage present at the inverting input
OFAPARTICULAROPERATIONALAMPLIÚER
stage, the output of that stage will
go to logic 1. So, assuming that the
analogue input voltage is 2V, the
outputs of IC1 and IC2 will go to
logic 1 while the remaining outputs
will be at logic 0.
The priority encoder is a logic device that produces a binary output
code that indicates the value of the
MOSTSIGNIÚCANTLOGICRECEIVEDON
one of its inputs. In this case, the
output of IC2 will be the most sigNIÚCANTLOGICANDHENCETHEBINARY
output code generated will be 010
(as shown in Fig.9.8(b).
Flash ADC are extremely fast in
operation (hence the name), but they
become rather impractical as the
resolution increases. For example,
AN BITÛASH!$#WOULDREQUIRE
OPERATIONAL AMPLIÚER COMPARATORS
while a 10-bit ADC would need a
staggering 1024 comparator stages!
Typical conversion times for a
FLASH!$#LIEINTHERANGENSTO
1Ps, so this type of ADC is ideal
for ‘fast’ or rapidly changing analogue signals. Due to their complexity, flash ADC are relatively
expensive.

Successive approximation
A successive approximation ADC is
shown in Fig.9.9. This shows an 8-bit
converter that uses a DAC (usually

'JH"TJNQMFÝBTI"%$

based on an R-2R ladder) together
WITHASINGLEOPERATIONALAMPLIÚER
comparator (IC1) and a successive
approximation register (SAR).
The 8-bit output from the SAR is
applied to the DAC and to an 8-bit
output latch. A separate end of conversion (EOC) signal (not shown in
Fig.9.9) is generated to indicate that
the conversion process is complete
and the data is ready for use.
When a start conversion (SC)
signal is received, successive bits

Fig.9.9. A successive approximation ADC
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within the SAR are set and reset according to the output from the comparator. At the point at which the
output from the comparator reaches
zero, the analogue input voltage will
be the same as the analogue output
from the DAC and, at this point, the
conversion is complete. The end of
conversion signal is then generated
and the 8-bit code from the SAR is
read as a digital output code.
Successive approximation ADCs
ARE SIGNIÚCANTLY SLOWER THAN ÛASH

Fig.9.10. A ramp-type ADC
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types and typical conversion times (ie, the time between
the SC and EOC signals) are in the range 10Ps to 100Ps.
Despite this, conversion times are fast enough for most
non-critical applications, and this type of ADC is relatively simple and available at low-cost.

Ramping it up
A ramp-type ADC is shown in Fig.9.10. This type of ADC
USESARAMPGENERATORANDASINGLEOPERATIONALAMPLIÚER
comparator, IC1.
The output of the comparator is either a 1 or a 0 depending on whether the input voltage is greater or less than the
instantaneous value of the ramp voltage. The output of
the comparator is used to control a logic gate (IC2) which
passes a clock signal (a square wave of accurate frequency)
to the input of a pulse counter whenever the input voltage
is greater than the output from the ramp generator.

Fig.9.11. Waveforms for a single-ramp ADC

The pulses are counted until the
voltage from the ramp generator
exceeds that of the input signal, at
which point the output of the comparator goes low and no further pulses
are passed into the counter. The
number of clock pulses counted will
depend on the input voltage and the
ÚNALBINARYCOUNTTHUSGIVESADIGITAL
representation of the analogue input.
Typical waveforms for the ramp-type
waveform are shown in Fig.9.11.

Dual-slope ADC
&INALLY THEDUAL SLOPE!$#ISAREÚNEment of the ramp-type ADC, which

Fig.9.12. Waveforms for a dual-ramp ADC

Check – How do you think you are doing?
9.1. Explain with the aid of a sketch
what is meant by quantisation.
9.2. A DAC can produce 256 different output voltages. What is the
resolution of the DAC?
9.3. How many discrete voltage
levels can be produced by a 10bit DAC?
9.4. Explain the advantage of an
R-2R ladder DAC compared a
binary-weighted DAC.
9.5.3TATETHEADVANTAGEOFAÛASH
ADC and suggest an application
in which it can be used.
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9.6. The binary codes produced
by a four-bit bipolar analogue-todigital converter (see Fig.9.2 and
Fig.9.3) sampled at intervals of
1ms, have the following values:
Time (ms)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Binary code
0101
0100
0011
0010
0001
0000
1111
1110

If the ADC uses two’s complement to represent negative values (ie, 1111 represents -1, 1110
represents -2, and so on) sketch
and identify the waveform of the
analogue voltage.
For more information,
links and other resources
please check out our
Teach-In website at:

www.tooley.co.uk/
teach-in
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involves a similar comparator arrangement, but uses an internal voltage
REFERENCEANDANACCURATEÚXEDSLOPE
negative ramp which starts when the
positive going ramp reaches the analogue input voltage. The important
thing to note about this type of ADC
is that, while the slope of the positive
ramp depends on the input voltage,
THENEGATIVERAMPFALLSATAÚXEDRATE
Hence, this type of ADC can provide
a very high degree of accuracy and can
also be made so that it rejects noise
and random variations present on the
input signal. The main disadvantage,
HOWEVER  IS THAT THE PROCESS OF ÚRST
ramping up and then ramping down
requires some considerable time, and
hence this type of ADC is only suitable
for ‘slow’ signals (ie, those that are not
rapidly changing). Typical conversion
times lie in the range 500Ps to 20ms.

Fig.9.13. A simple four-bit binary-weighted DAC

Fig.9.14. Graph
of results for the
simple four-bit
binary-weighted
DAC

I

N this edition of Build we will try
out some of the DAC circuits that
we introduced in Learn (Fig.9.5).
As we have seen, these can be conSTRUCTEDUSINGOPERATIONALAMPLIÚERS
with cleverly arranged arrays of
input resistors.

Binary-weighted DAC
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'JH5IFNPEJÜFEGPVSCJUCJOBSZXFJHIUFE%"$
^ŝŵƉůĞŝƚͲtĞŝŐŚƚĞĚtŝƚŚhŶŝƚǇ/ŶǀĞƌƚĞƌ
ϭϬ

Fig.9.16. Graph
of results for
UIFNPEJÜFE
four-bit binaryweighted DAC
shown in
Fig. 9.15

ϵ
ϴ

KƵƚƚƉƵƚsŽůƚĂŐĞ

First enter the simple binary-weighted
DAC circuit shown in Fig.9.13. This
is a practical circuit based on the one
shown in Learn Fig.9.5(a). We have
used a series of logic input toggles to
simulate standard logic level inputs,
with the output voltage shown on a
virtual voltmeter instrument.
Set various input bit patterns and
monitor the resulting output voltage.
Using your theory from Learn to
calculate the expected output voltage
for two different input bit patterns
and then test your answers using
the simulation. Take readings of the
output voltage for the binary coded
decimal inputs from 0 (0000) to 15
(1111) and produce a graph of your
results. Fig.9.14 shows our example
results plotted using Microsoft Excel.
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Build – The Circuit Wizard way
One of the drawbacks to the simple DAC circuit is the fact that by
USING AN OPERATIONAL AMPLIÚER IN
ANINVERTINGCONÚGURATIONTHEOUTput is negative. A common way of
dealing with this issue is to add an
ADDITIONALINVERTINGAMPLIÚERWITH
a gain of -1. This is often referred to
as a unity gain inverter.
Modify your binary-weighted DAC
circuit (Fig.9.13) to that shown in
Fig.9.15 below, and experiment with
changing the input bits. Notice that
THE OUTPUT OF THE ÚRST OPERATIONAL
AMPLIÚER 6  IS EQUAL IN MAGNItude to the output voltage (Vout)
but opposite in polarity. Plotting
Vout against BCD input for this new
arrangement should now look as
shown in Fig.9.16.
! FURTHER MODIÚCATION TO THE
binary-weighted DAC is shown
in Fig.9.17. Here the output voltage is taken across the outputs of
THE TWO OPERATIONAL AMPLIÚERS
In this way the output voltage is
effectively doubled. In fact, this
method is commonly employed in
many commercial DAC integrated
circuit devices.

Fig.9.17. Improved binary weighted DAC with differential output

A switch in time
In Fig.9.5(b) we described an improved DAC circuit using analogue
SWITCHES7ECANMODELTHISQUITE
simply for simulation purposes using single-pole double-throw (SPDT)
switches, as shown in Fig.9.18. Note
that in a real circuit these would be
controlled by logic inputs.
Simulate the circuit by changing
the binary input patterns by toggling switches SW1 to SW4. Notice
that by having a negative reference
voltage we achieve a positive output
voltage. Experiment by changing the

Fig.9.18. Binary-weighted DAC using analogue switches
and a negative voltage reference
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reference voltage (Vref) and note how
this affects the output voltage range.

On the ladder
Finally, we will try out a third type of
DAC circuit that utilises a so called
R-2R resistor ladder arrangement,
like that shown earlier in Fig.9.5(c).
As we discussed in Learn, there are
practical advantages to this type of
CIRCUITFOREXAMPLE ONLYREQUIRING
one matched pair of resistor values. Construct the circuit shown in
Fig.9.19 and experiment with the
simulation.

Fig.9.19. Four-bit DAC using an R-2R ladder
arrangement
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Investigate
ADCs and DACs invariably take the
form of integrated circuit devices.
Obtain data sheets for a DAC0800
digital-to-analogue converter (these
can be freely downloaded from the
websites of semiconductor manufacturers like National Semiconductor and Motorola) and use them
to answer each of the following
questions:
1. How many data bits are used?
2. What range of supply voltages can
be used with this device?
3. What package styles are used for

the device and how many connecting pins do the packages have?
4. What is the typical power consumption of the device when used
with a ±10V supply?
5. What is the absolute maximum
power dissipation for the device?
6. Which pins are used for (a) the
LSB input and (b) the MSB input?
7. On what principle does the DAC
operate?
8. What is the typical time taken
for the output voltage to settle in
response to a change at the input?

Amaze
As you have seen, the resolution of
a DAC or ADC is determined by the
number of data bits that it uses. The
simple four-bit DAC that you met in
Build was only capable of generating sixteen different voltage states.
By increasing the number of bits we
can gain a corresponding increase in
THERESOLUTION3O AÚVE BIT$!#CAN
produce 32 different output voltages,
a six-bit DAC is able to produce 64
different output levels, and so on.
In many applications, the digital
output of an ADC is processed using
a computer or some form of embedded processor (such as those used in
the engine control and management
systems of motor vehicles). The
unit of data in a computer (ie, the
number of bits that can be handled

by its processing unit as one single
entity) is referred to as a word. So,
ultimately, the digital output of an
ADC must be converted into words
that the computer or embedded
system’s processor can operate on.
The number of bits in a word is an
important characteristic of a particular processor family or computer
architecture. This, in turn, has an
impact on the size and range of the
quantities that it can manipulate.
Early computers, such as the IBM
PC and Commodore Amiga, as well
as early console systems, such as
the Sega Genesis, Super Nintendo,
Mattel Intellivision, used a word
length of 16-bits. This allowed them
to manipulate integer numbers having a total of 65,536 different values.

CIRCUIT WIZARD – featured in this
Teach-In series
Circuit Wizard is a revolutionary new software system that combines circuit design, PCB design, simulation
and CAD/CAM manufacture in one complete package.
Two versions are available, Standard and Professional.
By integrating the entire design process, Circuit Wizard provides you with all the tools necessary to produce
an electronics project from start to ﬁnish – even including on-screen testing of the PCB prior to construction!

Layout
* PCB
Interactive PCB layout simulation
* Automatic PCB routing
* Gerber export
*
This is the software used in our Teach-In 2011 series. Standard £61.25 inc. VAT Professional £91.90

Circuit diagram design with component library
* (500
components Standard, 1500 components Professional)
Virtual instruments (4 Standard, 7 Professional)
* On-screen animation
*

inc. VAT. See Direct Book Service – pages 75-77 in this issue
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Answers to Check
questions
9.1. See page 46 and Fig.9.1
9.2. 8-bit
9.3. 1024
9.4. Only two values are needed
in the resistor chain of an R-2R
ladder (the ratio of the two resistances is more important than
their absolute values). The resistance values in a binary-weighted
DAC can become very large when
a large number of bits are used
9.5. High speed of operation. A
typical application would be for
use with high-quality audio and
video signals (ie, analogue signals
at relatively high frequencies)
9.6. Falling ramp (the analogue
value falls linearly)
More powerful 32-bit computers
(such as the Apple Macintosh,
Pentium-based PC and popular
console systems, including the Sony
PlayStation, Nintendo GameCube,
Xbox, and Wii) have word lengths
of 32-bits and this allows them to
manipulate integer numbers that
can represent 4,294,967,296 different values.
However, if that’s not quite
enough in terms of resolution, the
most recent 64-bit systems including some games consoles, such as
Nintendo 64, PlayStation 2, PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, can cope with
integer numbers having a staggering
18,446,744,073,709,551,616 different values!

Next month!
In next month’s Teach-In we will
look at practical aspects of test
instruments, measurements and
testing circuits (including an introduction to PCB layout using Circuit
Wizard).
Everyday Practical Electronics, July 2011
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Circuit Surgery
Regular Clinic

Current drivers
Other chips were also suggested by
#HAT:ONECONTRIBUTORS SPECIÚCALLYTHE
LM317LZ and BCR402. So this month
we will look at the need for constant
current drive of LEDs, and the use of
constant current regulator chips for this
purpose. We will use the NSI45020A
as an example device (where stated),
although much of the discussion will
apply to a range of similar chips from
a variety of manufacturers, since echase
mentions the NSI45020A is made by
ON semiconductor (www.onsemi.com).
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that the light output (brightness)
is just about directly proportional
to the forward current (a linear
relashionship). So it is the current, not
the voltage which sets the brightness.
The characteristics of a typical high
EFÚCIENCYREDMM,%$SPECIÚCALLY
the Kingbright L1334IT) are shown
in Fig.1 and Fig.2.
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Fig.1. Relationship of forward voltage
and current for an example LED (Kingbright L1334IT datasheet)
5.0

LUMINOUS INTENSITY
RELATIVE VALUE AT If = 10mA

S PART of a discussion on another
contributor’s LED drive circuit,
frequent EPE Chat Zone contributor
echase asked the following question
about current source chips:
Where can I get a simple linear
constant current driver that operates
at 20mA and is low drop? I guess
standard 78xx series of linear regulators can be made into a constant
current driver, but the drop will be a
few volts at minimum. I have used an
LM334 in a similar application which
is cheap, simple and only drops 0.5V,
but it only manages about 8mA, so it
needs three in parallel to get 20mA.
I want to power a string of four or
ÜWF -&%T JO TFSJFT PGG B 7 TVQQMZ
with minimal loss. A standard dropper
resistor is dodgy, as variations in the
7 BOE UIF -&% DIBOHF UIF WPMUT
dropped across the resistor, and hence
makes the current vary a lot.
Later he answered his own question,
with the following suggestions.
In a post last month, I asked if there
was a simple constant current driver
GPS -&%T UIBU CFIBWFE MJLF B -. 
but at higher current. Well, it seems
the ON Semiconductor NSI45020A
is available for only 40p from Farnell
and provides 20mA at up to 45V. There
BSF N"  N"  N" BOE N"
WBSJBOUTUPP*UnTBQJO40%4.%
Heat dissipation could be a problem if
the VinJTNPSFUIBO7MBSHFSUIBOUIF
-&%WPMUBHF"U7JUEPFTOPUNBOBHF
quite as low a ‘drop out’ voltage as the
LM334.
"MTP  34 EP UIF N" BOE N"
versions for less. They can be
QBSBMMFMFE  TP B NJY PG N" BOE
N" EFWJDFT QSPWJEFT B SBOHF PG
possible outputs.

LED current drivers
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Fig.2. Relationship of forward current
and luminous intensity for an example
LED (Kingbright L1334IT datasheet)
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by Ian Bell
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FORWARD VOLTAGE (Vf )

Fig.3. With the same forward voltage the
LEDs may have different forward current
and hence different brightness
The reason echase is asking about
‘current drivers’ is because LEDs
are current controlled devices – in

Relationships
The relationship between forward
current and voltage for the L1334IT,
which follows the typical exponential
diode curve, is shown in Fig.1. Fig.2
shows the very linear relationship
between
forward
current
and
luminous intensity. By implication
from Fig.1, the brightness does not
vary linearly with forward voltage.
The LEDs characteristics shown
here may be similar to those used by
echase (20mA at 2V drop), although
HEDOESNOTGIVEVERYSPECIÚCDETAILS
in the quoted posts.
Two individual LEDs of the
same type will produce the same
illumination with the same forward
current (If), but may have different
forward voltage drops (Vf) at this
current. Possible characteristics of
two individual LEDs of the same type
are shown in Fig.3.
With the same forward voltage,
the LEDs may have different
forward current, and hence different
brightness. This is a key fact that needs
to be considered when designing LED
drive circuits, given that it is very
common when using multiple LEDs to
want to have all the LEDs at the same
brightness.
Two LEDs driven in parallel is
shown in Fig.4. This circuit forces the
LEDs to have the same forward voltage
drop, which means that their forward
currents and hence brightness may be
different (as in Fig.3). Fig.5 shows two
LEDs with separate current-limiting
resistors; we can still get problems with
variation between individual devices
resulting in varying brightness. An
example will help explain this.
Assume for the circuit in Fig.5 we
have two LEDs, with LED1 having
a forward voltage drop of 2V, at a
forward current of 20mA. If the supply
(VS) is 3.3V, we have R1 = 65: so that
R1 drops 1.3V and we have 2V across
LED1. If LED2 is also connected with
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R2 = 65:, but has, say, a forward
voltage drop of 2.2V, due to variations
in individual device characteristics,
the current in LED2 will be 16.9mA .
The difference in current (15.5%) will
be likely to show up as a noticeable
difference in brightness.
If we use a higher supply voltage
the brightness variation problem is
reduced. For example, consider a 24V
supply. Let’s say we have R1 = 1.1k: to
get 20mA with a 2V drop across LED1,
so the LED is driven as before. Now
consider LED2 with a 2.2V drop again
and R2 1.1k:. The current in LED2 is
VS

R

a
LED2

a
LED1

k

k
0V

Fig.4. Driving two LEDs in parallel
VS

R1

R2

a
LED2

a
LED1

k

k
0V

Fig.5. Two LEDs with separate currentlimiting resistors
VS

R
a
LED1
k
a
LED2
k
a
LED3
k
0V

Fig.6. Driving LEDs in series ensures
the same forward current, but requires
a higher drive voltage
19.8mA, almost the same as LED1, so
they will be closer to being equally
bright (1% difference). This comes
at a price though – the total power
dissipation in the two current limiting
resistors is about 0.87W in the second
example, which is almost twenty times
HIGHER THAN IN THE ÚRST EXAMPLE 4HE
SECONDCIRCUITISVERYINEFÚCIENT
Three LEDs driven in series is shown
in Fig.6. The current through the LEDs
must be equal, so their brightness will
be equal. This approach requires a
higher supply voltage – in this case
something above 6V is needed for
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three LEDs at 2V each. For a small
number of LEDs (as echase requires)
the supply voltage requirement may
not be a serious issue.
Potential problems
Despite the fact that the circuit in Fig.6
guarantees equal brightness there are
still a few potential problems. First,
we still have individual variability of
the LEDs, so if we build two copies of
the circuit then the brightness might
not be the same.
This may not matter too much if this
is for separate projects, but if we need
to drive more LEDs than we can have
in series across our supply voltage (so
we use several LED strings) we are
back to a similar problem described
in Fig.5. As with the single LED, if the
voltage across the resistor is relatively
small, which it will be if we are trying
to maximise the number of LEDs, then
the variability will be more obvious.
Another problem with the circuit in
Fig.6 is that the LED current, and hence
brightness, will depend on supply
voltage. This may not be a problem if
the supply is well regulated, but if the
supply is taken directly from a battery,
for example, this could be an issue.
Furthermore, if the supply is subject
to high voltage spikes, as might be the
case in an automotive application,
then the resistor will not protect the
LEDs from excessive current.
Finally, the LEDs in the circuit
in Fig.6 may be subject to thermal
runaway if conditions cause them
TO WARM UP SUFÚCIENTLY ,%$S HAVE
A NEGATIVE TEMPERATURE COEFÚCIENT OF
forward voltage. This means that their
voltage drop decreases as temperature
increases.
In the circuit in Fig.6 this would
cause the voltage across the resistor to
increase, increasing the LED current.
The increased LED current will lead to
higher power dissipation, which may
further increase their temperature.
This temperature increase further
increases the current and so on. It is
possible for this situation to result in
damagingly high currents in the LEDs.
Current driven
The problem with all the circuits
described so far is that they are
fundamentally voltage driven, but
what we actually want to do is drive
A SPECIÚC current through the LEDs.
Thus we need a current source, rather
than the voltage source that we get
with a standard power supply or
battery.
An electrical source ‘supplies’
both current and voltage if it is doing
anything useful, so when we say
‘current’ source we typically mean
a constant current source. An ideal
current source would power an LED
– see Fig.7.
However, practical current sources
are typically circuits designed to
DELIVER A ÚXED CURRENT  RATHER THAN

something like a battery or the
mains, which act as actual sources of
electrical energy. They obtain their
power from a conventional voltagebased power supply (see Fig.8), thus
strictly speaking they are ‘constant
current regulators’ rather than true
current sources, but behave (more or
less) like current sources within the
circuit context for which they are
designed.

a
LED1

I1 = 20mA

k

Fig.7. An ideal current source could
power an LED directly, but practical current sources are usually just current
regulators
VS
a
LED1

I1

k
a
LED1

I2

k
0V

Fig.8. Here, I1 is a current source or high
side current regulator, while I2 is a current sink or low side regulator
Current sources connected to
GROUND  THROUGH WHICH CURRENT ÛOWS
to ground, are sometimes called
current sinks (see Fig.8). The terms
‘high side’ and ‘low side’ are also
used to describe current regulators
which can be operated connected to
the supply and ground respectively
(see Fig.8).
An ideal current source outputs a
particular current irrespective of the
voltage(s) required at its terminals to
achieve this. This corresponds with
an ideal voltage source, which can
deliver any current depending on the
nature of the load.
In practice, of course, voltage
sources are limited in terms of current
capacity – an AAA 1.5V battery will
not deliver 150A into a 0.01: load.
Similarly, a small current source chip
delivering 20mA will not handle the
1000V required to push this current
through a 50k: load!
Operating voltage
The datasheets for current regulator
chips, such as those mentioned by
echase and others will specify the
maximum voltage which can occur
across the device. There will also be
a minimum voltage which must be
maintained across the chip in order
for it to be able to operate, which is
sometimes called ‘voltage overhead’
or ‘dropout voltage’. This is because
the internal components, such as
transistors, will require this in order
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to switch on and operate. Remember,
for example, a bipolar transistor
typically requires 0.6V to 0.7V baseemitter voltage to conduct.
To illustrate the operating voltage
range for a real device, Fig.9 shows
the characteristics of the NSI45020A
two-terminal
current
regulator.
The graph shows voltage across the
NSI45020A against current through
it. A minimum of around 2V is needed
across the device for it to operate.
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Fig.10. Example LED drive circuit using
a current regulator IC
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Fig.9. Graph of voltage across the
NSI45020A two terminal current regulator against current through it. Current
regulation occurs between 2V and 50V
approximately (ON Semiconductor datasheet).
Current is constant for voltages
above this, until the device breaks
DOWN AT AROUND 6 THE SPECIÚED
maximum voltage is 45V). This
means than unlike resistor-based
circuits, such as Fig.6, use of a current
regulator will result in constant LED
brightness for a reasonable range of
supply voltage variation.
The ability of devices such as the
NSI45020A to regulate up to quite
high voltages (eg, 50V) can protect
LEDs from supply voltage spikes.
Consider the circuit in Fig.5 with a
12V supply, three 2V, 20mA LEDs and
a 300: resistor. A 50V pulse on the
supply would dramatically increase
the LED current. If we assume each
LED voltage drop increases to 2.4V
(an arbitrary guesstimate, but the
exponential
diode
characteristic
means the LED voltage will not change
much) the LED current will be around
140mA from (50–(2.4×3))/300.
Using the Kingbright
L1334IT
mentioned earlier as an example,
WE ÚND THE ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM
continuous current is 30mA, and the
absolute maximum forward pulse
current is 160mA for a 0.1ms pulse
width. A 50V pulse causing 140mA
FORSIGNIÚCANTLYLONGERTHANTHISMAY
damage the LEDs. Using a current
regulator that can regulate up to
45V would maintain the 20mA LED
current during the 50V spike. The
current regulator will experience
increased power dissipation during
the surge, but with correct thermal
design (board layout/heatsinking) it
should not be damaged.
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Looking at the graph in Fig.9, we
see that current in the NSI45020A
increases very rapidly with increasing
reverse voltage across the device.
It follows that the NSI45020A is
likely to be damaged by reverse
connections, and therefore in systems
where supply reversal may occur
(eg, incorrectly connected batteries)
a reverse protection diode should be
used.
A perfect current source would
prevent LEDs from being subject to
thermal runaway because the current
would not vary with temperature. Real
current regulators are likely to have some
temperature dependency. Fortunately,
it is possible to ensure a small negative
COEFÚCIENT  WHICH PREVENTS THERMAL
runaway (the NSI45020A and similar
devices provide this). The regulator
TEMPERATURE COEFÚCIENT SHOULD NOT
be large because this may result in
brightness variation with temperature.
As mentioned above, current
regulators have an overhead voltage,
above which they will operate
CORRECTLY 4HIS MAY BE SPECIÚED AT
something below the full regulated
current (say 85%). Therefore, in
practice, it is best to use the device
at a voltage a bit above this, so that
the device is into the full regulation
PARTOFTHECHARACTERISTICTHEÛATLINE
section on Fig.9). For the NSI45020A,
about 3.5V would be reasonable.
Ideally, the voltage across the
regulator will not be much larger
than this minimum because power
DISSIPATION INCREASES  AND EFÚCIENCY
decreases, for larger voltage drops.
However, voltage dropped depends
on the supply voltage and number
of LEDs used, so some regulator
dissipation will be unavoidable. If
EFÚCIENCY IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT 
then switch-mode LED driver chips
can be used, but these circuits are
more complex and expensive.
The number of LEDs which can
be driven can be calculated by
subtracting the overhead voltage and
reversal protection diode forward
voltage (if used) from the supply

0V

Fig.11. Driving more LEDs
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Fig.12. Driving at higher current
voltage, and then dividing this value
by the expected LED voltage drop at
the regulated current. For example, for
a 12V supply, we assume a regulator
drop of 3.5V, protection diode drop
of 0.7V and an LED forward drop of
2V at 20mA; the maximum number of
LEDs is (12 – 3.5 – 0.7)/2, which gives
3.9 LEDs.
Allowing a slightly lower regulator
voltage would make driving 4 LEDs
possible, but some LED dimming may
occur if the supply voltage dropped,
due to operating close to the ‘knee’
in the regulator characteristic. Using
three LEDs would allow more supply
variation without the LEDs dimming.
With three LEDs, the regulator
would drop 5.3V and dissipate
around 110mW. This is within the
capabilities of the NSI45020A and
similar devices. A suitable circuit is
shown in Fig.10.
To drive more LEDs, several
regulator ICs can be used to drive
parallel LED strings, as shown in
Fig.11 (typically only one reverse
protection diode would be needed).
To increase current drive, current
regulator ICs can usually be operated
in parallel (see Fig.12). Unlike parallel
LEDs (Fig.4), which may current hog;
THEYKEEPTOTHEIRSPECIÚEDREGULATION
current (within the operating voltage
range).
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EPE PIC PROJECTS
VOLUME 1
MINI CD-ROM

A plethora of 20 ‘hand-PICked’ PIC
Projects from selected past issues of EPE
Together with the PIC programming
software for each project plus bonus articles
The projects are:
PIC-Based Ultrasonic Tape Measure
You’ve got it taped if you PIC this ultrasonic distance
measuring calculator
EPE Mind PICkler
Want seven ways to relax? Try our PIC-controlled mind machine!
PIC MIDI Sustain Pedal
Add sustain and glissando to your MIDI line-up with this
inexpensive PIC-controlled effects unit
PIC-based MIDI Handbells
Ring out thy bells with merry tolling – plus a MIDI PIC-up, of
course!
EPE Mood PICker
Oh for a good night’s sleep! Insomniacs rejoice – your
wakeful nights could soon be over with this mini-micro under
the pillow!
PIC Micro-Probe
A hardware tool to help debug your PIC software
PIC Video Cleaner
Improving video viewing on poorly maintained TVs and VCRs
PIC Graphics LCD Scope
A PIC and graphics LCD signal monitor for your workshop
PIC to Printer Interface
How to use dot-matrix printers as data loggers with PIC
microcontrollers
PIC Polywhatsit
A novel compendium of musical effects to delight the creative
musician
PIC Magick Musick
Conjure music from thin air at the mere untouching gesture of
a fingertip
PIC Mini-Enigma
Share encrypted messages with your friends — true
spymaster entertainment
PIC Virus Zapper
Can disease be cured electronically? Investigate this
controversial subject for yourself
PIC Controlled Intruder Alarm
A sophisticated multi-zone intruder detection system that
offers a variety of monitoring facilities
PIC Big-Digit Display
Control the giant ex-British Rail platform clock 7-segment
digits that are now available on the surplus market
PIC Freezer Alarm
How to prevent your food from defrosting unexpectedly
PIC World Clock
Graphically displays world map, calendar, clock and global
time-zone data
PICAXE Projects
A 3-part series using PICAXE devices – PIC microcontrollers that
do not need specialist knowledge or programming equipment
PIC-based Tuning Fork and Metronome
Thrill everyone by at long last getting your instrument properly
tuned!
Versatile PIC Flasher
An attractive display to enhance your Christmas decorations
or your child’s ceiling
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EPE PIC PROJECTS
VOLUME 2
CD-ROM

A plethora of 20 ‘hand-PICked’ PIC
projects from selected past issues of EPE
Together with the PIC programming
software for each project.
The projects are:
BioPIC Heartbeat Monitor
Take a peek at the rhythmic waveforms that keep you ticking
EPE Moodloop
Have a relaxing ‘field-day’ (or night) with our PIC-based brainwave
generator!
EPE Morse Code Reader
Multi-function Morse Code translation and learning aid;
standalone plus optional PC interface!
Freebird Glider Control
An automatic flight attitude control system for your free-flight
model glider!
IC Tester
Let a PIC and PC check the health of your digital logic chips!
Interior Lamp Delay
Don’t you just hate being plunged into darkness when the
car door shuts? Here’s a solution! Plus lights-on alarm and
battery saver!
Multi-Channel Transmission System
An 8 to 16-channel 2-wire PIC-based signalling link, with
optional interface for private phone systems!
Musical Sundial
When the sun has got his hat off (hip-hip-hip-hooray) there’s
no shadow of doubt you’ll find fun with our PIC-based musical
garden gnomon!
PIC-A-Colour Game
PIC your wits against a colourful code-setting mastermind!
PIC-based Brainbot Buggy
A low-cost, easy-build buggy that has a mind of its own!
PIC-based Fido Pedometer
Keeping track of how far you’ve walked!
PIC-based Intelligent Garden Lights
An easy-to-build lights controller that knows when it’s time to
switch off!
PIC-based Remote Control IR Decoder
Allows PIC programming enthusiasts to remotely control their
designs!
PIC-based Monitored Dual PSU
Workshop power supply with multiple options and monitoring
of voltage and current using a PIC microcontroller plus LCD
readout!
PIC Pocket Battleships
Become a Sea Lord with our interpretation of the age-old pen
and paper game!
PIC Random LED Flasher
Enjoy the fun of an interesting and attractive pattern display!
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Practically Speaking
Robert Penfold looks at the Techniques of Actually Doing it!

A

multi-range
test
meter,
or
‘multimeter’ as these devices
are generally called, used to be a
major investment. A professional
grade instrument cost a sum that was
equivalent to several weeks’ wages for
‘mister average’. The better low-cost
types were less rugged and probably
a little less accurate as well, but were
good enough for amateur and even
some professional use.
However, by the standards of the
DAYTHEYSTILLREPRESENTEDASIGNIÚCANT
outlay. A multimeter was something
that you bought after gaining some
experience at electronics construction,
if you could afford one.
Some types of test equipment are
still relatively expensive today, but
non-professional multimeters have
gone the way of many electronic
gadgets, and can now be obtained at
quite low prices. On a certain wellknown auction site it is possible to
buy them direct from the Far East
for around three pounds including
postage.
If you are not prepared to wait a
few weeks for delivery, they can be
obtained in the UK for not a great deal
more. At these prices, it is probably
better to invest in a multimeter sooner
rather than later.
Speed reading
There are two main types of
multimeter; the analogue and digital
varieties (Fig.1). The analogue
type has the readout provided by a
conventional moving meter that has a
ÚNEPOINTERlNEEDLEmANDASCALE4HE
digital type has a digital readout that
on the lower cost units is typically a
three or three and a half digit type.
While it might seem surprising
that analogue multimeters are still
available in this day and age, they
do have a few advantages. Where a
high degree of accuracy is not needed
it is possible to read an analogue
multimeter at a glance. You can see
immediately whether the reading is
‘in the right ballpark’, and that is often
all you need to know.
An analogue instrument is also
easier to use when adjusting a preset
resistor to obtain a certain voltage at a
test point, or something of this general
nature. As you adjust the control, the
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meter’s pointer responds immediately
and smoothly to the changes.
Using a digital multimeter for this
type of thing you tend to get a confusing
set of readings. It then becomes a
matter of adjusting the control, waiting
for the reading to settle, adjusting the
control again, waiting again, and so on
until eventually the required reading is
obtained.
In a similar vein, if a voltage is
ÛUCTUATING SLOWLY  AN ANALOGUE INST
rument will follow and show the
changes. In the same situation, a
digital type tends to become a random
number generator!
Another advantage of analogue
multimeters is that they can still measure
voltage and current if the battery goes
ÛAT 4HE BATTERY IS ONLY NEEDED FOR
resistance (ohms) measurement, and
probably for additional features such as
a continuity buzzer and semiconductor
testing.
A
disadvantage
of
analogue
multimeters is that they often require
two batteries. Typically, there will be
one or two 1.5V batteries plus a higher
voltage type, such as a PP3 9V battery.
In most cases, the higher voltage
battery is only required for the highest
resistance ranges.

On reflection
Although the analogue type has its
advantages and is still preferred
by some, a digital instrument is
generally the better choice. Even
a three-digit type is likely to offer
better accuracy than that provided by
the pointer and scale of an analogue
multimeter. Small analogue types are
handy devices, but the longer scale
of a larger type can be read more
accurately.
Most analogue multimeters have an
ARCWITHAMIRRORÚNISHMIXEDINWITH
the various scales. This aids reading
accuracy by combating parallax
problems due to the pointer being
slightly raised from the scale plate.
Accurate readings are obtained when
THE POINTER COVERS ITS REÛECTION IN
the mirrored part of the scale, but for
highly accurate readings a digital type
is still likely to be quicker, easier, and
more precise.
Many multimeters have a three
and a half digit display, which is a
type where the maximum reading is
1999. The extra ‘half’ digit gives better
results on awkward readings such
as 1.295V. This is no problem with a
three and a half digit display, where it
ÚTSINNICELYONTHE6RANGE

Fig.1. The analogue meter on the left cost about the same as the digital type on the
right, and they offer similar facilities. The digital type is smaller, more rugged, and
probably offers slightly better accuracy
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With a three-digit type, it would
have to be read on the 10V range,
and would be displayed as 1.29V.
The loss of a digit from the reading
is unlikely to be of major importance,
but most multimeters, whether digital
OR ANALOGUE  PROVIDE SIGNIÚCANTLY
reduced accuracy at low readings. I
would always opt for a three and a half
digit type, but in practice it is likely
that both types will do a perfectly
good job.
Input resistance
Digital multimeters tend to have the
advantage of being more rugged. The
moving coil meter movement of an
analogue multimeter is very delicate,
and dropping any instrument that
contains a moving coil meter is
DEÚNITELYNOTAGOODIDEAØ
The meter movements in analogue
multimeters are relatively large, but
have been designed to respond to
minute amounts of current. This makes
them especially vulnerable. A severe
jolt can impair the accuracy of the
meter, and in a severe case the pointer
can be dislodged from its bearings.
The vast majority of analogue
multimeters are passive devices when
measuring voltage. In other words,
THEREISNOAMPLIÚERBETWEENTHETEST
point and the meter movement. There
is just a resistor in series with the
meter, and the value of this resistor
determines the full-scale voltage.
The power needed to drive the meter
movement is obtained from the test
point.
This is a far from ideal approach,
since the power tapped off by the
METER CAN SIGNIÚCANTLY LOAD THE
voltage at the test point, giving a
misleadingly low reading. The meter
needs to be as sensitive as possible in
order to minimise loading effects, but
there is a limit to the sensitivity that
can be obtained while maintaining a
reasonable level of ruggedness.
The sensitivity of analogue meters
is expressed in terms of so many
kilohms-per-volt (k/V), and the
cheaper types usually have a rating of
one or two kilohms per volt. If (say) a
1k/V meter is set to the 10V range, it
will have a resistance of 10k:, and it
will draw one milliamp from the test
circuit with a full-scale reading. This
is of no consequence for something
like checking the output voltage of
a battery or a battery eliminator, but
with modern low-current circuits it
is likely to give frequent misleading
readings when making voltage checks
at various parts of a circuit.
The more expensive analogue
multimeters usually have a sensitivity
of 20k/V, which gives a resistance of
200k: on the 10V range, and requires
just 50PA for a full scale reading. This
is good enough to ensure that loading
effects will only occasionally have to
be taken into account when testing
circuits.
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Small analogue units that have
LOW SENSITIVITIES ARE ÚNE FOR THINGS
like checking batteries, and testing
switches using a resistance range,
but a larger and more expensive type
is better suited to making voltage
checks on circuits. In terms of input
resistance, digital multimeters are
even better though. Most have a
constant input resistance of about
10 or 20M:, which is high enough
to ensure that it will hardly ever be
necessary to take loading effects into
account.
Resistance ranges
In general, the cheaper multimeters
have fewer measuring ranges than
the more upmarket types, and this
tends to be especially noticeable
with the resistance ranges. Most
multimeters can measure quite low
resistances without any problems,
and it is the higher ranges above a
megohm that tend to be absent on the
budget models. High value resistors
are not used a great deal in modern
electronics, but they are used to a
SIGNIÚCANTEXTENTINMULTIMETERS AND
it is probably worth paying a bit extra
for a meter that covers resistances up
to at least 10 or 20M:.
Resistance measurement using a
digital multimeter is very straightforward, but there are a few complications with the resistance range
of analogue types. With a suitable
range selected, the two test prods are
connected together and a control on
the multimeter is adjusted to zero the
reading.
However, zero for resistance measurements is at what is normally the
full scale reading, and the resistance
scales read in reverse. Furthermore,
they are non-linear, with the scales
getting increasingly cramped towards
the high end of each range. This is not
to say that an analogue multimeter
cannot provide accurate resistance
readings, but you do need to keep
your wits about you in order to avoid
reading errors, and it is all a bit
primitive in comparison to a resistance
measurement using a digital type.
It is not just extra resistance ranges
that are provided by the more upmarket meters, and there will usually
be extra ranges for some other types
of measurement, and extra facilities.
Even the cheaper multimeters often
sport facilities such as diode and
transistor testing, and possibly a
continuity tester feature.
It is possible to test for continuity
using a low resistance range, but
A FACILITY SPECIÚCALLY FOR THAT TASK
will normally indicate continuity
by sounding a buzzer. This is more
convenient in use as it avoids the
need to look away from the test prods.
The more expensive multimeters
(Fig.2) will usually have the ability to
measure things that are not available at
all with the cheaper types. Ranges for

Fig.2. This mid-price digital meter has
more ranges and facilities than a budget
unit, including six capacitance ranges. It
also has a large and easily read display
measuring AC current are often absent
from budget multimeters, but should
be included with the more expensive
meters. Measuring AC current is
something you might never need to
do, so the absence of this facility is
probably not of great importance.
The capacitance ranges provided by
the more expensive digital multimeters
are a different matter, and the ability
to check capacitors with values from
a few picofarads to several hundred
microfarads is a huge bonus.
Fluke-alikes
Moving still further up the price
range, there are units that look similar
to the Fluke range of professional
meters, and in most cases they offer
a similar range of facilities. The
additional features on offer usually
include frequency and temperature
measurement. Temperature measurement is accomplished using a separate
probe, and it is used to check that
power devices are not in danger of
overheating. Additional features such
as these are potentially useful, but the
laws of diminishing returns tend to
apply here. It can cost quite a lot extra
for features that you might never use
in earnest.
The more upmarket meters usually
have auto-ranging. In other words,
you just select the desired function
such as DC voltage, connect the meter
to the test points, and the meter does
the rest. It will select the best range,
put the decimal point in the right
place, and indicate the units in use.
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Pen name
I am not entirely sure that the ‘pen’
name is entirely appropriate for this
type of multimeter (Fig.3), which is
indeed held like a pen, but in terms of
weight and bulk tends to be very much
bigger than any normal pen. More out
of curiosity, than because I thought it
would be a valuable piece of test gear;
I bought one of these many years ago
WHEN THEY ÚRST CAME OUT ) ACTUALLY
used it more than my normal analogue
and digital units, and eventually wore
it out.
Pen style multimeters are very
convenient for many types of testing
because the display is very close to
the test point, and the meter itself is
effectively one of the test prods. This
largely avoids the tendency for the test
prod to slip from the test point while
your attention is required to read the
display.
They are probably not a good choice
FOR A ÚRST MULTIMETER THOUGH  AS THEY
are relatively expensive and have
some drawbacks. Auto-ranging is a
standard feature of these units, but
THE SPECIÚCATION CAN BE RELATIVELY
modest in other respects. There will
usually be AC and DC voltage ranges,
resistance measurement, and perhaps
a facility for testing diodes, but there
will probably be little or nothing else.
In use
In order to get the most from a
multimeter it is necessary to have a
fair amount of technical knowledge.
Even if a circuit diagram includes
test voltages, without a reasonable
understanding of electronics theory it
is unlikely that any readings that are
wide of the mark will enable the fault
to be pinpointed.
On the other hand, it is possible
to make some general tests that
might help to locate the problem. A
low resistance range or a continuity
tester function can be used to check
switches, test for broken tracks on a
circuit board, and test for bad soldered
connections. Using a DC voltage range
it is possible to check that the battery
is providing an adequate voltage, and
that the voltage is getting through to
the circuit board.
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Fig.3. A pen style multimeter such as this offers a convenient way of making voltage
checks. However, prices are relatively high and the range of features provided tends
to be quite limited
It is also possible to check some
components. Obviously, resistors
can be checked using the resistance
ranges, but bear in mind that
components cannot be checked while
THEY ARE ÚTTED ON THE CIRCUIT BOARD
When checking any component, at
most, there must be no more than one
lead connected to the board.
When testing high value resistors, it
is important not to touch both of the
metal prods or component leads. Doing
so results in the resistance through
your body being connected in parallel
with the test component, which could
SIGNIÚCANTLYREDUCEREADINGS

Most multimeters can be used to check
transistors and diodes, and it is probably
worth paying a little extra to get one that
can check capacitors as well.
/NE ÚNAL POINT IS THAT THE TEST
leads/prods supplied with low cost
multimeters are usually of the ‘cheap
and cheerful’ variety. This is not really
surprising, since a pair of high quality
prods costs more than most budget
multimeters! Even so, if you use a
multimeter a great deal it is probably
worth investing in a higher quality
type, such as the ones that have springloaded claws that can grip component
leads, tags and solder pins.
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Apart from convenience, this has
the advantage of avoiding the risk of
overloads. There is no danger of (say)
selecting a low voltage range and
connecting the meter to a hundred
volts or so, because the user does not
select the range.
However, it is still essential to
select the right function. Selecting the
resistance function and connecting
the meter to a few hundred volts
might not have a happy outcome!
All multimeters have some builtin protection against overloads and
misuse, but as always with this type
of thing, it is best if it is never given
the ‘acid test’.
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Max’s Cool
Beans
By Max The Magniﬁcent
My Boomerang won’t come back
!SYOUMAYRECALL INMYPREVIOUSCOLUMN)WAFÛEDON
ABOUTA'EIGERCOUNTERKITTHAT)HADPURCHASEDANDCONSTRUCTED4HEKITLOOKSREALLYCOOL BUTSADLYITDOESNmT
COUNT 7HEN ) TURN IT ON  THE BLUE ,%$ LIGHTS UP AND
STAYS ON  BUT NOTHING ELSE HAPPENS )mVE SINCE LEARNED
THAT THE ,%$ SHOULD ONLY ÛASH ON TO INDICATE A RADIATIONEVENT
)mVEBEENASKINGAROUNDONTHE)NTERNETANDHAVEBEEN
in touch with several other people who have the same
KIT/NEPERSONJOKINGLYSAIDTHATMYREMARKlMY'EIGER COUNTER DOESNmT COUNTm REMINDED HIM OF THE SONG
lMYBOOMERANGWONmTCOMEBACKm!SFATEWOULDHAVE
it, this is a little ironic, because my counter is currently
IN!USTRALIA3OMESAYTHATTHEIRUNITSBEHAVEJUSTLIKE
MINEqTHATIS THEYDONmTWORKATALLqANDTHESEFOLKS
ARENmT VERY HAPPY ABOUT IT /THERS SAY THAT THEIR KITS
WORK JUST ÚNE /NE PERSON POINTED ME TO A VIDEO ON
9OU4UBE www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q58-l1KYrTg)
THAT SHOWS AN IDENTICAL UNIT WORKING AS YOU WOULD
EXPECT 7HOEVER TOOK THE VIDEO HAS THE 'EIGER COUNTERSITTINGCLOSETOANORANGE&IESTA7AREPLATETHATWAS
NATURALLY RADIOACTIVE THIS VARIETY OF &IESTA 7ARE WAS
DISCONTINUEDBECAUSEOFIT 4HECOUNTERCLICKSAWAYAT
AFAIRLYHIGHRATE WHICHFALLSWHENTHEPLATEISMOVED
FURTHERAWAYTOWARDTHEENDOFTHEVIDEO
)mMNOTALLTHATFAMILIARWITHTHEWAYINWHICHTHESE
THINGSPERFORMTHEIRMAGIC&ORTUNATELY )HAVEAFRIEND
CALLED$AVID!SHTONWHOLIVESlDOWNUNDERmIN!USTRALIA $AVID IS AN ELECTRONICS EXPERT WHO CAN ÚX ALMOST
ANYTHING 3O  AT HIS INVITATION ) SHIPPED MY 'EIGER
COUNTERTOHIMTHEPOSTCOSTONLY WHICH)THOUGHT
WAS AN AMAZINGLY GOOD DEAL  ! FEW DAYS AGO  $AVID
EMAILEDMETOSAYTHATTHEUNITHADARRIVED SONOW)AM
ALLAQUIVERINANTICIPATION
/NEOFTHEPROBLEMS)RANINTOWHEN)ÚRSTCONSTRUCTED THE 'EIGER COUNTER WAS THAT ) DIDNmT KNOW HOW IT
SHOULDBEHAVE ANDHOWOFTENITSHOULDTRIGGERDUETO
BACKGROUNDRADIATION)SIMPLYDIDNmTHAVEARADIATION
SOURCETOHANDWITHWHICHTOTESTIT
) MENTIONED ALL OF THIS IN MY POSTINGS ON THE )NTERNET3HORTLYAFTER)mDRETURNEDFROMDISPATCHINGMY'EIGERCOUNTERTO!USTRALIA )RECEIVEDANEMAILFROM.ICK
"RICTEUX www.xtor.us  SAYING THAT HE HAD JUST POSTED
TWOURANIUMGLASSMARBLESTOME.ICKALSOASSUREDME
THATTHESEAREPERFECTLYSAFE BEINGONLYABOUTÚVETOTEN
TIMESMOREACTIVETHANBACKGROUNDRADIATION
4HE MARBLES ARRIVED A FEW DAYS AGO AND ARE SITTING
ONMYDESKASWESPEAK,IFECANBEAFUNNYOLDTHING 
CANmTIT&IRST)HADA'EIGERCOUNTER BUTNOSOURCEOF
RADIOACTIVITY.OW)HAVEAPAIROFRADIOACTIVEMARBLES
BUTNO'EIGERCOUNTER
Mega cool iPad oscilloscope
/NETHINGTHATWOULDHAVEBEENVERYUSEFULWITHREGARD
TO DEBUGGING MY 'EIGER COUNTER WOULD HAVE BEEN AN
OSCILLOSCOPE 3AD TO RELATE  ) DONmT CURRENTLY OWN ONE
MYOLDONEDIEDAND)NEVERGOTAROUNDTOREPLACINGIT 
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By another strange quirk of fate, I now have a scope
SITTINGONMYDESK4HISISAREALLYCLEVERLITTLEDEVICE
CALLEDTHEI-3/ FROM/SCIUMwww.oscium.com 
.OW)mVESEEN&0'! BASEDOSCILLOSCOPESTHATPLUGINTO
THE53"PORTONA0# BUT)mVENEVERSEENANYTHINGSIMILARFORTHEI0AD

)NTHISIMAGE THEI-3/ ISTHESMALLCONNECTOR
ADAPTERPLUGGEDINTOTHERIGHT HANDSIDEOFASTANDARD
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3TORE IT RUNS IN DEMO MODE WITHOUT HARDWARE ATTACHED 4HEREALLYCOOLTHINGISTHATTHEI-3/ AND
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OFTHEI0AD I0HONE ANDI0ODTOUCH
4HE I-3/  SIMULTANEOUSLY SUPPORTS FOUR DIGITAL
CHANNELSUPTO-(ZANDONEANALOGUECHANNELUPTO
 MEGA SAMPLES PER SECOND /N THE ONE HAND THESE
ARENmT TREMENDOUSLY HIGH PERFORMANCE VALUES q ON
THEOTHERHANDTHEYWOULDWORKWELLFORMANYOFMY
PROJECTS
)REALLYLIKETHEFACTTHATITWORKSWITHANI0HONEAND
AN I0OD 4OUCH )mD LIKE IT EVEN BETTER IF ) HAD AN I0OD
4OUCH MYSELF  4HE THING IS THAT A LOT OF FOLKS ALREADY
HAVEONEOFTHESEPRODUCTS SOTHEABILITYTOTURNITINTO
ANOSCILLOSCOPEISRATHERCOOL
/NE OF THE NICE THINGS ABOUT THIS IS THE INTUITIVE USAGEMODEL WHICHTAKESFULLADVANTAGEOFTHEI0AD I0OD
I0HONETOUCHSCREENS3ETTINGTHEANALOGUETRIGGERLEVEL 
FOREXAMPLE ISASEASYASTOUCHINGTHERIGHTSIDEOFTHE
SCREENANDSWIPINGEITHERUPORDOWN#HANGINGTHEVERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL SCALES CAN BE ACHIEVED BY MOVING
TWOÚNGERSAWAYFROMEACHOTHER!NDYOUCANREARRANGE
THINGS BY TOUCHING AND SWIPING THE DESIRED CHANNELTO
ANYPOSITIONONTHESCREENTOCUSTOMISEYOURDISPLAY
/FCOURSE COSTISALSOAFACTOR!T|APPROX  THE I-3/  ISNmT PARTICULARLY CHEAP /N THE
OTHERHAND ITmSINLINEWITH&0'!53"EQUIVALENTSFOR
0#S/FCOURSE ITmSTRUETHAT&0'!53"EQUIVALENTSFOR
0#SCANTYPICALLYHANDLEHIGHERBANDWIDTHSANDTRIGGER
RATESBUTTHENYOUALSOHAVETOLUGAROUNDA0#WITH
YOU
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EPE IS PLEASED TO BE ABLE TO OFFER YOU THESE

ELECTRONICS CD-ROMS
Flowcode 4 is one of the World’s most advanced graphical
programming languages for microcontrollers. The great advantage
of Flowcode is that it allows those with little experience to create
complex electronic systems in minutes.
Flowcode’s graphical development interface allows engineers
students to
to
construct a complete electronic system on-screen, develop a
SURJUDPEDVHGRQVWDQGDUGÁRZFKDUWVVLPXODWHWKHV\VWHP
and then produce hex code for PICmicro® microcontrollers,
AVR microcontrollers, ARM microcontrollers, dsPIC and PIC24
microcontrollers.

Design

Simulate

Download

Flowcode contains standard flow chart
icons and electronic components that allow
to you to create a virtual electronic system
on screen. Drag icons and components onto
the screen to create a program, then click
on them to set properties and actions.

Once your system is designed you can use
Flowcode to simulate it in action. Design
your system on screen, test the system’s
functionality by clicking on switches or
altering sensor or input values, and see how
your program reacts to the changes in the
electronic system.

When you are happy with your design click
one button to send the program directly to
your microcontroller based target. Targets
include a wide range of microcontroller
programmers, upstream E-blocks boards,
the Formula Flowcode robot, the MIAC
industrial controller, or your own system
based on ECIO technology.

FlowKit

Version

PICmicro

AVR

PRICES
ARM

dsPIC & PIC24

Price

Space for further

information etc......................
Prices for each of
the CD-ROMs
aboveTEDSSI4
are: (Order£149.00
form on
third page)
???????????????????????????????????
TEFLCSI4
TEVRSI4
TERMSI4

Single user

Student/home
(UK
and EU customers
add
‘plus VAT’
SingleVAT
userto
+ FlowKit
bundle
prices)

TEFLC104
TEVRI04 .
Hobbyist/Student

???????????????????????????????????

. .TERM104
. . . . . . . . TEDSST4
. . . . . . . . . . . .£39.00
. . . . . . .???????????????????????????????????
£45.95 inc VAT
. . . .£175.00
. . . . . . .???????????????????????????????????
£149 plus VAT
Professional and Flowkit bundle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .?????????????????????????????????
£175 plus VAT

HP277SI4
HP2835SI4
HP3928SI4 HP6958SI4 .
Professional
(Schools/HE/FE/Industry)
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The FlowKit can be connected
to hardware systems to provide
a real time debug facility where
it is possible to step through the
Flowcode program on the PC
and step through the program in
the hardware at the same time.
The FlowKit can be connected
to your own hardware to
provide In-Circuit Debug to
your finished designs.
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PICmicro TUTORIALS AND PROGRAMMING
HARDWARE

VERSION 3 PICmicro MCU
development board
Suitable for use with the three software packages
listed below.
This ﬂexible development board allows students to learn both
how to program PICmicro microcontrollers as well as program
a range of 8, 18, 28 and 40-pin devices from the 12, 16 and
18 series PICmicro ranges. For experienced programmers
all programming software is included in the PPP utility that
comes with the development board. For those who want to
learn, choose one or all of the packages below to use with the
Development Board.

s Makes it easier to develop PICmicro projects
s Supports low cost Flash-programmable PICmicro devices
s Fully featured integrated displays – 16 individual LEDs, quad
7-segment display and alphanumeric LCD display

s Supports PICmicro microcontrollers with A/D converters
s Fully protected expansion bus for project work
s USB programmable
s Can be powered by USB (no power supply required)

£161

including VAT and postage, supplied
with USB cable and programming software

SOFTWARE
ASSEMBLY FOR PICmicro
V3
(Formerly PICtutor)
Assembly for PICmicro microcontrollers V3.0
(previously known as PICtutor) by John Becker
contains a complete course in programming the
PIC16F84 PICmicro microcontroller from Arizona
Microchip. It starts with fundamental concepts
and extends up to complex programs including
watchdog timers, interrupts and sleep modes.
The CD makes use of the latest simulation
techniques which provide a superb tool for
learning: the Virtual PICmicro microcontroller, this
is a simulation tool that allows users to write and
execute MPASM assembler code for the PIC16F84
microcontroller on-screen. Using this you can
actually see what happens inside the PICmicro
MCU as each instruction is executed, which
enhances understanding.
Comprehensive instruction through 45 tutorial
sections
Includes Vlab, a Virtual PICmicro
microcontroller: a fully functioning simulator
Tests, exercises and projects covering a wide
range of PICmicro MCU applications
Includes
MPLAB assembler
Visual representation of a
PICmicro showing architecture and functions
Expert system for code entry helps ﬁrst time users
Shows data ﬂow and fetch execute cycle and has
challenges (washing machine, lift, crossroads etc.)
Imports MPASM ﬁles.

s

s

s

s

‘C’ FOR 16 Series PICmicro
Version 4
The C for PICmicro microcontrollers CD-ROM is
designed for students and professionals who need
to learn how to program embedded microcontrollers
in C. The CD-ROM contains a course as well as all
the software tools needed to create Hex code for a
wide range of PICmicro devices – including a full
C compiler for a wide range of PICmicro devices.
Although the course focuses on the use of the
PICmicro microcontrollers, this CD-ROM will
provide a good grounding in C programming for
any microcontroller.
Complete course in C as well as C
programming for PICmicro microcontrollers
Highly interactive course
Virtual C PICmicro
Includes a C compiler
improves understanding
Includes
for a wide range of PICmicro devices
full Integrated Development Environment
Includes MPLAB software Compatible with most
Includes a compiler for
PICmicro programmers
all the PICmicro devices.

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s
s

s

FLOWCODE FOR PICmicro
V4
Flowcode is a very high level language programming
system based on ﬂowcharts. Flowcode allows you to
design and simulate complex systems in a matter of
minutes. A powerful language that uses macros to
facilitate the control of devices like 7-segment displays,
motor controllers and LCDs. The use of macros allows
you to control these devices without getting bogged
down in understanding the programming. When used
in conjunction with the Version 3 development board
this provides a seamless solution that allows you to
program chips in minutes.
Requires no programming experience
Allows complex PICmicro applications to be
designed quickly
Uses international standard ﬂow chart symbols
Full on-screen simulation allows debugging and
speeds up the development process.
Facilitates learning via a full suite of
demonstration tutorials
Produces ASM code for a range of 18, 28 and
40-pin devices
16-bit arithmetic strings and string manipulation
Pulse width modulation
I2C.
New features of Version 4 include panel
creator, in circuit debug, virtual networks, C code
customisation, ﬂoating point and new components.
The Hobbyist/Student version is limited to 4K of
code (8K on 18F devices)

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

Minimum system requirements for these
items: Pentium PC running, 2000, ME,
XP; CD-ROM drive; 64MB RAM; 10MB
hard disk space.
Flowcode will run on XP or later
operating systems

PRICES
Prices for each of the CD-ROMs above are:
(Order form on next page)
(UK and EU customers add VAT to ‘plus VAT’ prices)
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Hobbyist/Student . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.95
Professional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry) . . . . . . . . . . . . £99
Professional 10 user (Network Licence) . . . . . . . . . . . £350
Site Licence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £699
Flowcode Professional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry) . . . £149
Flowcode 10 user (Network Licence) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £399
Flowcode Site Licence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £799

inc VAT
plus VAT
plus VAT
plus VAT
plus VAT
plus VAT
plus VAT
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EPE PIC
RESOURCES V2

CIRCUIT WIZARD

Version 2 includes
the EPE PIC
Tutorial V2 series of
Supplements
(EPE April, May,
June 2003)

Circuit Wizard is a revolutionary new software system that
combines circuit design, PCB design, simulation and CAD/
CAM manufacture in one complete package.
Two versions are available, Standard or Professional.

The CD-ROM contains the following
Tu t o r i a l - r e l a t e d
software and texts:

By integrating the entire design process, Circuit Wizard provides you with all the tools necessary to
produce an electronics project from start to ﬁnish – even including on-screen testing of the PCB prior
to construction!

Circuit diagram design with component library (500 components
* Standard,
1500 components Professional)
instruments (4 Standard, 7 Professional)
* Virtual
animation
* On-screen
Interactive circuit diagram simulation
* True analogue/digital simulation
* Simulation of component destruction
* PCB Layout
* Interactive PCB layout simulation
* Automatic PCB routing
* Gerber export
* Multi-level zoom (25% to 1000%)
* Multiple undo and redo
* Copy and paste to other software
* Multiple document support
*

This is the software used in our Teach-In 2011 series.
Standard £61.25 inc. VAT
Professional £91.90 inc. VAT

Minimum system requirements for these CD-ROMs: Pentium PC, CD-ROM drive, 32MB RAM, 10MB hard disk
space. Windows 2000/ME/XP, mouse, sound card, web browser.

z

EPE PIC Tutorial V2 complete series of
articles plus demonstration software,
John Becker, April, May, June ’03

z

PIC Toolkit Mk3 (TK3 hardware
construction details), John Becker,
Oct ’01

z

PIC Toolkit TK3 for Windows
(software details), John Becker,
Nov ’01

Plus 18 useful texts to help you get
the most out of your PIC programming.
Price £14.75 inc. VAT

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS PHOTOS
A high quality
selection of over
200 jpg images
ION
of
electronic
RS
E
components.
V
W
This selection of
NE
high resolution
photos can be
used to enhance
projects and presentations or to help with
training and educational material. They
are royalty free for use in commercial or
personal printed projects, and can also
be used royalty free in books, catalogues,
magazine articles as well as worldwide
web pages (subject to restrictions – see
licence for full details).
Now contains Irfan View image software
for Windows, with quick-start notes
included.
Price £19.95 inc. VAT

Please send me: CD-ROM

ORDER FORM

Assembly for PICmicro V3
‘C’ for 16 Series PICmicro V4
Flowcode for PICmicro
Flowcode for AVR
Flowcode for ARM
Flowcode for dsPIC & PIC24

Version required:
Hobbyist/Student
Professional
Professional 10 user
Professional + Flowkit
Site licence

Note: The software on each version is the same, only the licence for use varies.

ORDERING

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK
POSTAGE
Student/Single User/Standard/Hobbyist
Version price includes postage to most
countries in the world
EU residents outside the UK add £5 for airmail
postage per order

PICmicro Development Board V3 (hardware)
Circuit Wizard – Standard
Circuit Wizard – Professional
EPE PIC Resources V2
Electronic Components Photos
Full name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Address: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Post code: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tel. No: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Signature: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I enclose cheque/PO in £ sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £ . . . . . . . . .
Please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro: £ . . . . . . . . . .
Valid From: . . . . . . . . . . Card expiry date: . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Card No: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maestro Issue No. . . . . . . . . .
Card Security Code . . . . . . . . . . (The last 3 digits on or just under the signature strip)
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Professional, Multiple User and Site License
Versions – overseas readers add £5 to the basic
price of each order for airmail postage (do not
add VAT unless you live in an EU (European
Union) country, then add VAT at 20% or provide
your ofﬁcial VAT registration number).

Send your order to:
Direct Book Service
Wimborne Publishing Ltd
113 Lynwood Drive, Merley, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1UU
To order by phone ring

01202 880299. Fax: 01202 843233
Goods are normally sent within seven days

E-mail: orders@wimborne.co.uk
Online shop:

www.epemag.com
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Surfing The Internet

Net Work
Alan Winstanley
Radio Ga-Ga
Peripherals that run on a home entertainment network
AST month, I shone some light on the networking techhave also arrived on the market. Sony’s SMP-N100 network
nologies that are heading our way, including mainsaudio-video player, for example, is both Ethernet and WiFi
borne networking using Homeplug or Homegrid devices.
enabled, allowing you to stream your AV content around
The Homeplug Power Alliance (Sony, LG, TI, ST, Maxim,
the home, and even control it with an iPhone, iPod or some
Netgear, Devolo and more) follow the IEEE 1901 standard,
Android-based mobile phones.
while the Homegrid Forum (BT, Intel, Telefonica and
more) went down the road of the ITU G.hn protocol
instead. A low power Green PHY sub-set has energysaving metering and Smart Grids in mind. I learned
that it’s theoretically possible to mix different brands
of Homeplug adaptors together, but sometimes mainsborne networking would not work at all.
Reader Terry Mowles reminded me of the decadelong debate by the amateur radio associations, Radio Sony SMP-N100 media player points the way towards running a
Society of Great Britain (www.rsgb.org/plt/) and oth- domestic network to host your music, video and photos
ers to have power line technology either outlawed or
forced to comply with the current EMC laws. In the UK,
vociferous critics of this mains-borne technology include radio amateurs, with claims and counter-claims
of interference being caused by power line technology
to HF radio bands, emergency services and civil aviation communications. There’s even the suggestion that
street lamp-posts could become low-power radio beacons transmitting HF data.
The RSGB fears that power line adaptors could create Rear view of Sony SMP-N100 showing, LAN, video and HDMI ports
an ‘electronic smog’ needing its own ‘Clean Air’ legisla- to connect to the latest multimedia equipment.
tion. They published a lengthy discussion document
voicing their concerns at http://tinyurl.com/6l8kdv3. Power
It’s in our DLNA
line transmission clearly has its ardent critics, and it will be
Trying to plumb a complex HD system together, especially
interesting to see how this marketplace evolves over time.
when differing brands of goods are used, could present
As broadband has rolled out and we gradually bury ourits own problems, something which the Digital Living
selves in a myriad of networked AV equipment, hooked
Network Alliance hopes to overcome. Just as computerTOGETHER IN A NEST OF ($-) (IGH $EÚNITION -ULTIMEDIA
technology USB devices are plug-and-play interoperable,
Interface) and Ethernet cables, it’s now possible to stream
IN THE DIGITAL MEDIA WORLD $,.! CERTIÚED DEVICES STRIVE
selected Internet-based services, such as BBC iPlayer,
to work together while avoiding compatibility problems.
&ACEBOOK  3KYPE  .ETÛIX AND 9OU4UBE  DIRECT TO SUITABLY
If you are contemplating updating your A/V equipment,
equipped TV sets. This permits recent TV programmes to
then dipping your toes at www.dlna.org will help avoid
be replayed on a large modern TV, and video on demand
you making costly mistakes in the future, and show you
or sports programmes, delivered by broadband direct to an
what to look for.
Internet-enabled TV, is increasingly common.
Some stand-alone network drives such as Western DigiHowever, one might need to keep an eye on monthly ustal’s DLNA-compatible ‘Live’ are optimised to serve out
age allowances in case TV or YouTube usage tips you over
YOURPRECIOUSMEDIACOLLECTIONOVERA$,.! CERTIÚEDNETYOURALLOWEDTRAFÚCQUOTA-OREOPTIONSAREBEINGOFFERED
work. They use twin RAID-style drives to back up data, and
all the time as media barons strive to squeeze more out of
you could stream video to your DLNA-compliant Xbox or
our broadband connections.
large-screen TV, or play your music collection on an Ipad.
How about displaying your photo albums over the home
Domotically-enhanced
network, using WiFi enabled digital photoframes? Nor are
The area of domotics relates to home automation, and
you tied to your own household: using remote access over
viewers of TV’s ‘Grand Designs’ program will doubtless
the web, you can log into your system from anywhere and
have seen fanciful interiors of ultra-modern houses, with
ACCESSÚLESTHATWAY
all manner of lighting, ventilation, heating, music, TV and
One consideration is the intrinsic and sentimental value
more controlled by a touch screen. It’s now possible to conof your media data. As BBC iPlayer users already know,
trol a ‘domotically-enhanced’ house using an iPad or iPhone
media such as some TV shows or music, which are secured
app (eg, Domotica from Ingegni, see www.ingegnitech.com/
by Digital Rights Management (DRM) cannot be copied onto
en/domotica). A number of mains, wireless and bus-based
other drives. RAID drives themselves offer no cast-iron
systems are already available. They offer the home automaguarantee of total data protection either. Rather, protection enthusiast plenty to go at, and doubtless the price will
tion is provided on the basis that if one drive fails then the
eventually fall.
other drive (hopefully) keeps running, which saves your data

L
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from total loss. At that point, you
have to drop what you’re doing and
back up your data and rebuild the
RAID drive array promptly. (Consider whether your domestic insurance
policy covers this eventuality).
Online backups make a lot of
sense, and Amazon offers 5GB free
on its ‘Cloud Drive’ network. If you
purchase MP3s from Amazon then
they can be backed up automatically
on your Cloud Drive, and Amazon’s
new Cloud Player streams music
direct onto your Android phone or
tablet, Mac or PC.
For the PC enthusiast who has a
COLLECTIONOFMEDIAÚLESTOMANAGE 
Windows Home Server 2011 could
be the solution. This fast-maturing
home platform from Microsoft lets
YOU STREAM YOUR MEDIA ÚLES OVER
a network and also backs them up
automatically. A range of PCs optimised for use as a home media
server are available, including HP’s
MediaSmart server range.
7ITH AN ENDLESS INÛUX OF NEW
standards and technologies, installing a new media system in the home
will increasingly see us talking of
network ‘clients’ and ‘servers’ and
lNETWORK ATTACHED STORAGEm  CONÚGuring Ethernet and WiFi instead
OF HOOKING COAX CABLES OR PHONO
leads/plugs together. I sense a new
job title of ‘Domestic
Network
Administrator’ coming into vogue,

with RAID rebuilding skills and lots
of spare time considered desirable!
Embedded processors appear
even in the most mundane of appliances, and Russian password-reCOVERYSPECIALIST%LCOMSOFTEXPLAINS
how they could all be harnessed for
the purposes of forensically breaking passwords. Elcomsoft already
realised how the graphics CPUs resident in PCs can share the computational burden of the main CPU for
this type of task.
They claim that home video consoles such as the Nintendo and
Playstation can outgun many a PC,
and as many domestic devices now
have an embedded OS, it’s worth
pausing for thought when they
mention digital photo frames, coffee makers, SLR digital cameras
and more. Many such domestic
devices, claims Elcomsoft, are overengineered in terms of utilising a
computing capacity that is way beyond the level required for the task
in hand.
Elcomsoft’s proposal is, therefore,
to utilise these spare computing
cycles in the almost surreal environment of a home cloud digital network. You can read more at www.
elcomsoft.com/home_cloud_computing.html.
That’s all for this month’s Net
Work. You can contact me at: alan@
epemag.demon.co.uk

Get your magazine ‘instantly’ anywhere in the world –
buy and download from the web.
TAKE A LOOK, A FREE ISSUE IS
AVAILABLE
A one year subscription (12 issues) costs just $19.99(US)

Back issues are also
available
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£120
ex VAT

The MIAC rugged PICmicro
microcontroller is an industrial grade
controller which can be used to
control a wide range of different
electronic systems: for mains
switching, motor control, sensor
monitoring and much more.

Free Flowcode 3
with every MIAC

Rugged PIC 18F4455
Programmable from USB download software provided
Compatible with third party
PICmicro, BASIC and C compilers
Includes free Flowcode 3 graphical
programming software (no
upgrade rights)
8 digital or analogue inputs
4 relay outputs - 8A
4 motor outputs with speed
control - 12V, 500mA
4 line 16 character display
Control keypad
Fully networkable via built in
CAN bus
Lab View and Visual Basic
compatible - DLL supplied
In-Circuit Debug over USB with
FlowKit
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READOUT

Email: editorial@wimborne.co.uk
Matt Pulzer addresses some of the
general points readers have raised.
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刂 LETTER OF THE MONTH 刂
Interference from
mains-borne networking
Dear Editor
Your columns on home networking have
been interesting, but there is one point
about them you may have missed.
There is currently a large debate and
push by the amateur radio associations,
RSGB (Radio Society of Great Britain) and
individuals either to have them made illegal
or comply with the current EMC laws.
Some manufacturers are pushing for an
exemption from EMC legislation. In their
Current burden
Dear Editor
The design of the current adapter for multimeters by David L Jones in May’s EPE is
very good and a useful add-on to a DMM.
It brings to light the principle that no
measurement can be made without affecting the quantity measured by the act of
measurement. The design presented shows
how that effect can be reduced for the case
of current measurement by inserting a series
resistor and measuring the volt drop.
This, however, set me thinking about
the case where the current is measured by
means of its magnetic ﬁeld to minimise the
effect of the measurement. My old AVO has
a 50PA moving-coil meter, which drops
125mV for full-scale reading due to the
resistance of the coil. If it was made from
a superconductor operating with zero resistance, would it drop 0V at 50PA?
This seems to suggest that in the steady
state there is no ‘burden’. However, the energy
required to move the coil must come from the
circuit during the time when the coil is moving
from rest and back-EMFs are induced.
So presumably there is a transient ‘burden’. If a Hall effect device is used to detect
the current via its magnetic ﬁeld, what is the
mechanism for the current to detect that it is
being measured and hence feel the effect of
the measurement?
Ken Naylor, by email
Thank you for your interesting enquiry
Ken. You are right, all observations will
‘disturb’ the observed, an effect of particular signiﬁcance in quantum physics and
described by the Heisenberg uncertainty
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current form, they do not comply with the
EMC regulations, producing far in excess of
the allowable interference to radio reception.
This interference has been known to interfere
with emergency services communications.
Living in Australia, I can’t point you to
any local sources of information other than
the RSGB, but there is a reasonable amount
posted on the Internet.
Terry Mowles, by email
Alan Winstanley replies:
I’ve touched upon Homeplug in the past
principle. While EPE readers may not be
interested in measuring parameters on the
atomic scale, it is always worth remembering that a measurement should interfere as little as possible with what is being
measured.
A Hall effect device will interact with a
magnetic ﬁeld and hence it will, to a small
extent, draw power from the circuit, altering
the value of current slightly. However, the
effect is small and can usually be discounted – a more serious question is how can you
calibrate the Hall effect current-measuring
device, given that its ouput will vary with
the angle of its orientation in three dimensions.
I must confess that I have never fully got
to grips with the strange world of superconductivity – I have always been ‘scared off’
by an observation from a physicist cousin of
mine: ‘Only three people really understand
superconductivity; one of them is mad and
the other two don’t agree’.
More on PIC/Excel communication
Dear Editor
When I sent my initial email regarding the
import of data to MS Excel from a PIC, I
did not expect the number and quality of the
responses published in EPE. I am therefore
pleased to see these.
However, what I was looking for, and I
am convinced I saw it done in EPE many
years ago, is the ‘live’ import into MS Excel
without going down the intermediary route
of sending the data to a temporary holding
ﬁle ﬁrst, and then importing it into Excel
as a second operation. I believe such a
technique was in either an Interface or PIC
‘n Mix article.

and was made aware of some of the criticism
of the technology due to the possibility of
interference. This is an important aspect,
given that all electrical devices sold in the
EU have to be CE approved – meaning that,
among other things, they have to neither
generate interference nor be adversely
affected by any interference that they might
be subjected to.
Possibly more extensive testing is needed,
and it will be interesting to see whether the
regulations are manipulated or relaxed in
order to accommodate this form of mainsborne networking.
I have taught myself JAL for PICs
and have been able to get a PIC 16F88 to
measure and convert analogue voltages
and send them as csv ﬁles to a PC via an
RS232 serial connection, as was suggested
by respondents to my letter.
If one of your readers can remember the
article and point me to it, or give information
on conﬁguring MS Excel to receive RS232
data directly I would appreciate it.
Many thanks from a long time reader/
subscriber of EPE.
Bob White, Clevedon
Last call for those with long memories
– anyone remember an article with the
technique Bob describes?
Dear Editor
Following up on the Bob White/David
Hannaford letters about capturing data
into Excel. I have, recently, been involved
in converting data from ﬁles and inserting
it into Excel workbooks using the VSTO
(Visual Studio to Ofﬁce) API in VB.Net
4.0. Using this interface, it is a simple
matter to open a workbook, insert data
and format cells and then saving the result
using only a small number of VB.net
commands.
Using VSTO and .Net, Bob would not
need to extract the data from Hyperterm,
into ﬁles, before importing it into Excel.
VSTO is a Microsoft API and is fully
supported under the .Net framework.
Regards, Liam Collins
Thank you Liam; another useful technique
to consider.
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DIRECT BOOK
SERVICE

Electronics Teach-In 3
FREE
CD-RO

M
The three sections of this book
cover a very wide range of subjects
that will interest everyone involved in
electronics, from hobbyists and students to professionals.
The ﬁrst 80-odd pages of Teach-In 3 are dedicated to
Circuit Surgery, the regular EPE clinic dealing with readers’
queries on various circuit design and application problems
– everything from voltage regulation to using SPICE circuit
simulation software.
The second section – Practically Speaking – covers
the practical aspects of electronics construction.
Again, a whole range of subjects, from soldering to
avoiding problems with static electricity and indentifying
components, are covered.
Finally, our collection of Ingenuity Unlimited circuits provides
over 40 different circuit designs submitted by the readers of
EPE.
The free cover-mounted CD-ROM is the complete
Electronics Teach-In 1 book, which provides a broad-based
introduction to electronics in PDF form, plus interactive
quizzes to test your knowledge, TINA circuit simulation
software (a limited version – plus a specially written TINA
Tutorial), together with simulations of the circuits in the
Teach-In 1 series, plus Flowcode (a limited version) a high
level programming system for PIC microcontrollers based
on ﬂowcharts.
The Teach-In 1 series covers everything from Electric
Current through to Microprocessors and Microcontrollers
and each part includes demonstration circuits to build on
breadboards or to simulate on your PC. There is also a MW/
LW Radio project in the series.
The contents of the book and Free CD-ROM have been
reprinted from past issues of EPE.
160 pages+CD-ROM

Order code ETI3

£8.50

THE AMATEUR SCIENTIST 3·0
CD-ROM
CD-ROM
The complete collection of The
Amateur Scientist articles from
Scientiﬁc American magazine. Over 1,000 classic
science projects from a renowned source of winning
projects. All projects are rated for cost, difﬁculty and
possible hazards.
Plus over 1,000 pages of helpful science techniques that
never appeared in Scientiﬁc American.
Exciting science projects in: Astronomy; Earth Science;
Biology; Physics; Chemistry; Weather . . . and much more!
The most complete resource ever assembled for hobbyists,
and professionals looking for novel solutions to research
problems.
Suitable for Mac, Windows, Linux or UNIX. 32MB RAM
minimum, Netscape 4.0 or higher or Internet Explorer 4.0
or higher.
Over 1,000 projects

CD-ROM

Order code ASICD-ROM

The books listed have been selected by Everyday Practical Electronics
editorial staff as being of special interest to everyone involved in
electronics and computing. They are supplied by mail order direct to
your door. Full ordering details are given on the last book page.

FOR A FURTHER SELECTION OF BOOKS AND CD-ROMS SEE
THE UK SHOP ON OUR WEBSITE – www.epemag.com
All prices include UK postage

1

ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING
FOR BEGINNERS
R. A. Penfold
This book is for complete beginners to electronic project
building. It provides a complete introduction to the practical
side of this fascinating hobby, including the following
topics:
Component identiﬁcation, and buying the right parts;
resistor colour codes, capacitor value markings, etc;
advice on buying the right tools for the job; soldering;
making easy work of the hard wiring; construction
methods, including stripboard, custom printed circuit
boards, plain matrix boards, surface mount boards and
wire-wrapping; ﬁnishing off, and adding panel labels;
getting “problem’’ projects to work, including simple
methods of fault-ﬁnding.
In fact everything you need to know in order to get started
in this absorbing and creative hobby.

135 pages

Order code BP392

£8.99

RADIO

£5.99

104 pages

Order code BP248

£4.49

COMPUTING
ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN 2
CD-ROM

CD-ROM

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES AND OTHER
TEST EQUIPMENT
R. A. Penfold
This book explains the basic function of an oscilloscope,
gives a detailed explanation of all the standard controls, and
provides advice on buying. A separate chapter deals with
using an oscilloscope for fault ﬁnding on linear and logic
circuits, plenty of example waveforms help to illustrate the
control functions and the effects of various fault conditions.
The function and use of various other pieces of test
equipment are also covered, including signal generators,
logic probes, logic pulsers and crystal calibrators.

USING PIC MICROCONTROLLERS
A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION
This Teach-In series of articles was originally published in EPE
in 2008 and, following demand from readers, has now been
collected together in the Electronics Teach-In 2 CD-ROM.
The series is aimed at those using PIC microcontrollers
for the ﬁrst time. Each part of the series includes breadboard
layouts to aid understanding and a simple programmer
project is provided.
Also included are 29 PIC N’ Mix articles, also republished
from EPE. These provide a host of practical programming
and interfacing information, mainly for those that have
already got to grips with using PIC microcontrollers.
An extra four part beginners guide to using the C
programing language for PIC microcontrollers is also included.
The CD-ROM also contains all of the software for the
Teach-In 2 series and PIC N’ Mix articles, plus a range
of items from Microchip – the manufacturers of the PIC
microcontrollers. The material has been compiled by
Wimborne Publishing Ltd. with the assistance of Microchip
Technology Inc.
The Microchip items are: MPLAB Integrated
Development Environment V8.20; Microchip Advance Parts
Selector V2.32; Treelink; Motor Control Solutions; 16-bit
Embedded Solutions; 16-bit Tool Solutions; Human Interface
Solutions; 8-bit PIC Microcontrollers; PIC24 Micrcontrollers;
PIC32 Microcontroller Family with USB On-The-Go; dsPIC
Digital Signal Controllers.

104 pages

CD-ROM

Order code BP267

Order code BP601

£19.95

IC 555 PROJECTS
E. A. Parr
Every so often a device appears that is so useful that one
wonders how life went on before without it. The 555 timer
is such a device. Included in this book are over 70 circuit
diagrams and descriptions covering basic and general
circuits, motor car and model railway circuits, alarms and
noise makers as well as a section on 556, 558 and 559
timers. (Note. No construction details are given.) A reference
book of invaluable use to all those who have any interest in
electronics, be they professional engineers or designers,
students or hobbyists.
Order code BP44

308 pages

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold
This book describes in detail how to construct some simple
and inexpensive but extremely useful, pieces of test
equipment. Stripboard layouts are provided for all designs,
together with wiring diagrams where appropriate, plus notes
on construction and use.
The following designs are included:AF Generator, Capacitance Meter, Test Bench Ampliﬁer,
AF Frequency Meter, Audio Mullivoltmeter, Analogue
Probe, High Resistance Voltmeter, CMOS Probe,
Transistor Tester, TTL Probe. The designs are suitable for
both newcomers and more experienced hobbyists.

PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION

167 pages

COMPUTING FOR THE OLDER GENERATION
Jim Gatenby
Among the many practical and useful ideas for using your
PC that are covered in this book are: Choosing, setting up
and understanding your computer and its main components.
Writing letters, leaﬂets, invitations, etc., and other word
processing jobs. Keeping track of your ﬁnances using
a spreadsheet. Recording details of holidays and other
ideas using a database. Using the Internet to ﬁnd useful
information, and email to keep in touch with family and
friends. Making ‘back-up’ copies of your work and checking
for viruses. How to use Windows XP to help people with
impaired vision, hearing or mobility.

£5.49

£5.49
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Order code ETI2 CD-ROM

£9.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO
WAVE PROPOGATION
J.G. Lee
Radio wave propogation is one of the more important
discoveries made in the early 20th century. Although
technology lagged behind early experimenters pursued this
newly discovered phenomenon eagerly for, in understanding
the physics of propagation, they were discovering more
about our Universe and its workings.
Radio wave propagation has its origins in the world of
solar physics. The Sun’s radiation provides the mechanism
for the formation of the ionosphere. How the ionosphere is
formed, and how it provides long-distance communication, is
carefully explained. Non-ionospheric propagation, including
‘moonbounce’ or satellite communications, is covered as well.
This book has been written with the average electronic
hobbyist in mind. Technical language and mathematics have
been kept to a minimum in order to present a broad, yet
clear, picture of the subject. The radio amateur, as well as the
short-wave listener, will ﬁnd explanations of the propogation
phenomena which both experience in their pursuit of
communications enjoyment.

116 pages

Order code BP293

£4.45

FOR MORE BOOKS
& CD-ROMS
CHECK OUT

www.epemag.com
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FAULT FINDING, CIRCUITS AND DESIGN
STARTING ELECTRONICS
BOOK +
Third Edition
CD-ROM
Keith brindley
A punchy practical introduction to
self-build electronics. The ideal starting point for home
experimenters, technicians and students who want to
develop the real hands-on skills of electronics construction.
A highly practical introduction for hobbyists, students,
and technicians. Keith Brindley introduces readers to the
functions of the main component types, their uses, and the
basic principles of building and designing electronic circuits.
Breadboard layouts make this very much a ready-to-run
book for the experimenter, and the use of multimeter,
but not oscilloscopes, and readily available, inexpensive
components makes the practical work achievable in a home
or school setting as well as a fully equiped lab.

288 pages

Order code NE42

£15.99

PIC IN PRACTICE (2nd Edition)
David W. Smith
A graded course based around the practical use of the
PIC microcontroller through project work. Principles
are introduced gradually, through hands-on experience,
enabling hobbyists and students to develop their
understanding at their own pace. The book can be used
at a variety of levels.
Contents: Introduction to the PIC microcontroller;
Programming the 16F84 microcontroller; Introductory
projects; Headers, porting code – which micro?; Using
inputs; Keypad scanning; Program examples; The 16C54
microcontroller; Alphanumeric displays; Analogue to
digital conversion; Radio transmitters and receivers;
EEPROM data memory; Interrupts; The 12 series 8-pin
microcontroller; The 16F87X microcontroller; The 16F62X
microcontroller; Projects; Instruction set, ﬁles and registers;
Appendices; Index.

HOW ELECTRONIC THINGS WORK – AND WHAT
TO DO WHEN THEY DON’T
Robert Goodman
You never again have to be ﬂummoxed, ﬂustered or taken
for a ride by a piece of electronics equipment. With this fully
illustrated, simple-to-use guide, you will get a grasp on the
workings of the electronic world that surrounds you – and
even learn to make your own repairs.
You don’t need any technical experience. This book
gives you: Clear explanations of how things work, written
in everyday language. Easy-to-follow, illustrated instructions
on using test equipment to diagnose problems. Guidelines
to help you decide for or against professional repair. Tips on
protecting your expensive equipment from lightning and other
electrical damage, lubrication and maintenance suggestions.
Covers: colour TVs, VCRs, radios, PCs, CD players,
printers, telephones, monitors, camcorders, satellite dishes,
and much more!

394 pages

Order code MGH3

search of information and guidance, a college student, a
hobbyist building a project from a magazine, or simply a
keen self-taught amateur who is interested in electronic
fault ﬁnding but ﬁnds books on the subject too mathematical
or specialised.
The fundamental principles of analogue and digital
fault ﬁnding are described (although, of course, there is
no such thing as a “digital fault” – all faults are by nature
analogue). This book is written entirely for a fault ﬁnder
using only the basic fault-ﬁnding equipment: a digital
multimeter and an oscilloscope. The treatment is nonmathematical (apart from Ohm’s law) and all jargon is
strictly avoided.

274 pages

Order code NE22

£41.99

A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO CMOS DIGITAL ICs
R. A. Penfold
Getting started with logic circuits can be difﬁcult, since
many of the fundamental concepts of digital design tend
to seem rather abstract, and remote from obviously useful
applications. This book covers the basic theory of digital
electronics and the use of CMOS integrated circuits, but
does not lose sight of the fact that digital electronics has
numerous “real world’’ applications.
The topics covered in this book include: the basic concepts
of logic circuits; the functions of gates, inverters and other
logic “building blocks’’; CMOS logic i.c. characteristics, and
their advantages in practical circuit design; oscillators and
monostables (timers); ﬂip/ﬂops, binary dividers and binary
counters; decade counters and display drivers.

119 pages

Order code BP333

£5.45

AUDIO AMPS

£21.99

308 pages

Order code NE39

£24.99

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FAULT FINDING AND
TROUBLESHOOTING
Robin Pain
To be a real fault ﬁnder, you must be able to get a feel for
what is going on in the circuit you are examining. In this
book Robin Pain explains the basic techniques needed to
be a fault ﬁnder.
Simple circuit examples are used to illustrate principles
and concepts fundamental to the process of fault ﬁnding.
This is not a book of theory, it is a book of practical tips,
hints and rules of thumb, all of which will equip the reader
to tackle any job. You may be an engineer or technician in

BOOK ORDER FORM

BUILDING VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Morgan Jones
The practical guide to building, modifying, fault-ﬁnding
and repairing valve ampliﬁers. A hands-on approach to
valve electronics – classic and modern – with a minimum
of theory. Planning, fault-ﬁnding, and testing are each
illustrated by step-by-step examples.
A unique hands-on guide for anyone working with
valve (tube in USA) audio equipment – as an electronics
experimenter, audiophile or audio engineer.
Particular attention has been paid to answering questions
commonly asked by newcomers to the world of the vacuum
tube, whether audio enthusiasts tackling their ﬁrst build, or
more experienced ampliﬁer designers seeking to learn the
ropes of working with valves. The practical side of this book
is reinforced by numerous clear illustrations throughout.

368 pages

Order code NE40

£29.00

Full name: .......................................................................................................................................
Address: ..........................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................
.............................................. Post code: ........................... Telephone No: ....................................
Signature: ........................................................................................................................................
I enclose cheque/PO payable to DIRECT BOOK SERVICE for £ ..............................................
Please charge my card £ ....................................... Card expiry date.........................................
Card Number ....................................................................... Maestro Issue No..............................
Valid From Date ..................... Card Security Code ................

(the last three digits on or just below the signature strip)

Please send book order codes: .......................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Second Edition. Morgan Jones
This book allows those with a limited knowledge of the
ﬁeld to understand both the theory and practice of valve
audio ampliﬁer design, such that they can analyse and
modify circuits, and build or restore an ampliﬁer. Design
principles and construction techniques are provided so
readers can devise and build from scratch, designs that
actually work.
The second edition of this popular book builds on its
main strength – exploring and illustrating theory with
practical applications. Numerous new sections include:
output transformer problems; heater regulators; phase
splitter analysis; and component technology. In addition
to the numerous ampliﬁer and preampliﬁer circuits, three
major new designs are included: a low-noise single-ended
LP stage, and a pair of high voltage ampliﬁers for driving
electrostatic transducers directly – one for headphones, one
for loudspeakers.

288 pages

Order code NE33

£40.99

Please continue on separate sheet of paper if necessary

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS
All prices include UK postage. For postage to Europe (air) and the rest of the world (surface) please add £3 per book. For the rest of the world airmail add £4 per
book. CD-ROM prices include VAT and/or postage to anywhere in the world. Send a PO, cheque, international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct
Book Service or card details, Visa, Mastercard, or Maestro to: DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LIMITED, 113 LYNWOOD DRIVE, MERLEY,
WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1UU.
Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of order, but please allow 28 days for delivery – more for overseas orders. Please check price and availability (see latest issue of Everyday
Practical Electronics) before ordering from old lists.

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE.
Tel 01202 880299 Fax 01202 843233. E-mail: dbs@wimborne.co.uk
Order from our online UK shop at: www.epemag.com
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PCB SERVICE

PROJECT TITLE

ORDER CODE

FEBRUARY ’11
Time Delay Photoﬂash Trigger
Tempmaster Mk.2

Printed circuit boards for most recent EPE constructional projects are
available from the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass ﬁbre,
and are fully drilled and roller tinned. Double-sided boards are NOT plated
through hole and will require ‘vias’ and some components soldering to
both sides. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per
board for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The
PCB Service, Everyday Practical Electronics, Wimborne Publishing
Ltd., 113 Lynwood Drive, Merley, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1UU.
Tel: 01202 880299; Fax 01202 843233; Email: orders@epemag.wimborne.
co.uk. On-line Shop: www.epemag.com. Cheques should be crossed and
made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics (Payment in £ sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched
within seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days
for delivery – overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail.
Back numbers or photocopies of articles are available if required – see the
Back Issues page for details. WE DO NOT SUPPLY KITS OR COMPONENTS
FOR OUR PROJECTS.

Please check price and availability in the latest issue.
A large number of older boards are listed on, and can be
ordered from, our website.
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

PROJECT TITLE

ORDER CODE

COST

JUNE ’10
 PIC-Based Musical Tuning Aid
 Water Tank Level Meter – Base
– Switch
 DSP Musicolour
– Main
– Display

756
757
758
759
760

COST

£9.06
set

£7.67

set

£16.49

791
792

£9.72
£8.59

793
794
795
796

£8.02
£11.34
£10.53
£6.80

797
798
799

£7.53
£8.00
£6.97

800
801
802
803

£10.69
£6.80
£11.50
£11.83

804
805
806
807

£8.91
£6.48
£6.80
£6.15

808
pair
809
810
812

£7.13
£8.34

MARCH ’11
GPS Synchronised Clock
Digital Audio Millivoltmeter
Theremin
USB Printer Share Switch

APRIL ’11
Multi-Message Voice Recorder
PIR-Triggered Mains Switch
Intelligent Remote-Controlled Dimmer

MAY ’11
6-Digit GPS Clock
Simple Voltage Switch For Car Sensors
The PCurrent (double-sided, surface mount)
Digital Audio Oscillator (double-sided)

JUNE ’11
230V AC 10A Full-Wave Motor Speed Controller
Precision 10V DC Voltage Reference
6-Digit GPS Clock Driver (Pt.2)
Musicolour IRDA Accessory

JULY ’11
Beam-Break Flash Trigger – IR Source
– Detector
Metal Locator
Multi-Function Active Filter
Active AM Loop Antenna and Amp
– Antenna/Amp
– Radio Loop
(inc. Varicaps)

813
pair
814

£8.10

£8.89

JULY ’10
 ColdAlert Hypothermia Alarm
 Swimming Pool Alarm

761
762

£7.68
£8.37

AUGUST ’10
 PIC-Based Flexitimer (double-sided)
DSP Musicolour – Remote Control Receiver
 UV Lightbox – Exposure Controller
– Display/Timer
Ultra LD 200W Power Ampliﬁer (double-sided)

763
764
765
set
766
767

£12.91
£5.93
£15.52

768
769
770
771

£8.37
£6.81
£7.68
£15.00

770
772

£7.68
£6.63

£9.77

SEPTEMBER ’10
Ultra-LD 200W Power Ampliﬁer – Power Supply
Low-Voltage Adjustable Regulator
Balanced/Unbalanced Converter
Planet Jupiter Receiver (double-sided)

OCTOBER ’10
Bridge Adaptor For Stereo Power Amps
CDI Module For Small Motors
 LED Strobe and Tachometer – 1
– Main Board
– Switch Board

775
776

pair

773
774

pair

£8.37

NOVEMBER ’10
Railpower – Main Board
– Display Board
LED Strobe and Tachometer – 2
– Photo-Interrupter
– IR Reﬂect Amp
USB Clock with LCD Readout – 1
Balanced MIC Preamp for PCs and MP3 Players

777
pair
778
779
780

£14.83

£7.15
£7.85
£8.72

DECEMBER ’10
12V Speed Controller or 12V Lamp Dimmer
Digital RF Level & Power Meter
– Main Board
– Head-end Board
– RF Attenuator Board

781
783
784
785

£6.99
set

786
pair
787
788
789
pair
790

PCB MASTERS

PCB masters for boards published from the March ’06 issue onwards
can also be downloaded from our website (www.epemag.com); go
to the ‘Library’ section.

EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE
Order Code
Project
Quantity
Price
..............................................
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..............................................
Tel. No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I enclose payment of £ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (cheque/PO in £ sterling only) to:

Everyday Practical
Electronics

£10.81

JANUARY ’11
Multi-Purpose Car Scrolling Display
– Main Board
– Display Board
USB-Sensing Mains Power Switch
433MHz UHF Remote Switch
– Transmitter
– Receiver

EPE SOFTWARE

 All software programs for EPE Projects marked with a star, and
others previously published can be downloaded free from the Library
on our website, accessible via our home page at: www.epemag.com

£12.21

Card No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Valid From . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expiry Date . . . . . . . . . . . .
Card Security No. . . . . . . . Maestro Issue No. . . . . . .

£9.77

Signature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

£10.12

Note: You can also order PCBs by phone, Fax or Email or via the
Shop on our website on a secure server:

http://www.epemag.com
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If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified
page offers excellent value. The rate for semi-display space is £10 (+VAT) per centimetre high, with a minimum
height of 2·5cm. All semi-display adverts have a width of 5.5cm. The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 40p
(+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added.
Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics Advertisements, 113
Lynwood Drive, Merley, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 1UU. Phone: 01202 880299. Fax: 01202 843233. Email:
epeads@wimborne.co.uk. For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our
Advertisement Manager, Stewart Kearn as above.

LOOKING FOR
THAT SPECIAL SWITCH
OR RELAY
Visit Section 19

www.partridgeelectronics.co.uk
BOWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD
Suppliers of Electronic Components
Place a secure order on our website or call our sales line
All major credit cards accepted
Web: www.bowood-electronics.co.uk
Unit 10, Boythorpe Business Park, Dock Walk, Chesterﬁeld,
Derbyshire S40 2QR. Sales: 01246 200222
Send 60p stamp for catalogue

MISCELLANEOUS
VALVES AND ALLIED COMPONENTS IN
STOCK. Phone for free list. Valves, books and
magazines wanted. Geoff Davies (Radio), tel.
01788 574774.

KITS, TOOLS, COMPONENTS. S.A.E.
Catalogue. SIR-KIT ELECTRONICS, 52
Severn Road, Clacton, CO15 3RB, http://
sir-kit.webs.com
DUE TO BEREAVEMENT, CLEARING OUT
over 50yrs worth of components and equipment. Please email for lists shaunmar@sky.
com.

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN TRAINING
NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
VCE ADVANCED ICT
HNC AND HND ELECTRONICS
FOUNDATION DEGREES
NVQ ENGINEERING AND IT
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
20 PENYWERN ROAD
EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: (020) 7373 8721
www.lec.org.uk

www.canterburywindings.co.uk

01227 450810

Spinvent
Invent with the

Propeller 8-core

32-bit microcontroller
www.spinvent.co.uk
01603 611 216

CPS Solar
Solar panels, solar cells, and many
more alternative energy products for
battery charging etc, please visit our
website for further info or call

Tel: 0870 765 2334.
www.solarpanelsonline.co.uk

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
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CANTERBURY WINDINGS

UK manufacturer of toroidal transformers
(10VA to 3kVA)
All transformers made to order. No design fees.
No minimum order.
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SD Card Music & Speech Recorder/Player

This is a fantastic project with a multitude of uses. It’s a digital recorder that stores WAV
files on low-cost MMC/SD/SDHC cards. It can be used as a jukebox, a sound effects
player or an expandable ‘Dictaphone’. You can use it as a freestanding recorder, or in
conjunction with any Windows, Mac or Linux PC.

Input attenuator for the Digital Audio Millivoltmeter

Remember our super Digital Audio Millivoltmeter project back in March 2011? Well, it
just got even better! With this add on you can now measure AC voltages up to 140V RMS.
Easy to build, it’s a simple switched-input divider that lets you add 40dB, 20dB or 0dB of
attenuation ahead of the meter at the touch of a knob.

Deluxe 3-channel UHF Rolling Code Remote Control – Part 1

We’ve shown you how to make keyless entry systems before, but this really takes the
concept to another level. It’s a high-security 3-button UHF transmitter and receiver system
that can be used for keyless entry into homes and commercial premises and for controlling
garage doors and external lighting. Three separate outputs on the receiver
can be used to activate various electrical devices, such as a door strike, a
motorised garage door and 230V AC lights. Up to 16 transmitters can be
used with one receiver, so it’s even suitable for a small business.

Reycle It!

More free electronics from valuable discards!

Teach-In 2011 – Part 10

Mike and Richard Tooley discuss practical aspects of test instruments,
measurements and testing circuits. Plus, you definitely do not want to miss
their introduction to PCB layout using the series’ excellent accompanying
software package, Circuit Wizard.
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Established for over 25 years, UK company
Display Electronics prides itself on offering a
massive range of electronic and associated
electro-mechanical equipment and parts to
the Hobbyist, Educational and Industrial
user. Many current and obsolete hard to get
parts are available from our vast stocks,
which include:
:









Rechargeable Batteries With Solder Tags
NIMH

NICAD

AA 2000mAh ......................£2.82 AA 650mAh...................... £1.41
C 4Ah ...................................£4.70 C 2.5Ah ...............................£3.60
D 9Ah ...................................£7.60 D 4Ah ...................................£4.95
PP3 150mAh ..................... £4.95
Instrument case with edge connector and screw terminals
Size 112mm x 52mm x 105mm tall
This box consists of a cream base with a PCB slot, a cover plate to pro
tect your circuit, a black lid with a 12 way edge connector and 12 screw
terminals built in (8mm pitch) and 2 screws to hold the lid on. The cream
bases have minor marks from dust and handling price £2.00 +
VAT(=£2.35) for a sample or £44.00+VAT (=£51.70) for a box of 44.
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6,000,000 Semiconductors
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5,000 Power Supplies
25,000 Electric Motors
6XU
10,000 Connectors
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100,000 Relays & Contactors
2000 Rack Cabinets & Accessories
4000 Items of Test Equipment
5000 Hard Disk Drives
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866 battery pack originally intended to be
used with an orbitel mobile telephone it
contains 10 1·6Ah sub C batteries (42 x
22 dia. the size usually used in cordless
screwdrivers etc.) the pack is new and
unused and can be broken open quite
easily £7.46 + VAT = £8.77
Please add £1.66 + VAT = £1.95 postage & packing per order
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PRE-PRODUCTION CHECK
Board Edge Defined - CHECK
All Components Placed - CHECK
All Connections Routed - CHECK
Power Planes Generated - CHECK
No Design Rule Violations - CHECK

PROTEUS 7
Design with Confidence:
The latest version of the Proteus PCB Design Software provides a multistage Pre-Production Check which will detect and prevent a variety of
common mistakes prior to your boards being sent for manufacture.

PROTEUS DESIGN SUITE

Features:

Hardware Accelerated Performance.
Unique Thru-View™ Board Transparency.
<
Over 35k Schematic & PCB library parts.
<
Integrated Shape Based Auto-router.
<
Flexible Design Rule Management.
<
Polygonal and Split Power Plane Support.

Board Autoplacement & Gateswap Optimiser.
Direct CADCAM, ODB++, IDF & PDF Output.
<
Integrated 3D Viewer with 3DS and DXF export.
<
Mixed Mode SPICE Simulation Engine.
<
Co-Simulation of PIC, AVR, 8051 and ARM7.
<
Direct Technical Support at no additional cost.

<
<

<
<

All levels of the Proteus Design Suite include a world class, fully integrated shape-based
autorouter at no additional cost - prices start from just £150 exc. VAT & delivery

Labcenter Electronics Ltd. 53-55 Main Street, Grassington, North Yorks. BD23 5AA.
Registered in England 4692454 Tel: +44 (0)1756 753440, Email: info@labcenter.com

Visit our website or
phone 01756 753440
for more details

HP8563E SPECTRUM ANALYSER
9KHZ - 26.5GHZ Synthesised........ £POA

